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MSU enrollment
at highest level
this decade, and
5th in history

Regents to trim list of presidential
nominees during two-day retreat
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times SUN Writer

By MARK COOPER
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WORLD

Cloudy & colder

Murray ledger I Timis Stitt *rho

Partly cloudy and colder
tonight. Low 30 to 35. Northwest wind around 10 mph.
Mostly sunny Tuesday. High 50
to 55. Outlook for Thanksgiving, a chance of showers. High
near 50.

Murray State University's
enrollment has reached the
highest point in this decade —
fifth highest in the school's history — at approximately 8,013
students.
Acting president Dr. James
Booth told the board of regents
Saturday that the number indicates a 28 percent rise in the
number of incoming freshmen
within the past two years, a significant sign for the university.

NATIONAL

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — Two days after police violently
ended the country's largest demonstration in 20 years, protesters were
back on the streets by the tens of thousands to demand the-ouster of
Communist authorities.
WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Dick Cheney says he is
ordering the military services to plan spending cuts next year because
the rapid pace of Soviet bloc reform reduces the threat of war to a
45-year low.
WASHINGTON — Congress' race to adjourn for 1989 by Thanksgiving is running into problems from two measures that have proven
intractable all year: deficit reduction and eliminating Medicare benefits
for long-term illnesses.
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador — As leftist rebels withdrew from
around the capital, the country's Catholic leader predicted a backlash
of "revenge, repression and witch-hunting" and was himself
threatened with assassisation.

(Cont'd on page 2
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Murray State University's board
of regents will begin to trim the list
of 20 presidential candidates at a
two-day, off-campus retreat next
month, which should lead to the
naming of the school's next president by as early as February.
The board's first goal, however,
is to par the list of 20 down to a
"short list" that the regents can
work with, according to board
chairman Kerry Harvey, who said
he did not know whether the
regents would be able to finish the
shorter list at the meeting set for
Dec. 1-2 at Barkley Lodge.
A total of 141 applications from
39 states and two foreign countries

were reviewed by the university's
presidential screening committee
during the last four months, Harvey
told the board Saturday.
Harvey refused to release the
names of the 20 remaining candidates but said the names of the
finalists will be made public when
they visit the campus for enterviews. All 20 have confirmed that
they are interested in the position,
Harvey said.
The number of the "short list"
finalists will be up to the board,
according to Harvey, who said the
group will maintain the authority to
introduce additional names for
consideration.
"It may be three. It may be five.
It may be seven," he said. "That
will be up to the board after we

have gone over all the
applications."
It is unlikely the board will
announce the names of the finalists
after the December meeting, which
will be conducted mostly in private, he said.
The meeting is being conducted
off campus in order to give it a
"retreat-type setting" for the
regents, Harvey said, and to prohibit the meeting from becoming a
disruption for the university and
the administration. "We'll be out
of their way, and hopefully get a
lot of work done."
The final selection process
should follow closely the process
used by the screening committee,

(Cont'd on page 2)

A touche' subject

STATE
FRANKFORT — Governors don't usually get credit for memorable
quotations. There's a reason for that — they usually don't utter any.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, though, may have passed that hurdle and secured a place in the rhetorical hall of fame.
RADCLIFF — With seven days of jury selection over, some families of those killed or injured in a church bus crash in Carroll County
are apprehensive as they begin to think about reliving the event.
LEXINGTON — A test conducted by Kentucky's largest electric
utility on coal from Wyoming is an indication of how proposed acidrain legislation will affect Kentucky coal producers, some industry
officials say.
WHEATCROFT — Lawyers representing some families of the 10
miners killed in a methane explosion at a mine near here two months
ago say their clients haven't been offered adequate compensation from
the company.
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SPORTS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — The record-setter couldn't have been
more conservative, but as usual, Terance Mathis turned it into something special.
CHICAGO — It's truly a new era in the NFC Central. The Bears
used to put lumps on Tampa Bay. Now, the Buccaneers can boast of
sweeping their first two-game season series from Chicago.
WASHINGTON — He still thinks about it every now and than, but
Denver quarterback John Elway has pushed the embarrassment of the
1988 Super Bowl toward the back of his mind.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

SEATTLE — Boeing
machinists tonight will approve
an agreement to end a strike that
has virtually shut down production at the world's largest maker
of commercial aircraft, a key
union leader predicted.
A tentative contract, which
affects more than 57,000 workers in nine states and was
expected to set a standard for
other aircraft manufacturers,
was agreed upon early Sunday.

TV miss
In maws al units slipped
through SePlenter

An competitor records a hit against his opponent during Saturday's
action in "The Racers' Edge," a fencing invitational tournament con-

Staff photo by Dubai T. Parker

Senate, House conferees to make one final
effort to fix catastrophic health program
OCURCES Cluespe Trtwo.
Iliesetos %Series Mascaren
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ducted by the Murray State Fencing Club. The tournament was held
in the South Gym of the Carr Health Building on the MSU campus.

WASHINGTON — The
embattled program of catastrophic
medical insurance for retirees,
which last week seemed doomed,
has at least a spark of life
remaining.
The Senate on Sunday rejected a
bill to repeal the program — following the advice of the very negotiators who approved the bill a day
earlier. That means Senate and
House conferees will make a final
effort to find an acceptable way of
fixing the program without repeal.
"We ought to take another shot
at it," said Sen. Lloyd Bentsen. DTexas. He said he had reason to

believe the House negotiators were
preparing to make another offer —
one that would kill the unpopular
income surtax that finances the
program but retain at least some
coverage for catastrophic hospital
expenses.
However, some House members
who have worked most closely on
the issue — including Reps. Brian
Donnelly, D-Mass., and Bill
Archer, R-Texas, who favor repeal,
and Henry Waxman, D-Calif., who
opposes repeal — said they knew
of no new offer.
"While I personally have sought
to achieve some reasonable compromise ... I am now of the opinion
that no such compromise position
exists," Archer told the House on
v.

Sunday night.
On a 349-57 vote, the House
repeated its insistence that the
program be repealed. But the
Senate, under a prearranged procedure, rejected the agreement by
voice vote and called for new
negotiations.
The House and its negotiators
have backed repeal for weeks. With
Congress preparing to wrap up its
1989 session, Senate negotiators
threw in the towel early Saturday
and agreed reluctantly to support
repeal.
But on Sunday, Bentsen said that
Senate concession had served as a
"shock treatment" for some House
(Cont'd on page 2)
a

Senate confirms
Pearl Bailey
as rep to the
United Nations
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate unanimously approved
the nomination of the entertainer Pearl Bailey on Sunday to be
a representative to the United
Nations.
On a voice vote and with
little comment, the lawmakers
agreed to the appointment as
Congress met in an unusual
Sunday session to deal with
last-minute business.
Sen. John McCain. R-Artz.,
described the singer, who is 71,
as "a person who has contributed so much to our culture
sod to our nation."
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Leader predicts union will approve
agreement to end strike of Boeing
around in the rain," said Elaine
Campbell, who was doing just that
outside a Boeing jet plant in suburban Renton.
SEATTLE — Boeing machinists
tonight will approve an agreement
Outside corporate headquarters,
picket Dave McMurrin said people
to end a strike that has virtually
were starting to feel the pinch of
shut down production at the
being on strike. "If they put the
world's largest maker of commerlast contract offer in front of memcial aircraft, a key union leader
bers, I think it would have
predicted.
A tentative contract, which
Passed," he said.
Boeing chief negotiator Larry
affects more than 57,000 workers
McKean said if the pact is
in nine states and was expected to
approved, strikers could return to
set a standard for other aircraft
work Wednesday. "At this point
manufacturers, was agreed upon
we're looking forward to a favorearly Sunday.
able vote on this contract and a
The agreement culminated 14
return to normal operations," he
hours of talks during which a fedsaid.
eral mediator took the unusual step
Analysts have said a settlement
of presenting his own proposal. It
with the Boeing Machinists tradiwas accepted by a 3-2 vote among
tionally sets the pattern for other
negotiators for the International
aerospace companies, especially
Association of Machinists and AerLockheed and McDonnell Douglas,
ospace Workers.
as well as for other unions at
The 48-day strike — longest
Boeing.
against The Boeing Co. in 41 years
Baker, whose lodge represents
— has delayed deliveries of jets to
airlines at a time of growing pas- 43,300 of the 57,800 Boeing worksenger loads and rising concern ers covered by the pact, said the
over the nation's aging commerical new offer provided improvements
in pay, medical coverage, overtime
airline fleets.
Tom Baker, president of Machin- and the promotion system. He gave
ists District Lodge 751, praised the few details.
three-year pact as a substantial
"This proposal is very close to
improvement over two earlier Boe- what people indicated (in union
ing offers.
membership polls) they would
"I feel it will be ratified over- accept," he said.
whelmingly," he said.
Ostro, however, said the settlement included about the same
But Justin Ostro, an international
vice president who coordinates aer- annual wage gains — 4 percent, 3
ospace industry negotiations for the percent and 3 percent — that BoeMachinists, had harsh words for ing offered before the strike. He
the agreement and the way it was said the new offer included small
increases in bonus pay. Baker
reached.
"There's a great deal of sacrifice refused to reveal the new figures.
on the part of these members,"
Before the strike, Boeing
Ostro said. "They were entitled to _ machinists earned $8.88 to $18.42
-a great deal ffote.`
hour, without cöUñtiñgAtimp
Union members meet at Seattle's
sum bonuses.
Kingdome at 8 p.m. PST to vote
Union and management negotiaafter hearing an explanation and
tors had kind words for mediator
arguments about the contract. Doug Hammond's proposal. HamMeetings also are set for 5 p.m. mond said it was only the second
CST in Wichita, Kan., and 8 p.m. time he had submitted his own
in Portland, Ore.
proposed settlement in 15 years as
Strikers picketing outside Boeing a mediator.
plants Sunday were happy to hear
"We were kind of at loggerabout the agreement.
heads," McKean said. "It was
"I'm pretty sure everybody will good and professional for him to
go for it. We're tired of standing step in."
By GEORGE T1BBITS
AP lustros* WrIler
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like Cunningham and his team of bulldozers are leveling the old New Concord Elementary School. Pictured are an unknown gentleman, W.T. Patterson, who taught at New Concord and Rainey Lovins owner
of the property. When asked if he had any plans for the property after the building was leveled and filled
in, Loins stated that he was going to seed it and turn it into a grassy hill. He also stated that many
former students have dropped by to ask for a piece of the building for souvenirs. One gentleman took four
bricks, one for each year he went to school there.
'bolo by
Pat Skinner

Succession obsession: Wilkinson
gears up for last shot at 2nd-term
people.
As many people are for succession as were for the lottery," WilkFRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. inson said last week. "There are
Wallace Wilkiwn says he will try __Sew things that. the people of this
again next year to persuade the commonwealth want any more than
General Assembly to pass a consti- they want succession — gubernatutional amendment that, if torial succession."
approved by voters, would allow
him to seek a second term in 1991.
An AP News Analysis
Wilkinson wants it badly, which
is no great secret. The irreverent in
But it appears Wilkinson's hopes
the Capitol call it the "obsession will be dashed once
again in the
amendment."
Senate unless he agrees to let the
But on this issue, the governor
amendment carry some extra bagclaims to reflect the will of the gage, which he refused to do-in-By CHARLES WOLFE

Associatoct Primes Writor

Health program...
(Cont'd from page 1)
members and set in motion what he
concluded was a new movement
toward compromise.
Repeal of the law, which was
enacted with strong bipartisan support last year, would leave most of
the nation's 32 million retirees
with little or no protection against

Planners, zoners
schedule meetings
The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular session on
Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. in the
council chambers at City Hall.
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet in regular
session Wednesday, Nov. 22, at
6:15 p.m. in the conference room at
City Hall.

being wiped out financially by a
serious illness.
The first major part of the
Medicare-based program, covering
all but the first $560 of this year's
hospital bills, went into effect Jan.
1. Protection for all but the first
$1,370 of doctors' bills is due to
take effect next Jan. 1. 1990.
Coverage for prescription drugs
would follow in 1991.
Congress is having second
thoughts about the program
because of loud complaints from
retirees who already have some
kind of catastrophic insurance and
from some of those with higher
incomes, who are having to pay an
income surtax of up to $800 a year.
Only about 40 percent of retirees
pay any surtax and about 6 percent
were required to pay the maximum
$800 this year.

QUANTUM PERM

Three
ways to
custom curls
$45 to $55

Need a new perm for the holidays?
went to the JCPenney Styling
Salon for a Ouantum perm
With three formulas, it was easy to
choose a style with full-volume
curls and lustrous shine
Customized curls can make your
holiday look happen'
Penn price includes enempoo. style end eul
Profession* hi& tare products by Neasue. Piaui
Sebestian and End Peouts annoys
walkable DeeSpn wage and long laair additionsi
Omega Endo Sal . 1.0•41.nrbior 2S1h

The Styling Salon at jcpenney
No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
SlIon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
•11191../CrentelsCi.r*m Inc

1988.
Wilkinson could have had a succession amendment that year, but
wouldn't go along with Senate
Democrats' demand to include in
its provisions a runoff primary and
an annual budget session for the
General Assembly.
Though they and Wilkinson are
of the same party, legislative
Democrats say they fear that gubernatorial succession without something to enhance the General
Assembly would tip the scales of
power too greatly.
Wit there's more to it.
Fresh in their memories is Wilkinson's insinuation, shortly after
his landslide victory in the 1987
general election, that money
amassed by his political action
committee might be used against
incumbent legislators, Democrats
included, who failed to see things
his way.
That set off alarms throughout
the General Assembly.
Tom Dorman, the governor's
legislative liaison, said he pitches
the merits of succession to individual legislators when the opportunity arises.
To the hard-liners, he sometimes
asks if their opposition is "a personal matter," Dorman said.
"Some admit that it is personal."
Constitutional amendments cannot be considered in special legislative sessions, so the 1990 General Assembly will be Wilkinson's
last shot at succession. The Senate
is prepared to wait him out..
Just how prepared became clear
in January, when the legislature
undertook its biennial reshuffling
of committees. The makeup of the
Senate's Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee was
particularly striking.
Retirement and election defeats
the previous November had taken a
toll on the committee that, 10
months earlier, had helped deliver
Wilkinson's beloved lottery
amendment.
The departed included Gus Sheehan, the committee's aged, pliant
chairman. Newcomers included
Sens. Mike Moloney of Lexington
and Joe Meyer of Covington.
Moloney, as chairman of the
Appropriations and Revenue Committee, has been one of Wilkinson's severest critics on budget
issues. Meyer moved up from the
House by ousting Sheehan in the
Democratic primary, but not without additional opposition from a
third candidate, who had administration backing.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose said there was no
"message" in the committee
assignments. "Everyone that asked
to serve on that committee got to
serve on that committee," said
Rose, D-Winchester.
But it was interpreted in the governor's office as a warning that
Wilkinson would have to deal with
Senate leadership, that he would
not get a succession bill through
the committee on his own.
"There is no question but that
committee was carefully selected,"
Wilkinson said. "I think the qualification for being on that committee was to be opposed to
succession."

Genetic tests reveal girl not
related to man who raised her
By PAT LEISNER
Assoclatod Press Writs.'

SARASOTA, Fla. — Robert
Mays sat quietly after hearing
proof that he and his wife left a
hospital 10 years ago with someone
else's baby, leaving behind their
real daughter who later died from a
heart defect.
Moments after receiving the
news, he asked where his biological daughter was buried, according
to his attorney.
"I think it depressed him he had
a child he never met that died,"
said Mays' lawyer Arthur Ginsburg
after genetic test results made public Sunday proved Kimberly
Michelle Mays is the daughter of
another couple.
The 10-year-old girl has been the
focus of a custody battle between
Mays — a Sarasota roofing contractor whose wife, Barbara, died
in 1981 — and Ernest and Regina
Twigg, who claim they lost their
newborn in a baby swap at a rural
central Florida hospital in December 1978.
John Blakely, the Twiggs' attorney, said the tests give a 99.9 percent certainty that Kimberly is the
Twiggs' daughter and a 98 percent
chance that the girl who died last
year of a congenital heart defect,
Arlena, was Mays'. The tests left
no doubt about parentage, lawyers
for both sides said.
Arlena, raised by the Twiggs as
one of their own, was buried in
Pennsylvania. Just before her death
in August 1988, the Twiggs learned
through genetic testing that she
wasn't related to them.. •••.•
In the search for their biological
daughter, they discovered that
Kimberly and Arlena were born
three days apart at Hardee Memorial Hospital in Wauchula.
During a subsequent court battle,
Mays resisted the Twiggs' efforts
to subject Kimberly to genetic testing. The impasse was broken last
month, when the Twiggs promised
not to seek custody regardless of
the outcome. But they kept the
option to seek visits with the hazeleyed fifth-grader.
Mays, who was in seclusion
Sunday, planned to take his only
daughter away to break the news
privately and to reassure her that
she would never have to kave him,
Ginsburg said.

"It was difficult for him to do,"
Baker said. "Had both parties not
accepted, he would have been out
as a mediator."
Besides the Seattle-area workers,
the contract covers 12,000 in
Wichita, 1,700 in Portland, and a
few hundred others in California,
Hawaii, Utah, Wyoming, Montana,
North Dakota and other states.
During the strike, Boeing used
supervisory and non-striking workers to deliver 22 planes. But all
were virtually complete before the
walkout.
Boeing has continued to accumulate record orders, including a deal
last week with Delta Airlines for
up to 100 jets potentially worth $4
billion.
That boosted Boeing's backlog
of orders to 1,718 planes worth $85
billion, both aerospace industry
records.
The last Boeing strike, in 1977,
ended after 45 days. Its longest
walkout lasted 140 days in 1948.
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Regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Harvey said. The committee kept
names that received a majority vote
on file for consideration and
dropped those names which didn't,
repeating the process until the
names were narrowed to 20.
Of the 141 names considered, 25
had experience as college presidents and another 77 had experience as vice-presidents, provosts or
deans, Harvey said.
While the list remains a secret,
indications are that faculty opposition has kept Calloway County
School Superintendent Dr. Jack
Rose, who has strong ties to Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, out of
consideration.
Three others reportedly on the
list, however, have strong connections to the university: Dr. Marshall Gordon, president of Southwest Missouri State University and
a finalist for the Murray State presidency six years ago; Dr. Ken Winters, president of Campbellsville
College and former dean of the
Murray State College of Industry
and Technology; and Dr. Robert
Ramsey ,Jr., a native of Paris,
Tenn., and graduate of Harvard
University, who served recently as
Murray State's interim vice president for administrative services.
The board also approved the bylaws and articles of incorporation
for the National Boy Scouts of
America, which will establish an
independent board of directors for
the museum.
The 14-to-21-member board will
include three members from the
board of regents and three members representing the BSA, Harvey
said. The rest of the board will be
selected at-large by a three-member
nominating committee, he said.
The "quasi-independent" board,
subject to BSA approval, will
improve the museum's fund-raising
ability and overall maintenance but
will guarantee that the facility will
remain under MSU control, according to museum trustee Sid Easley.
In other business, the board:
• heard a favorable audit report
from independent auditors for the
1988-89 fiscal year.
• approved an expenditure of
$175,000 to replace the Racer Arena roof.
• adopted a resolution of cooperation by the Foundation board of
trustees to work together with the
office of development to develop
proposals for an operational and
strategic plan for fund-raising.
• approved fee increases for combined room-and-board costs, housing security deposits and the
Shield.
• approved an increase for the
one-time fee for the debit card to
$12.50 beginning in the fall of
1990.
• returned ownership of the University Bookstore from the MSU
Foundation to the universtiy.

"I think the thing he's going to
emphasize is 'just don't worry
about anything. ... I'm going to
stay your daddy and we're going to
stay together for the rest of our
lives," the attorney said.
The Twiggs have sued Hardee
officials in U.S. District Court in
Tampa, claiming employees
switched their baby shortly after
birth. They also persuaded the FBI
to investigate the hospital and its
employees, but the agency failed to
find sufficient evidence that federal
law had been violated.
The hospital Sunday referred
questions to attorney Janet Adams,
who could not be reached at her
office. Her home telephone number
in Orlando is unlisted.
Attorneys for both families
believe a switch occurred at the
hospital, but said they don't know
how.
The Twiggs and their seven
other children, ages 6 through 21,
attended a news conference with
Blakely in Clearwater to announce
results of the tests by Johns Hopkins University. They talked about
the long ordeal, and said they were
overwhelmed and anxious to meet
Kimberly.
Both sides will have psychologists talk with Kimberly and draw
up a visitation schedule to be
approved by a Sarasota' Circuit
judge.
Mrs. Twigg, a substitute elementary teacher, said when she meets
Kimberly she plans "to take things
very slow and chat with her about
what she likes to do."
Mrs. Twiu said she and her
husband, a tailroad ticket agent,
feel cheated. "All of us have suffered enormously. There is anger (Cont'd from page 1)
arid outrage," she said.
Booth also announced that MSU
The Twigp are still coping with
student received more than $14.4
their loss of Arlena and trying to
million from financial aid sources
this year, another high for the uniresolve the years they lost with
versity. The figure is more than $I
Kimberly, she said.
million over last year.
The Twiggs recently moved to
the central Florida community of
Retention should keep the enrollSebring from Langhorne, Pa., ment figures high during the next
where they spent the last two years, three years, Booth said, despite risin part because of Arlena's health. ing tuition costs.
The board endorsed tuition
They want to take Kimberly to
Pennsylvania to meet grandparents, increases for the next two years
including an 11.3 percent increase
arid 15 aunts and uncles.
in 1990-91 and a 10.2 percent
"I'm relieved we found out she
is my sister," said Irisa Plouse, the
increase for 1991-92 for in-state
Twiggs' oldest daughter who
undergraduates.
recently married. "We've been
The regents also approved
increases in housing rates, meal
waiting a long time for this."
rates and several student fees.
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teams take part
in chemistry
tournament

Adoption Week Celebrates Joy
And Acknowledges Sorrow Too
DEAR ABBY: The week of Nov. are registered and want to find
19-25 is National Adoption Week. each other, a match is made.
Send a long,stamped,self-adBecause of the positive attitude you
have expressed toward adoption,and dressed envelope to the above
your apparent understanding ofboth registry, requesting Soundex
the joy and sorrow that adoption forms.
brings to those involved, you have
I have dealt with the people at
the potential to influence the atti- the registry for many years and
tudes of millions of people.
have found them to be efficient,
Will you kindly publish a particu- honest and in total agreement
larly meaningful letter concerning with my feelings that neither the
adoption?
identity of the birth parents nor
NEDRA RANDOLPH, the adopted child shall be disADOPTION COUNSELOR, closed unless both parties are
HOUSTON agreeable to a reunion.

DEAR ABBY: My daughter just
turned 10. On her birthday, I shed a
few tears. I wish I could have held
her and told her all the things a
mother should tell her daughter
when she turns 10. I wish I could
have dressed her up and put ribbons
in her hair,and ridden the merry-goround with her until we both got
sick, then laughed ourselves silly
rolling down hills in the park.
I also said a little prayer ofthanks
for having made the decision 10 years
ago to give her up for adoption. I was
barely 16 and wanted my daughter
to have a better life than I could have
given her.
I feel confident that the parents
who were blessed with her can give
her what I could not and will love her
as much as I do.
I pray my daughter realizes that
it was not for lack oflove that I gave
her up, but because my love was
brave and mature enough to let her
go when I was but a child myself.
I pray that when she is 18, she
will decide to look me up through an
adoption search group and we will
meet again. The last time I held her
tiny hand,she was only 10 days old.
Until then, my thoughts and
prayers are with her and her parents.
DEAR HOPEFUL: Are you
aware that biological *krauts
can register with International
Soundex Reunion Registry,P.O.
Box 2312, Carson City, Nev.
89702? Adopted children may
also register, and when they
become legal age, if both parties

DEAR ABBY:I will never forget a
letter you had in your column from a
young adopted girl who asked you
how to go about finding her "real"
parents.
I recall reacting very strongly to
that letter because I was also adopted
— a fact I had known all my life. I
can't remember when I first found
out because Momand Dad told me as
soon as I was able to understand
what adoption meant. They told me
I was a very special child — that they
had their choice of babies, and I was
the one they chose.
When I was a kid, I used to brag
about it because I felt so "special."
Now I realize that my parents may
have gone overboard because they
didn't want me to feel insecure or
inferior to my friends who were being
raised by their biological parents.
Because I've made no secret ofthe
fact that I was adopted, I've had
people ask me if I know who my
-"rear-parents are. I simply reply;1know who my real parents are. They
are the people who fed me, clothed
me and taught me right from wrong.
They are the ones who sat up with
me all night when I was sick and
waited up for me when I stayed out
later than I should have. They paid
for my education and convinced me
that I could be whatever I wanted to
be. I owe them more than I can ever
repay."
I'm married now and I have children of my own, which makes me
appreciate my parents even more
because I know how hard it is to be a
parent.So why should I go searching
for my "real" parents? I found them
the day they found me.
ADOPTED IN ILLINOIS

Man Registers His Complaint
Against Some Doctors' Nurses
DEAR ABBY:In a recent column,
a woman wrote to say that she objected to being examined by a doctor
without a nurse present. I have no
objection to that. What I do object to
is calling someone a nurse when she
is not really a nurse.
I venture to say that 75 percent of
the "nurses" in doctors' offices have
no more than a high school diploma
and are not registered nurses. Some
of the procedures these so-called
nurses are called upon to perform
are extremely critical and should be
performed only by someone who is
properly trained. It is illegal to practice medicine without a license, yet
these same doctors see nothing wrong
with hiring women off the street,
giving them minimal training and
turning them loose on unsuspecting
patients.Just because a woman puts
on a white uniform and nurse's cap
does not make her a nurse. (Those
items can be bought in a uniform
shop.)
Please don't use my name or city,
as my wife is a registered nurse
working in the office of a doctor who
uses "nurses" who aren't really
nurses.
REQUESTING ANONYMITY
DEAR REQUESTING:Thanks
for an interesting letter.To stick
all physicians with the same
needle would be unfair, but I'm
sure there are some so-called
"nurses" with minimal training
who are passing for registered
nurses.
Physicians proudly frame and
hang their diplomas on their
office walls.I think all registered
nurses who work in doctors' offices should frame and hang their
diplomas alongside the doctor's.

DEAR LET DOWN: I suggest
that you go back to that clinic
and tell them that you are depressed and need to see someone who specializes in emotional
problems. You desperately need
someone to talk to — preferably
someone who not only listens but
"hears" what you are saying.

DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter you printed from the reader who
objected to receiving heavily perfumed bills from department stores,
here's how my wife and I handled
thatptiyuation:
We- cut up that store's credit card
in several pieces and mailed it back
with a note stating we objected to the
store stinking up our mailbox to
advertise a perfume that it was promoting. It worked like a charm!
Within days, we received a telephone call from the store's credit
manager wanting to restore our
credit card and assuring us that it
would be no problem to flag our account and send us regular bills that
wouldn't stink up our mailbox.
SENSITIVE NOSES
IN ATLANTA
DEAR SENSITIVE: Smart
move on your part,and theirs —
a matter of eliminating scents
for dollars.

DEAR ABBY: If you have a cross
with a figure of Christ on it and it
breaks, what are you supposed to do
with it? The arm on mine broke off,
and I hate to throw it in the trash
because I think that would be disrespectful. Should I bury it?
ONLY 14 AND ALREADY A FAN
IN WAUKEGAN

Teams from Calloway County
High School and Murray High
School were among a record number of both schools represented and
individual participants in the 19th
annual Murray State University
High School Chemistry Scholarship
Tournament, Nov. 9.
Calloway County High School
team members who took competitive examinations for both team
honors and individual awards at
Murray State were: Tim Barnes,
Scott Buchanan, Mike Hopkins,
Jon Rose and Michael Ross. They
were accompanied by team sponsors Yvette Pyle and Kent Akin.
Murray High School team members who took competitive examinations for both team honors and
individual awards at Murray State
were: Leigh Ann Carter, Scott Gordon, Mickey Hill, Scott Rose and
Andy Vaughn. They were accompanied by team sponsor Lloyd
Hasty.
A record 187 students from 41
high schools in five states — Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri
and Tennessee — were involved in
the activity sponsored by the MSU
Department of Chemistry, in conjunction with Student Affiliates of
the American Chemical Society.
Students attended from as far away
as Kansas City, Mo.
The four top-scoring individuals
will be offered scholarships to
Murray State and were presented
cash awards and plaques, while the
top-scoring teams were presented
cash awards and plaques. Cash
awards were also presented to the
two highest-scoring individuals
iVith one year or less of high
school chemistry.

Officers of the Murray State University chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) for
1989-90, shown with adviser Dr. Ann Landini (back row, left), are (from left, front row) Karen Gallagher,
a senior from Louisvilk, treasurer; Allyson Hobbit, a senior from Sarasota, Fla., secretary; Kelly Austin,
a senior from Henderson, reporter; (back row) David Rogers, a senior from Murray, president; and Laura
Dougherty, a senior from Paris, Tenn., vice president.

The newest members of the Murray State University chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists
(SPJ), shown with chapter president David Rogers (right, front row), are (from left, front row) Kristi
Ruggles, a junior from Nashville, Ill.; Leigh Landini, a freshman from Murray; Kristi Helms, a freshman
from Calvert City; Rob Wilkerson, a junior from Henderson;(back row) Joe Hedges, a graduate student
from Murray; Stuart Alexander, a graduate student from Murray; Greg Allen, a freshman from Beechmont; George Drew, a junior from Dawson Springs; and Mark Griffin, freshman.

Thanksgiving...make it light by eating turkey breast
Turkey is the heart of any
Thanksgiving dinner. It can be
roasted and the leftovers made into
numerous interesting dishes. White
meat turkey breast is an excellent
choice for anyone who wants to
consume less saturated fat and who
also enjoys eating.
Turkey contains so much protein
and so little fat, it tends to cook
quickly. Be careful. Overcooking
can make turkey tough. Poultry is
best when baked at 325 degrees
and is done when the internal
temperature reaches 185 degrees.
Those of you who always
remove the skin from a piece of
chicken may wonder about the
feasibility of skinning a whole
turkey. Take heart! Research has
suggested turkey skin does not
need to be removed prior to cooking as the fat doesn't seem to penetrate the lean flesh. However, skin
should be removed prior to eating.
So, just prepare your turkey by
removing any excess fat pads
before roasting. Don't use any
additional fat to baste or enhance
browning.
For more information on turkey
preparation call the Butterball
Turkey Hotline at 1-800-323-4.848.
Heart Healthy Cornbread Dressing
1/4cup water
1 1/2 cup chopped celery
1 cup chopped onion
3 cups cornbread crumb
4 slices stale or toasted wholegrain brcad, cut into cubes
1 teaspoon sage
1/4 cup chopped fresh parsley or
parsley flakes
1 teaspoon poultry seasoning
1 1/2 cups fat-free chicken broth*
2 large egg whites, lightly beaten
vegetable oil spray
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
margarine

DEAR ABBY: I just had to write
when I read the letter from the
DEAR ONLY 14: Yes, bury it.
woman whose doctor noticed a scar And bless you for asking.
on her wrist and asked her ifshe had
tried to commit suicide, which made
her angry! Instead of getting angry,
she should have been grateful for the
doctor's concern. I wish I had a doctor like that.
Not long ago, I went to a health
clinic because I was very depressed
and had a sore throat. When the
doctor came in to examine me,I was
crying. He just looked in my throat
and my ears and never asked me
why I wascrying. Hejustsaid,"Drink
Iota of liquids and get some rest —
you look very tired." With that, he
hurried out of the examining room.
Hwy. 641 N.
Please comment.
LET DOWN

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. In a
small saucepan, boil water. Add
celery and onion and cook 2 to 3
minutes, or until soft. In a medium
bowl, toss cornbread crumbs, bread
cubes, sage, parsley and poultry
seasoning to mix well. Add chicken
stock and egg whites and mix
again. Pour the celery, onions and
cooking liquid into the bowl and
mix well. Spray a 2-quart casserole
with vegetable oil spray. Pour mixture into prepared casserole and dot
with margarine. Bake, uncovered
30 minutes.
To defat broth, place in
refrigerator to allow fat to harden.
Remove and discard the fat.
Serves: 7; serving size: 3/4 cup;
Calories: 230; Fat: 6 grams;
Cholesterol: 2 milligrams
Southern-Style Cornbread
1/4 cup vegetable oil
1 1/2 cups yellow cornmeal
1 1/2 cups whole wheat flour
1/3 cup instant powdered nonfat
milk
1 1/2 tablespoon baking powder
3 tablespoons sugar (optional)
3 large egg whites
1 1/2 cups skim milk
Preheat oven to 450 degrees.
Pour 1 tablespoon of oil into a
cast-iron skillet. Set aside. In a
bowl, mix cornmeal, flour, powdered milk, baking powder and
sugar. Set aside. In another bowl,
beat egg whites with a whisk until
slightly frothy. Add milk and
remaining oil and whisk again.
Pour liquid ingredients into dry
ingredients and mix, but do not
overmix. Place skillet in oven 3 or
4 minutes to heat the oil. Pour batter into hot skillet and bake 20
minutes. Immediately remove from
pan.
Serves: 12; Calories: 185; Fat: 5
grams.
Dressing and Cornbread recipes
taken from the American Heart
Association cookbook "Low-Fat.

Low-Cholesterol Cookbook."
Streusel Topped Sweet Potato Casserole
3 pounds cooked, peeled sweet
potatoes
3/4 cup unsweetened orange juice,
divided
1 teaspoon butter flavoring
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
1/4 teaspoon ground ginger
1/8 teaspoon pepper
3 egg whites
1/3 cup firmly packed brown sugar
vegetable cooking spray
1/2 cup wasted chopped pecans
1/4 cup firmly packed brown sugar
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 1/4 cup finely chopped unpecled
apple (1 medium)
1 tablespoon melted margarine
Mash sweet potatoes and add 1/2
cup plus 2 tablespoons orange juice
and the next 4 ingredients in a
large bowl; stir. Beat egg whites
until soft peaks form. Add 1/3 cup
brown sugar, one tablespoon at a
time beating until stiff peaks form.
Gently stir in 1/4 egg white mixture into sweet potato mixture.
Gently fold in the remaining egg
white mixture. Spoon into a 2-quart

casserole coated with cooking
spray, set aside. Combine pecans
and the next 3 ingredients, stir
well. Combine apple and the
remaining 2 tablespoons of orange
juice; add to pecan mixture, stirring
well. Drizzle margarine over apple
mixture; toss well. Spoon gently
over the sweet potato mixture.
Bake at 350 degrees for 30
minutes. Let stand 10 minutes
before serving.
Recipe taken from "Cooking
Light" magazine.

When the way you look
is irnportant, go with the
PROS!

(I.to RI Sherri Johnson - skirts.'Just the way you like them "Lucy Stalls - -The
best presser In Ky "Dennis Donnelson - "Can pressanyth trig to perfection "Jim
Fielder - coats
carpets. 'No one does it better "

Seven Seas Restaurant
Murray

ANY GARMENT
Please Present Coupon

Expires 11-22-89

Today is Monday, Nov. 20, the 324th day of 1989. There are 41 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Nov. 20, 1789, New Jersey became the first
state to ratify the Bill of Rights.
On this date:
In 1620, Peregrine White, the son of William and Susanna White, was
born aboard the "Mayflower" in Massachusetts Bay — the first child to
be born of English parents in present-day New England.
In 1910, revolution broke out in Mexico, led by Francisco I. Madero.
In 1925, Senator Robert F. Kennedy was born in Brookline, Mass.
In 1929, the radio program, "The Rise of the Goldbergs,' later simply
"The Goldbergs", made its debut on the NBC Blue Network.
In 1945, 24 Nazi leders were put on trial before an international war
crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany.
In 1947, Britain's future queen, Princess Elizabeth, married Philip
Mountbatten, Duke of Edinburgh, in a ceremony broadcast worldwide
from Westminster Abbey.
In 1959, the United Nations issued its Declaration of the Rights of the
Child, saying countries had an obligation to ensure "a happy childhood"
for the world's young people.
In 1967, a few minutes after 11 a.m., the Census Clock at the Department of Commerce ticked past 200 million.
In 1969, the Nixon administration announced a halt to residential use of
the pesticide DDT as part of a total phase-out that was to take effect by
1971.
In 1975, after nearly four decades of absolute rule, Spain's Gen. Francisco Franco died in Madrid, two weeks before his 83rd birthday.
In 1977, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat became the first Arab leader
to address Israel's parliament.
In 1980, faced with disastrous reviews from New York critics, United
Artists announced it was withdrawing its $44-million-dollar movie
"Heaven's Gate" for re-editing.
Today's Birthdays: Author and TV personality Alistair Cooke is 81.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., is 72. Actress Gene Tierney is 69. Economist
Beryl Sprinkel is 66. Actress-comedian Kaye Ballard is 63. Actress Estelle Parsons is 62. TV personality Richard Dawson is 57. Comedian Dick
Smothers is 50. Senator Joseph Biden, 1)-Del., is 47. Actress Veronica
Hamel is 46. Broadcast journalist Judy Woodruff is 43. Actress Bo Derek
is 33. Football player Mark Gastineau is 33.
Thought for Today: "Persecution is the first law of society because it is
always easier to suppress criticism than to meet it" — Howard Murnford
Jones, American author (1892-1980).

It was just a short news story,
tucked away in the back pages, but
it caused me to slightly alter my
views on gun control laws.
The story was about a young
woman who lives on the South
Side of Chicago.
A few nights ago, she was waiting for a bus. She had been visiting
a friend, and it was after midnight.
Although it's not smart for a
young woman to be outside at that
hour in that neighborhood, anyone
should be able to use the streets
anytime they choose.
Instead of a bus, a car pulled up.
A man got out. He was holding a
knife. He told the woman to get
into the car or he would cut her.
She got into the car. The man
drove a couple of blocks to an alley
and spent the next two hours raping
her.
Then he drove her a few blocks
from her home and dumped her out
of the car.
She began walking home, intending to call the police. But before
she got home, another man walked
up to her. He, too, had a knife. And
his intentions were just as
dishonorable.
He walked her to an abandoned
building, where he raped her.
After he finally let her go, she
made it to a friend's house, the
police were called, and she was
hospitalized.
The hospital said her condition
was "good." That is hospital tilk. It

means she will live and was not
seriously injured. But I doubt that
"good" accurately describes her
mental condition.
Now, we've all heard of gang
rapes, and of women being held
prisoner and raped by whichever
two-legged animal happens to wander up the stairs or down the
hallway.
But this is the first case I've
come across of a woman being
yanked off the street and raped by
two different men within a matter
of hours.
So what does this have to do
with my views on gun controls?
If that woman had a pistol in her
purse or coat pocket, knew how to
use it, and was alert to danger, it's
doubtful that the first rapist would
have been able to get her into his
car.
As soon as he got out of his car
and approached her with his knife,
she could have had the gun out,
pointed it at his chest, and said
something like: "Go away or die."
My guess is that his libido would
have quickly cooled and he would
have been on his way. But if it
didn't, he would have had a new
hole in his anatomy that would

have discouraged further advances.
Of course, if the woman had a
gun in her purse, she would have
been violating the law that forbids
carrying a concealed weapon.
And that's a part of the gun laws
that I think should be changed.
I still believe all guns should be
registered. I'm against the selling
of the mini-machine guns that
allow deranged people to blow
away kids in the schoolyards or
their former co-workers.
I also believe in cooling -off periods before guns are sold and thorough background checks of those
who want to buy guns.
But I think the law concerning
carrying a concealed weapon
should be amended so that a
woman who has no serious criminal background or history of mental disorders and lives or works in
or near a high crime area of a city
should be able to legally tote a pistol in her purse or pocket.
As long as gun ownership is legal in our society, it doesn't make
much sense that I should be able to
keep a couple of fully loaded
pump-action shotguns in my home,
where I'm reasonably safe, especially since I also have a hound
that lives to chew on strangers; but
a woman on a dark street in a
dangerous neighborhood is forbidden by law to carry a pistol in her
purse.
Who is in greater danger? Me,
with my 'doors double-locked, my

dog ready 10 chomp, and my shotguns handy? Or a woman in a
neighborhood where rape and other
assaults are almost as common as
church pancake parties in small
towns.
Every night in Chicago and other
cities, nurses finish night shifts and
go out into the dark. So do waitresses and other workers. Or a woman
leaves a dinner or a party and
walks from her car to her hallway.
And almost every night, one or
more of them are assaulted. The
more forunate of them come out of
it alive. Others don't.
I'm not saying that a gun in a
purse would put an end to all of it.
But I don't doubt that after a few
mugs suddenly find they have an
extra navel, those of similar inclinations might ponder what that
lady coming down the street might
have in her purse.
Of course, I don't really expect
the gun laws in Chicago or any
other city to be changed to permit
women to protect themselves.
So I have another suggestion for
females. Get a gun and carry it in
your purse anyway. To hell with
the concealed weapon law. If you
put a hole in some thug who pops
out of a doorway or a car with a
knife in his hand, I doubt if a judge
will do more than deliver a lecture.
These days, there's always a
good chance that the same judge
put the guy with the knife back out
on the street in -the first place.
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sonnel at WPSD-TV for broadcast
time and superior leadership in
planning and securing the stars and
the Paducah Lions CLub and Lions
Clubs of the viewing area for organizing and conducting the best
Telethon ever. Our special thanks
is also extended to the management
and staff at the Executive Inn for
making the facility available for
this great event. The availability of
this facility at no cost to the Paducah Lions Club contributes greatly
to the success of the Telethon.
Again, we sincerely want to
thank every individual who had a
part in making the 33rd Telethon of
Stars such a great success. We also
want to again assure those who
gave that their money will be used
in a prudent manner and that we
will use it to provide the best services possible for the handicapped
who come to the Center for help.

Dear Editor:
I hope you have a morn and dad
to enjoy this Thanksgiving,
Like I did when I was a boy.
And a grandma to cook that turkey and dressing,
And upon you she will ask a
blessing!

The leaves are turning a golden
brown.
And it is quite a sight to see.
So if you like this time,
Please enjoy it with me.
Joe Shekel!
405 S. 10th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
El All other subscribers $59.50.
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Sincerely,
J. Robert Milford, Chairman
Board of Managers
WEST KENTUCKY EASTER
SEAL CENTER
Richard B. Brown
Executive Director
WEST KENTUCKY EASTER
SEAL CENTER
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Orpnizers thank
telethon supporters
Dear Editor and Telethon Supporters of Calloway County;
On November 11 and 12 we
enjoyed a very successful Telethon.
The 33rd Telethon was a great success because of the stars who participated and the support of this caring community's citizens, businesses, churches, unions, civic clubs,
schools and the news media. The
Telethon Chairman and all the
Lions who worked with him and
WPSD-TV and the dedicated personnel who work there are also
responsible for this year's success.
For those who manage or work
at the West Kentucky Easter Seal
Center and for those who are
served by it, we wish to express
our sincere appreciation to all who
gave both money and time. Those
of us who work here try very hard
to make the Center the agency
through which all who give serve
the handicapped. We promise to all
who gave or pledged to give that
the funds received will be used to
obtain maximum results. It is our
goal that the quality of life for
children and adults be greatly
improved with funds raised through
the Telethon.
We again extend a very special
thanks to the management and per-

1

Then check out
re-hire-ment
through
Job Clubs.
Job Clubs teach and polish
skills, provide job referrals and
supportive counseling for people 55 and over.
For information about local Job
Clubs contact:
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center
753-0929

Ten years ago
Kent Eversmeyer, Murray High
School senior chosen for 1979
McDonald's All-American High
School Band, is in New York City
to prepare for Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade.
John Cathey, Buddy Windsor,
Jerry McClain, Dan Foster, Vic
Marshall, Ricky King, Ricky Turner and Warren Hale are pictured
with deer killed this year.
Murray Civitan Club has started
its sale of fruit cakes for the
holidays.
Michelle Harris, Kathy Outland,
Martha Pitman, Carroll Edwards,
Tracy Brown, Julie Billington,
Dana English, Tammy Hutson and
Tambi Gray are cheerleaders at
Murray High School.
Twenty years ago
Pvt. Charles Steve Sexton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sexton, is
serving with the Army at Fort
Monmouth, N.J.
Kent McCuiston of Calloway
County has been elected treasurer
of Jackson Purchase 4-H Club.

Searching for answers to all
those wholwhatiwhere questions
about your new city/
As
WAGON
WELCOME
Representative. its my sib to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call
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Thirty-three students of National beat New Concord. High team
Forensic League at Murray High scorers were Erwin for Hazel, ButSchool competed against 1,500 stu- terworth for Lynn Grove, Danny
dents from 45 schools from seven Edwards for Kirksey, Jerry Grogan
states last weekend at Frazier High for College High, Yopp for St.
Mary's and Smith for New
School, Memphis, Tenn.
Concord.
Births reported include a boy to
Mrs. Roszella Outland and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Meyer, a boy
Hoyt
McClure presented a lessi.
to Bobby and Aubrey Brown, and a
on
"First
Aid" at a meeting of Potgirl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne T.
tertown
Homemaker
s Club held at
Miller, Nov. 13; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Wolf and a girl to home of Mrs. R.L. Cooper.
Forty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Overbey, Nov.
N.C.
&
St. L. passenger trains•-t14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
106 and 105 will resume normar
Moss, Nov. 15.
service
Nov. 22 and 23 respectiveThirty years ago
ly.
The
trains
were recently disconW.C. Elkins spoke on "Moral
tinued because of the coal strike.
Courage" at a meeting of MethodSgt. Billy J. Jones, son of Mr.
ist Men's Club at Educational
Mrs. Lowell Jones, is stationed
and
Building of First Methodist Church
at
Elgin
Air Base, Pensacola, Fla.
on Nov. 18.
Hal
Shipley
of Murray Training
Elected as officers of College
School
won
second
in Kentucky
High School 4-H Club were TomFire Prevention Poster Contest
my Lassiter, Patsy Hendon, Jeannie
"Guess everyone is glad that
Brewer, Norma Lamb, Dianne Wil- Vice President Barkley and Mrs.
son, Jerry Lassiter and Robert Hadley finally got married. Believe
Housden.
that their marriage made everyone
In high school basketball games, feel a little younger," from column,
Hazel beat Lynn Grove, Kirksey "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
beat College High, and St. Mary's James C. Williams.
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Driver and Raleigh vows solemnized

Pictured at Scarbrough reunion were, from left, front
row, Donn Fisher, Cecil Like, Kelly Burton, Kathleen Fisher, Chase Fisher, Whitney Alexander, Walena
Alexander, Wesley Alexander, Ernest Madrey;
second row, Gordon Moody, Candice Fisher, Murrell Madrey
, Danny Alexander, Mabel Scarbrough, Marilyn Delaney; back row, Gaynell Keel Dorris Scarbr
ough, Hazel Keel, Robbye Keel, Alice Like, Rosetta
Todd, Mary Ann Todd, Mike Toddy and Norma
Scarbrough.

The 13th annual Scarbrough
reunion was held Sunday Oct. at
the Ellis Center, Murray. Hosts and
hostesses were Ernest and Murrell
Madrey and Donn and Kathleen
Fisher.
Chase Fisher opened the program by singing "God Bless America" followed_ by the blessing by
Cecil Like. Candice Fisher kept the
guest register, assisted by Channing Fisher.
Guests were from Kentucky,
Tennessee, Arkansas and Oklahoma. The speaker, Charlie Scarbrough Jr. of Little Rock Ark., was
introduced by L.D. Keel of Knoxville, Term.

•

In recaping his talk, Scarbrough
had traveled to Scarbrough, Yorkshire, England four times. A city,
50,000 in population, on the North
Sea, (the eastern coast of England)
...its a Spa City, with a board walk,
lots of shops, fresh seafood, and
many "bed and breakfast" small
hotel's overlooking the North Sea.
Rising 300 feet above the sea is
a piece of land jutting out into the
sea, and on this land is situated
Scarborough Castle, the Great
Keep of which was built for the
Henry II between 1158 and 1168.
Much of the rest of the castle was
added over the next several centu-

Presenting special entertainment at a Scarbrough reunion were, from
left, Mike, Rebecca, Christina, Mary Ann and Rosetta Todd.

Holding the Scarborough banner at a reunion were, from left, Donn
Fisher, Charlie Scarbrough, L.D. Keel and Chase Fisher.

ries, and much of it sets in ruins
today, preserved as best as possible
by the British Government.
The Scarborough name has been
traced to this resort city. Scarborough was established about 966
A.D., as a Viking settlement, by
two Viking brothers, Thorgils and
Kormak. Thorgils was nicknamed
"Skarthi," meaning "The Harelip."
The settlement took his name about
967 A.D., becoming Sharthi's bulk,
or later Skardeborg or Skardaborg.
The surname Scarborough and
its variants, such as Scarborough,
Scarbor or Scarber, had its origin
in Skardeborg. The land on which
sits the castle separates the city's
two bays, the North Bay with its
--Eiy and Breakfast places, and the
South Bay with its beach and
'Grand Hotel over-looking many
shops, archades and restaurants.
Scarborough also brought a couple of albums of pictures taken in
England. He also brought many
souvenirs from England, that he
shared with the guests. After his
talk several expressed a desire to
visit England.
L.D. Keel also gave a humorous
talk. Norma Scarborough, Joy,
Okla., played selections on the
piano and also sang several songs.
Mike and Rosetta Todd, and
daughters, Mary Ann, Christina
and Rebecca, entertained by singing two songs, one being "Grandma" tell us about the good ole
days, with Alice Like acting as
their grandma.
Those attending were L.D. and
Hazel Keel, Knoxville, Tenn.;
Charlie Scarbrough Jr., Liule Rock,
Ark.; Mrs. Charlie Scarbrough,
Pine Bluff, Ark.; Mabel Scarbrough, Pans, Tenn.; Gaynell Keel
and Robbye Keel, Dover, Tenn.;
Norma Scarbrough, Joy, Okla.;
Donn and Kathleen Fisher and
children, Candice, Chase and
Charming, Memphis, Tenn.
Attending from Murray were
Gordon Moody, Kelly and Vonell
Burton, Cecil and Alice Like, Marilyn Delaney, Walena Alexander,
Martha Manor, Danny and Dona
Alexander and children, Whitney
and Wesley, Mike and Rosseta
Todd and daughters, Mary Ann,
Christina and Rebecca, Ernest and
Murrell Madrey.
In parting the group expressed
their wishes to meet again in 1990.

LONDON (AP) — Prince William, 7-year-old son of heir-to-the
throne Prince Charles, will go to
boarding school next year, Buckingham Palace said.

William, who will be 8 by the
time he starts at Ludgrove, has
been attending Wetherby School in
London.
The choice of the 186-student
school is & break with family tradiWilliam is to attend Ludgrove tion.
Charles attended Cheam PreSchool in Berkshire county, 10 parator
# miles from the Windsor Castle Prince y School, as did his father,
Philip.
country home of his grandmother,
Buckingham Palace announced
Queen Elizabeth II, and 35 miles Friday that Ludgrove
from his parents' London home at "joint parental choicehad been the
" of Charles
Kensington Palace.
and his wife, Diana.

Expert Tailoring ,
Gi-

Complete Alterations
For Men & Women

Harlem
Nights (R)
Look Who's
Talking (PG-13)
Parenthood
(PG-13)

74,

Joseph Di Roma
I 1212 Main

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

753-1616

No Passes Or
Bargain Night
For Killem Nights

Miss Kristin Raye Driver and
Curtis Raleigh were married on
Saturday, Sept. 30, at Hardin Baptist Church.
The Rev. James Stom officiated.
Music was presented by Ricky
Driver and Tim Driver, vocalists,
and Mrs. Susanna Garland, pianist.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald E. Driver of Benton.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Cope and Mrs.
Dorothy Driver, all of Benton, and
.The late Charles E. Driver. Her
great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Gordon of Hardin,
Mrs. Lila Cope, Mrs. Lala Henson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tatum,
all of Benton.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W. Howell of Benton.
He is the grandson of Robert L.
Howell of Benton and John Caudill
of Whitesburg.
The bride wore a formal gown of
white summer satin with a bateau
neckline. The molded bodice of the
basque waist was adorned with
pearl and sequin applied lace. Short
shirred sleeves were cuffed with
matching lace. The flared skirt and
chapel train were enhanced with
lace appliques and hemmed with a
scalloped border of lace. Cabbage
roses and candy box bows adorned
the back of the train. She wore a
silk illusion veil that fell from a
halo of silk flowers and pearls.
She carried a cascade bouquet of
pink and white roses accented with
baby's breath, pearls, rhinestones,
and ribbons. She wore a sapphire
and diamond pendant, her wedding
gift from the groom. She also wore
a blue crocheted garter accented
with pearls which had been fashioned for her mother by the bride's
great-grandmother, Mrs. Berna
Gordon.
Mrs. Roni Derington, twin sister
of the bride, served as matron of
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Susan Noles and Mrs. Jeannie
Mitchell.
The attendants wore tea length
pink taffeta dresses and carried
'bouquets of pink roses and baby's
breath. They also wore halos of
baby's breath.

Mr. and Mrs. Curbs Raleigh
The groom chose his brother, Mrs. Tim Driver, Calvert City, and
Matt Howell, as best man. Grooms- Heather Turner, daughter of Mr.
men were Mark Eubanks and Mike and Mrs. David Turner, St. Louis,
Green. Ushers were Kevin Drivet, Mo. carried the train of the bride's
brother of the bride, Tony Dering- dress.
•
ton, Benny Garland, and Danny
The aisle carpet was rolled out
Green. Kevin Driver and Benny by Jeremy Stom, son of Mr. and
Garland also served as Mrs. James Stom and Kenneth
candlelighters.
Howell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Matt
Flowergirls were Miss Jill Stom, Howell.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
A reception followed the cereStom, Benton, Miss Amanda How- mony. Servers were Mrs. Sandy
ell and Miss Ashley Howell, Wallace, Mrs. Denise Starks, both
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Matt of Union City, Term.; Mrs. Carol
Howell, Hardin.
Howell, Hardin, Mrs. Charlotte
Ringbearers were Jamie Stom, Green, sister of the groom, Ms.
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Stom of Molly McGregor, and Ms. Beth
Benton and Dylan Driver,.on of Moore, allot Benton. Mrs. Anita
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Driver of McCully of Murray was guest book
Calvert City.
attendant
Emily Driver, daughter of Mr.
After a wedding trip to the Great
and Mrs. Ricky Driver, Benton; Smokey Mountains, Mr. and Mrs.
Beth Driver, daughter of Mr. and
Raleigh are residing in Benton.

Best dressed men
named by Forbes

Dressler Oyes pmgnnit
Miss Sharon Lynne Whaley and
Dr. Sunil Vishin LaIla were married in a fall ceremony at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Whaley of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Vishin Lalla of Lahonia, Ga.
The Rev. Fred C. Morton and the
Rev. Nowell Bingham performed
the double ring ceremony.
Janet Whaley, sister of the bride,
and Peter Whaley, father of the
bride, each were soloists during the
ceremony. Joan Bowker was
organist.
Escorted by her father, the bride
was given in marriage by her
parents.
The bride wore a white antique
satin gown with a chapel train.
Scalloped 4encon lace, sprinkled
with pearls and sequins, formed the
straight-across beau neckline which
swayed around the back to a window illusion and re-embroided
lace. A sheer yoke topped the solid
lace of a fitted bodice and basque
waistline. French tucking shadowed
the short puffed sleeves. A softly
gathered satin skirt with a pyramid
of lace at the front hem and a satin
bow at the back waistline, swirled
with an alencon trim.
She carried a crescent cascade of
bridal white roses, stephanotis and
camellia leaves.
Mrs. Sandra Rowland of Pittsburgh, Pa., sister of the bride was
the matron of honor. Janet Whaley,
sister of the bride, and Nita LaIla,
sister of the groom, were the
bridesmaids.
The attendants wore identical
dresses of mauve moire with a
sheer white lace overdress. A
mauve satin sash with a bow in the
back completed the ensemble. They
carried white moire ribbon nosegays of mauve roses, dark pink
alstomaris, stephanotis and baby's
breath.
Dr. Penn White of Charleston,
S.C., served as best man. Groomsmen were Dr. Robert Howell and
Dr. Drew Poret, both of Memphis,
Tenn. Kenneth Rowland, brotherin-law of the bride from Pittsburgh,
served as usher.
The groom and the groom's party wore traditional black cut away
jackets with pearl-grey vests,
striped ascot ties, striperl trousers
and boutonnieres of white roses
with stephanotis.
The bride's mother wore a celcia
blue dress with a dropped waist
lace bodice and a crystal pleated
skirt accented with a satin sash and
side bow. The groom's mother
wore a traditional Indian sari of
gold and maroon.
Dr. Nancy Keisow-Webb of
Louisville kept the guest register.
The wedding was directed by Mrs.
Mary Morris Mahoney of Marlton,
N.J.
A reception followed in the
social hall of the church.
Mrs. Vicki Geurin coordinated

Dr. and Mrs. Sunil Vishin Lana
the reception with Dr. Lori Callis
of Charleston, S.C. Assisting were
Mrs. Debbie Bockman of Omaha,
Neb., and Ms. Lisa Cohn of New
York, N.Y.
The couple spent their honeymoon in the British Virgin Islands
at Little Dix Bay.
Upon their return to the states
the couple was honored with a buffet dinner in Atlanta, Ga., hosted
by the groom's parents.
They are now residing at 218 N.
McNeil Street. Memphis, Tenn.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
A dinner at the home of Cheryl
Griffin hosted by the Dietitians at
Georgia Baptist Hospital in Atlanta, Ga.;
A luncheon at Georgia Baptist
Hospital given by the Pediatric
Nursing Staff;
A luncheon given at the Georgia
Baptist Medical Center hosted by
the Special Care Nursery Staff;
A coffee hosted by Judy Hina,
MaryLou Rayburn, Barbara Cain,
Daytha Howell and Barabra Wildey
held at the Holiday Inn of Murray;
A luncheon held at the Unicorn
Restaurant hosted by the Dietitians
of Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn.;

A luncheon at Baptist Memorial Hospital hosted by the Cardiac
Rehabilitation Team.
Out-of-town guests not previously mentioned were:
Mr. and Mrs. Don Westhoff,
Mrs. William Whited, Sun. City
Center, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Stodghill, Carlisle, Pa.; Kenneth
Mullen Jr., Needham Heights,
Mass.; Miss Kendra Mullen, East
Providence, R.I.; the Rev. and Mrs.
David Pieplow, Perryville, Mo.:
Mrs. Fred Morton and Dana Morton, Mrs. Karen Howell, Memphis,
Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thomason,
Smithville; Miss Joyce Taylor,
Rateliff; Mrs. Barbara Barden, Kernersville, N.C.; Mrs. Howard
Hitch, Katherine Hitch, and Sally
Hitch, Bowie, Md.; Mrs. Paul
Lynch, Bridgeville, Del.; Stephen
Mulford, Baltimore, Md.; Ms.
Susan Nall, Richmond; Dr. Charles
Webb, Louisville; Drs. Chanderbahn and Hansa Choithani, Whitefish Bay, Wis.;
Mrs. Lynne Beatty Oliver,
Eiken, S.C.; Mrs. Carol Sears Halley, Marion, Ill.; Burton Banks,
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Griffin, Ms.
Dorothy Howell, Miss Lias Russell, and Phil Chamberland and Dr.
Missy Chamberland of Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. and Mrs. Junior Ray of Hazel will observe their 25th wedding
anniversary on Tuesday, Nov. 21.
They were married Nov. 21, 1964, by Dalton Vaughn at his home in
Murray. Their attendants were Allan Lovett and Betty Bucy Hanson.
Mrs. Ray, the former Sandra Alexander, is the daughter of Mrs. Gertie
Alexander of Hazel and the late Herbert Alexander.
Mr. Ray is the son of Mrs. Louise Ray of Hazel and the late James Ray.
They have one daughter, Mitzi Ray of Owensboro, and one son, Alex
Ray of Paris, Tenn.
A family dinner was held in their honor on Sunday.

Jack Dressler, right, professor of -horn at Murray State
University,
presented a brief history of the horn at the October
meeting of Music
Department of Murray Woman's Club. He distributed
pictures of the
horn at various stages of its development, played taped
examples of
horns in orchestral settings, and performed works by
Handel, Mozart,
and Saint Saens, accompanied by Stephen Brown, also
of Murray
State faculty. Hostesses were Wanda Dick, Holly
Bloodwo
rth, Neva
Grey Allbritten, Barbara Brandon, Lulu Bingham,
Cecelia Brock,
Kathryn Carman and Joanne Cavitt. The department will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house with a
program
to be
presented by Purchase Players. The Music Department
Chorus will
present a program at the open meeting of the Murray Club
on Sunday, Dec. 3, at 2 p.m. Hostesses on Tuesday wil be Vickie
Travis,
Evelyn Chilcutt, Martha Crafton, Rebecca Dublin, Sharon
Furches, Sharon Hart, Janet Finch and Mary Hocking.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could you explain why some eye doctors have senior citizens wait months until the eye
is right for cataract surgery, while
other patients go into an eye-care center and have them removed immediately? Is the wait serving any great
purpose?
DEAR READER: To achieve the
most satisfactory result from cataract extractions, eye surgeons formerly had to wait until the cataracts
"matured" — until they were fully developed. Today, with modern techniques,such as lens implants, patients
need no longer postpone cataract extraction: When vision is compromised, the cataracts can be removed.
Nonetheless, many ophthalmologists remain conservative by recommending surgery only when a patient
develops a significant visual handicap. The reason for this is that no surgery carries a guaranteed good result.
Even in reputable medical centers,
cataract extraction carries a small
but definite risk: Sight in the operated
eye may be diminished as a result of
surgery.
By waiting until vision markedly
deteriorates, the prudent ophthalmologist knows that, should the operation
be less than successful, the patient
will be no worse off. This is preferable to a bad result in an eye in which
the pre-operative vision was largely
spared.
Many ambulatory eye-surgery centers depend on volume for profit.
Therefore, the doctors in these centers may choose to operate sooner. By
performing more operations, they
maintain their substantial incomes.
This is not in the patients' best interests. Fortunately, this is by no means
the rule, but the practice is sufficiently common to cause concern.
In general, when a patient's cataract is dense enough to prohibit reading print with glasses under good
light, it is ready for removal. Patients
with borderline vision should obtain a
second opinion(from an ophthalmologist unaffiliated with the eye-care
center) before consenting to surgery.
Patients considering cataract surgery
may find a brochure called "Clear Vision Ahead" helpful. It can be ordered
by writing 3M Vision Care, Dept.
VC89-05, Box 33600, St. Paul, MN
55133-3600.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

was six weeks before Christmas
And all through the store
Santa was busy with

50% Markdowns Galore.
for our

Pre-Holiday Sale
Monday-Saturday, Nov. 20th-25th
(Closed Thanksgwing Day)

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
— Indicted junk-bond king
Michael Milken ranked with movie
star Michael Douglas, financiers
Malcolm Forbes, Donald Trump
and dapper NBA coach Pat Riley
as one of the 10 Best Dressed Men
in America.
The annual list released by the
Tailors Council of America on Friday listed the bond dealer accused
of securities fraud among sartorial
leaders in 10 sometimes overlapping categories.
Milken, the former Drexel Burnham Lambert official who faces a
trial next year on federal racketeering and fraud charges, led the business category, real estate king
Trump won in the entrepreneurial
category and magazine publisher
Forbes won in the industry
category.
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo
was deemed the best-dressed man
in government, while Douglas
claimed motion picture fashion
excellence honors.
Riley, coach of the Los Angeles
Lakers, topped the sports category.
The caustic Don Rickles won in
comedy, while talk-show funnyman
Arsenio Hall won honors in the
television category.
The snooty women's worstdressed list-maker Mr. Blackwell
won in the design category, and
opera star Placido Domingo, named
the tailors' best-dressed man in
music.
The winners were announced by
the council's aptly named president, Jack Taylor.

"Ask Walter atDoul
shipping UPS at
Walter's Pharmacy

Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their name and address to PO. Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention he title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My parents and
grandmother live together. My mother and grandmother haye smoked all
their adult lives and within the past
year have come up with arrhythmias.
What role, if any, does cigarette
smoking and second-hand smoke play
in this ailment?
DEAR READER: The nicotine in
cigarette smoke is a heart stimulant,
sometimes causing irregular cardiac
rhythm (arrhythmia). Although arrhythmias commonly occur in nonsmokers, too — and do not usually indicate heart disease — I'd be
suspicious that your mother and
grandmother may be exhibiting inappropriate heart stimulation, as a
harmful effect of their smoking. They
should check with a doctor, follow his
advice and kick the smoking habit.
The case against side-stream, or
second-hand smoke, is less clear. Its
effects on the body depend on the
length of exposure and the concentration of the inhaled smoke. In any case,
this smoke is decidedly unhealthful
for other family members.
Most family doctors are eager to
help their patients stop smoking and
might choose to prescribe nicotine
chewing gum in conjunction with a
smoking cessation program (now offered by many hospitals and community agencies) or even, perhaps,
hypnosis.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 26-year-old
son has Fteiter's syndrome. His doctor
tells him research is still being done,
and as yet there is no cure. Is this hereditary. and can you provide any
information?
DEAR READER: Reiter's syndrome is a poorly understood ailment
marked by inflammation of the urethra — the tube leading from the
bladder — or the cervix (the mouth of
the uterus in women), associated with
conjunctivitis(eye inflammation), arthritis and sores in the mouth.
In many patients, especially men,
the disease appears to be sexually
transmitted and may be caused by a
microorganism called chlamydia. In
other patients, the condition seems to
follow various forms of bowel infection — for example, those caused by
shigella and salmonella.
Patients with Reiter's syndrome
have a high level of a blood protein
called HLA-B27, indicating that a genetic factor may predispose to this
infection.
Although about 50 percent of Reiter's patients improve without treatment, the remainder progress to a
chronic stage of the disease, characterized by recurring arthritis and urethral discharge.
Treatment consists of antibiotics to
eradicate the infection. This therapy
is usually quite successful.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother has a
series of problems. Her teeth are sore.

her gums are receding, and she feels
there is an infection from two of
them. She's been to a dental school for
over a year, and they have found nothing wrong but did root canals to save
one tooth. She suffers from fatigue
and rapid weight loss. One doctor
found a problem with her liver
through a blood test, yet says the liver
itself is fine. A neurologist says she is
losing sensitivity in her nerves and
doesn't know why, unless there is a tumor he's been unable to find. Her doctors can't find the problem. Can you
help?
DEAR READER: I don't know the
cause of your mother's problems,
which I will summarize as fatigue,
weight loss, mild liver abnormalities
and neuropathy(nerve malfunction). I
do not believe her dental symptoms
are a factor in her condition.
I would like to know more about her
liver and the state of her abdominal
organs. Could she have low-grade
hepatitis, a tumor of the pancreas or a
severe nutritional deficiency? These
possibilities should be investigated
with specific blood tests and X-rays.
Because your mother's illness puzzles her doctors, I suggest she ask for
a referral to the diagnostic clinic at a
teaching hospital. In this setting, specialists are trained to diagnose unusual diseases. The doctors have special
equipment and diagnostic resources
not available to physicians engaged
primarily in office practice.
0 1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Many movie stars
share birthdays
with others in 1941
NEW YORK (AP) — Movie star
Faye Dunaway, singer Helen Reddy and author Paul Theroux have
this in cornomore they were born in
1941.
Others born that year include
movie stars Ryan O'Neal, Juliet
Mills, Ann-Margret, Tom Conti,
Sarah Miles, Elke Sommer, Stacy
Keach and Susannah York.
Musician-composers Bob Dylan,
Paul Anka, Art Garfunkel and
Chubby Checker also have 1941
birthdates, along with singers Vikki
Can, Neil Diamond, John Davidson, Joan Baez and Dionne
Warwick.

M-S, 9:30-5:00
Open Sundays 1:00-5:00
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DATEBOOK
Community service on Thursday

Alpha Mu will hear Ward speak

A Community Thanksgiving Day Service will be Thursday, Nov. 23, at
10 Lm. in Hale Chapel of First United Methodist Church. This is sponsored annually by Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association. Fr.
Andre Trevathan, president, and the Rev. Susan Allsop-Atkinson, vice
president, urge the public to attend this special community-wide service.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesda
4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library y, Nov. 21, at
. Don Simmons,
genealogist from Graves County, will be the guest speaker. All
and interested persons are urged and invited to attend, accordi members
ng to Jean
Murdock, president.

'69"

Sale$55

Only

Sale$45

$99

Big & Tall (48-54) Only

1O9

Ladies' 1st Quality Suits
Only

'75

Ladies' Wool Skirts and Slacks

Ladies' Night at Hickory Grove Church of Christ will
be tonight (Monday) from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The theme will be "HGow
to
Be A Leader in
Six Easy Lessons." Speakers will be Joy Wyatt, Rita
Evans, Bonnie Ruiz,
Shirley Mays, Beth Falwell and Mabel Pickard.
Refreshments will be
served and a nursery will be provided. All interested women
are invitede
to attend.

Now Only $26
CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY

Sale Good Tare Wed., 11/22

41P.
041
,
0

Wholesale
Stores, Inc.

Fair Board plans meeting

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Reinhardt of Murray announce the birth of their
fourth child, a daughter, Emilie Rose, weighing eight pounds seven
ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Monday, Oct. 23, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Their other children are Caleb, Carrie and Hannah.

Reg '59"

Men's Top Quality Wool Suits

Hickory Grove program tonight

Emilie Rose Reinhardt born

Fair Board of Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
day, Nov. 30, at 6:30 p.m. at Homcplace Restaurant,Fair will meet Thursmembers are urged to attend, a board spokesmanColdwater Road. All
said.

ge

204 South 5th St., Mayfield
247-2757

'Stores Open Late Nights Until Christmas

nail*fhaeit
EARLY SHOPPERS
CHRISTMAS
PORATION

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1989
ARIES

(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You have extra drive to get ahead
in life today and will meet with
success in what you set out to do.
Business mixes with pleasure and
new opportunities come now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)

AND SELECTED REGULAR AND SPECIAL-PURCHA
SE ITEMS

Par
Travelers-'will meet with romance
now. Couples feel especially close
today and should go out somewhere
special together. Publishing and educational interests prosper.

"Power & Run"-ComPuter
Perfect for the Family
Reg.
699.00
momior intr.

_399!!vAliisil$20

GEMINI

(May 21 to June 20)
Getting -things done around the
house will be one of your priorities
for today. This is a good time to have
company over and in business you'll
also meet with success.

Capture Your Holiday Memories
With
Our Easy-to-Use HQ VHS
MovieCorder-

Save

EVERYDAY IOW PRICE!

89900

Per Month• $3
00

Built-in MS-DOS'. PC software compatible. 31/2" 720K disk drive. Personal
DeskMate 2' software. #25-1053
MS-DOS hcensed from Microsoft Corp

CANCER
as
seen
on TV

(June 21 to July 22)
)
41E
Couples are on the same wave
length today and will be making
important plans together. It's a time
of greater romantic commitment.
Creative interests and dating are
favored.

Reg. Separate 69895
Items 999.95
125-1053/1043

Reg
899.00

Save
$300

59900 c-saes;)z,.
Low As $30 Per Month •

With CM-5 Color Monitor

(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You have extra dash and charisma
today.Things will be going very much
your way now. Joy comes through
travel, romance, children and creative
endeavors.

Save A9995
950

89895

Reg. Separate Items 1198.95
#25-1401/1043

Low As $25 Per Month
•

Personal Printer Cut 29%

Save

LIBRA

Reg.

S110

(Sept.23 to Oct22)
You'll find something that appeals
to you greatly when shopping today.
Tying up some loose ends will be
important to you now. Home and
family interests prosper.

379.95 26995

Reg. 649.95
100 watts per channel.
minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 40-20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.9% THO

118.1111INI/In

Low As $15
Per Month •

Wireless remote, hi

-speed dubbing deck,
Dolby• B NR, digital
tuner.
ble. 36'/-6"-high speaker 5-band EQ. turntas. rack *13-1234

Tandy and IBM' graphics printer emulations.
026-2815 IBM/Reg TM IBM Corp

Portable CD Player Value

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)

It's a busy round of social activities
for you today. You may be making
plans to give a party. Making important phone calls is favored now.
Success comes through creativity.

Remote batterss eXtril

•TM Dolby Laboratori
es Lcensing

Cordless Telephone Sale

Save $60

r as —•
seen
on TV

Cut 25
%

59
95
1599 9.
219.95

(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
fite
It should be a day of good financial
simumeisall!

returns for you. A project on the back
burner gains new life. Someone you
know socially is a help to you in
business.

.......

Save $6195

as
(seen
on TV

9RQ00

Low As $15
Per month•

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll be making plans now to visit
friends at a distance. Your popularity
is on the rise and you'll meet with a
social success now. Feelings grow
deeper in romance.

Make/take calls from any
room—even outdoors!
Security code, touchredial. #43-544

16-Selection
Programmable

Just add headphones for stere0-

10-901 #42-5011 Batteries extra

Corp

Remote On-Screen-Programming VCR

Reg. 79.95

SAGMAXIU8

Reg. 349.95

OV.1
ilic

•—

Low As S15 Per Month.

Tonel puNot dia ing

MB•

•Convenient Wireless Remote
•14-Day/6-Event Timer. HO

Helpful on-screen prompts make set
ting timer easy' VHS 016-510
na-p-

aitagiUMWAMMIVAMMUMM

ININIMM

A

Bookshelf Speaker
HALF 2E295
PRICE! INPU Each
Reg. 79.95

as
seen
an tv

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)

A fringe benefit arises in connection with career. Making decisions
about the use of joint tweets is now
favored. Dealings with hankers, realtars and insurance agents are fortunate.
PISCES
war
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
gest
The signing of contracts is favored
today. Singles meet with romantic
introductions. The accent now is on
travel, leisure activities and together-
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color and exposure are builtfocus,
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action shots, 6-1
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telephoto recordings. 3-lux
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Computer for Home or Office

(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Self-discipline and inspiration
combine to bring you success on the
job today. You may make a major
purchase for the home. A friendly
manner is an asset to you now.

Rier•

Low As $45 Per Month.

With CM-5 Color Monitor

Come in for a DeskMate Demonstration and
Get 154'. Off Any DeskMate Software!

LEO

•'at
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The Singles Organizational Socioety will have a Thanksgiving potluck
on Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of
Commerce Centre, U.S. Highway 641 North. The meat and drinks will be
provided and others are to bring side dishes for the meal. This is a nonprofit, nondenominational, Apolitical support and social group for all
single adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Compassionate Parents will meet Thursday, Nov. 30, at 7:30 p.m. in
Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Participants
in the
group have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness,
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. Anyone
interested is welcome to attend the meetings regularly held every fourth
Thursday of the month; however, Compassionate Parents will not meet
in
December. For additional information call hospital chaplain Reita Moody,
762-1274; Carol Perlow, R.N., 762-1100; or Hilda Bennett, 498-8324.
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Men's lost Quality Sportcoats

Singles plan dinner Tuesday

Compassionate Parents to meet

I.-
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The retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-C10 will
have a potluck meal on Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 5:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Memorial Baptist Church. This is open to all retirees and their spouses.

Mr. and Mrs. William Keith Rigsby of Rt. 3, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Addle Laura, weighing seven pounds three ounces, born on
Wednesday, Nov. 15, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Robin Parker. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker and
Mrs. Mug Rigsby and the late Joe Rigsby.

11

Andrew Pardue, son of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Pardue, made all As for
the
first nine weeks at Calloway County Middle School. His last name
was
inadvertently left off in the publication of the honor roll on Saturda
y. He
is in the sixth grade.

Retirees will meet Tuesday

Addie Laura Rigsby born

Your Individual
Horoscope

Andrew Pardue made all As

Alpha Mu 04760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will have a business meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at home of Helen Campbell,
1508 Johnson Blvd., Murray. Euple Ward, executive director of
Need
Line, will be the guest speaker. Members are reminded to bring groceri
es
for Need Line. A final report will be given on the Skate-A-Thon
held
Nov. 12 for St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis. The public is
invited to attend the Tuesday meeting, a chapter spokesperson said.
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YOU BORN TODAY are adventurous and are liable to experiment
before settling on a career. You're
usually skilled at communicating
your ideas, but often you're slow to
take others into your confidence.
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Christian Scientists plan family service

Community events are announced
Monday, Nov. 20
Ladies' Night will be from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m. at Hickory Grove
Church of Christ.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
meal with guests at 6:30 p.m. at
club house.
Area Youth Rally will be from 7
to 8:30 p.m. at West Fork Baptist
Church.
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 6 p.m. in
Lourdes Hospice House, 1510 Lone
Oak Rd., Paducah_

Tuesday, Nov. 21
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Sotahside Manor Recreational
Room.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
Senior citizens activities will be

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

"Family is an important part of
one's life, and when Christian Scientists in Murray join with friends
and neighbors for Thanksgiving
services this Thursday, they will
give special gratitude not only for
their own loved ones but for the
family of mankind — all the children of God," a church spokesperson
said.
Each year, the members of the
Christian Service Society at 1640
Farmer Ave., Murray, offer a service of Thanksgiving to the community. The service will begin at
11 am.

Tuesday, Nov. 21
at 9:30 am. at Dexter Center, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 am. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parish Center of Si. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
(Coned on page 9)

NO COUPON REQUIRED
NO STAMPS NECESSARY

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

EGGS

MSU Racer basketball team will
play the Russian Select Team at
7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
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Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
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From Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian Church.
Friendship Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. with Jacquic Farrell.
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at Multi Vision Cable TV at
Briensburg from 9 to 11 a.m. and
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Spouse Abuse Program of Murray will sponsor a support group
for women at 12 noon. For information call 759-4050.
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Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
in meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library.
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Retirees and spouses of Local
1068 and other locals of UAWAFL-C10 will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church.
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Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Murray Optimist Club will meet
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Calloway County Genealogical
Society will meet at 4 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public Library.

Murray High School Football
Banquet will be in school cafeteria.
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CRUSH FLAVORS
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Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 am. and 3:30 p.m.

s$100

moz.FREE!

FREE!

RANBERRY4

ROLLS

PEPSI COLA

Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 am. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Quota Gun and
Bow Hunts in Kentucky portion;
Quota Gun Hum opens in Tennessee portion.

;01

OCEAN SPRAY

Alpha Mu a4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet at
7 p.m. at home of Helen Campbell,
1508 Johnson Blvd.

Singles Organizational Society
will have a potluck meal at 7 p.m.
at Chamber of Commerce Centre.
For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
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Tuesday, Nov. 21
"Wonderful World of Fantasy,"
sponsored by Murray Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, will
be presented at 7 p.m. in Murray
Middle School auditorium.

Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

TI

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.
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LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
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vice, time will be given for spontaneous sharing from the congregation. These testimonies frequently
include gratitude (pr spiritual healings that have occurred sometimes
through four and five generations.
Healings of children, difficult
home relations, and other family
issues are often at the core of an
individual's gratitude.
Local members of the Christian
Science church invite the community to join them in giving thanks to
God this Thursday, Nov. 23. Care
for children too young to attend the
service will be available.

Storey's

FARM FRESH

Quad State Junior High Band
will present a concert at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

Reading for this year's service
will include several references to
family life. The rich Bible imagery
speaks of the tender relationship
between God and man. A passage
from lsaish reads: "As one whom
his mother comforteth, so will I
comfort you."
Picking up the family theme,
Mary Baker Eddy writes in her
book Science and Health with Key
to the scriptures: "Home is the
dearest spot on earth, and it should
be the centre, though not the
boundary, of the affections."
As an important part of the ser-
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Americans will eat lots of turk

Lalatly
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ns.
ult
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans will gobble millions of pounds
of turkey in the next few weeks
and government food experts are
bracing for the annual flock of
calls about the safety methods for
cooking and storing holiday meals.
The Department of Agriculture
operates a Meat and Poultry Hotline to answer these queries, and
for the holiday season weekend
hours are being added to the tollservice.
The hotline is now in operation
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern time,

ian
antO
are
the

seven days a week, and will also be
Here they are:
open from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Q. How long will turkey last in
Thanksgiving Day. The number is the freezer?
1-800-535-4555.
A. A whole
Cooking turkeys days ahead and stored in yourfrozen turkey can be
home freezer at 0
freezing them for the holiday, degrees
Fahrenh
eit
for up to one
cooking them and taking the bird to year
without
apprecia
ble loss of
relatives, stuffing the fowl and quality.
To prevent freezer burn,
other potential problems are among wrap
the turkey in heavy freezer
the most common topics discussed.
paper.
The department's Food Safety
Q. Which tastes better, fresh or
and Inspection Service has comfrozen
turkey?
piled a list of the six top turkey
A.
There
is no significant differquestions it gets each year, and the
ence in quality between a fresh
answers.
turkey and a frozen one. But you

free
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play? It won't do any good to ask.
One might as well guess for the
moment and wait until the postmortem for a true answer.
If you look at all four hands, there
seems to be no chance for South to
avoid losing a heart, two clubs and a
trump. How did South manage to
sell West a loser's share of the
Brooklyn Bridge?
West led "top of nothing" and the
play went nine, 10, queen. The king
and ace of trumps were cashed to
reveal the trump loser, and it was
time for South to cash in on his deceptive play to trick one.
He cashed his ace and king of diamonds. discarding a club from dummy, and then led his innocuouslooking diamond four. Thinking that
South was about to ruff a loser,
West discarded a heart, and a second club was discarded from dummy. Horrors! East had to discard
also. The hidden diamond jack came
next, and it was too late for West to
beat the game. Whether West ruffed
or not, a third club could be discarded from dummy, and the defenders
were snookered out of their second
club winner.
Be wary of those sneaky declarers. Not one of them is worthy of
any trust.
NORTH
11 20 A
96 2
11 Q 102
•9 3
4Q7 53
WEST
EAST
•Q 10 3
•8
111 K 8 6 5
IP A 9743
•8 7 6
2
•K 9 2
A 86 4
SOUTH
•A J 7 5 4
J
RAKQJ 4
•J 10
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding

•4 105

'L;

aREAKFAST

What's the best way to find out if
a declarer is making an "honest"

•K

CASH POT

I

BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"There's one way to find out if a
man is honest — ask him. If he says.
'Yes,'you know he's a crook."
— Groucho Marx.•
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HUNTER
WHOLE

Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Electa Fulkerson.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Worship Committee at 12
noon; Personnel Committee at 4
p.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.

10 LB.
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Tuesday Ladies Bible Class will
not meet today at University
Church of Christ.
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will give moister meat in a shorter
time. Microwaves, rotisseries and
even an outdoor kettle grill can
also be used.
Q. Can I cook the turkey the day
before Thanksgiving?
A. Cooking ahead requires special attention to safe handling.
First, cook the bird to an internal
temperature of 180 degrees in an
oven set no lower than 325
degrees. Bake the stuffing
separately.
When it is fully roasted, let the
bird stand for 15 minutes. Then
carve the meat off, leaving the
legs, thighs and wings intact if you
like.
Refrigerate the turkey meat in
small, shallow containers.
On Thanksgiving Day, reheat the
meat in a 325-degree oven or in the
microwave. To keep the meat tender when using a conventional
oven, cover it with gravy or
reserved natural juices.

(Cont'd from page tt)
WE WILL BE OPEN
7 AM TILL 6 PM
ON THANKSGIVING DAY
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

PRICES GOOD
THRU THURS. NOV. 23RD

SWANSON'S

Q. How should I thaw a turkey?
A. Thawing your turkey in the
refrigerator is the preferred
method. Allow one day for each
five pounds.
If in a hurry, thaw the turkey in
a clean sink. Cover the bird with
cold water, changing the water
every 30 minutes to keep it cool.
Allow 6 to 9 hours for a 12-to
16-pound turkey, 9 to 11 hours for
a 16-to 20-pound bird.
Turkey can also be thawed in the
microwave oven, if it will fit.
Be ready to cook the bird as
soon as it is thawed.

Q. What's the safest way to stuff
a turkey?
A. Stuff the turkey just before
you put it in the oven. To save
time, chop up and refrigerate the
stuffing ingredients the night
before. Combine everything in the
morning, just before roasting. Stuff
the bird loosely.
Q. What's the best way to cook a
picture-perfect turkey?
A. There are several good cooking methods that will provide a
delicious, tender turkey.
You can roast the bird, uncovered, in a 325-degree oven. This
will give dryer meat but great
roasted flavor. Or you can put the
bird in an oven cooking bag, which

PAGES

Community...

THANKSGIVING SALE
•_

can keeps fresh turkey refrigerated
only 1 to 2 days before cooking.
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SPORTS

Weekend
Rewrite
— From staff, AP reports
Paducah Tilghman and Bowling Green worked off the time
card Friday night in the regional championship game, while Heath
and Trigg County were playing their favorite type of game:
headbashing.
In 3A play, both Tornado coach Allan Cox and Purple coach Dan Haley were
probably worried about spending overtime with explanations, after Tilghman
squeaked out a 7-6 win in two extra turns Friday night at McRight Field
Cox elected to try the field goal for the win on first down at the end of regulation,
but Curt Cromwell saw his attempt blocked.
After a scoreless first overtime exchange, Tilghman's bto Mason grabbed a
seven-yard pass from Randy Wyatt for the first points of the night, and Cromwell's
PAT gave PTHS a 7-0 lead.
Bowling Green answered on their second life when Marion Jones scored on a
lour-yard run after an PTHS interception was negated by a face mask penalty
Haley then made a decision he's probably second-guessed since then. He went
for two, and didn't get it.
Across McCracken County, Heath and Tngg got aN the scoring over with in the
first hall. Greg Bridges put Trigg on the board with a TD run in the first quarter
Bridges had 124 yards on the night, but rushed 40 times to get them.(He, too, gets
the bonus pay).
Heath's Stoney Douthiff (love that name), kicked the rock 26 yards for a field
goal as time expired at halftime for the Pirates- only points.
In 2A play, Mayfield coach Jack Morris had needlessly lost sleep, worrying about
the Cardinals napping against Fort Campbell.
Mayfield put Fort CampbeN asleep early, jumping out to a 28-0 halftime lead,
and cruise-controlled to a 28-13 win.
The KHSAA playoffs (or playdowns for you Gil Thorpe tans), are down to the
final lour in each classification
In Class 4A, Louisville St Xavier will travel to Warren Central, while Louisville
Trinity, at 12-0 after shutting out Louisville Fairdale, faces Boone County In 3A.
Tilghman will host unbeaten East Hardin, while Belfry travels to Fort Thomas
Highlands.
In 2A, unbeaten Monroe County visits Mayfield, while Somerset, who won a
sweaker with Corbin 14-12, travels to Danville. In Class A, Trigg host Paris, while
Pikeville wiN travel to Beechwood.

Youth soccer
The Murray-Calloway County Chiefs fell just short of claiming the championship
of the Kentucky Soccer Association Under-12 Boys' State Tournament in Lexington
over the weekend, falling 1-0 in the title game to. Louisville Fern
Creek's Strikers,
The game was a defensive battle throughout, as Louisville was shut out by
Mur•ay's defense until less than four minutes remained in the game. The goal
scored
was the only one recorded against the Chiefs in their three games, as they
advanced into the finals thanks to 3-0 wins over St. Thomas and Lexington.
Chiefs goalie Ross Clark made six saves in the championship game while Brandon McCoy, Nathan Keller and Scott Seiber were also cited for their defense.
On Saturday, Greg Miller scored two goals and Matt Roberts another in the 3-0
shutout over St. Thomas. Miller, Bubba Johnson and Stephen Crouch had assists.
Clark made two saves and Crouch, David Crouch. Jason West and Ryan Pickens
gained defensive honors.
In their 3-0 win over Lexington, the Chiefs were paced by two goals from Johnson and a third from Stephen Crouch while McCoy recorded two assists. Clark
made a save and Adam Malone, Josh Arant and Harley Gamble were given defensive praise.
The Chiefs end their season with a 22-2-1 record.

OVC Football
With the undisputed Ohio Valley Conference championship in hand, Middle Tennessee begins the task of preparing for its first-round NCAA Division I-AA playoff
game with Appalachian State.
The Blue Raiders (8-3), who closed out a 6-0 OVC season with a 24-3 victory
over Tennessee Tech (4-6, 2-4) on Saturday, will host Appalachian State (9-2)
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. CST in the opening round.
Both Appalachian State and Middle Tennessee State are making their third playoff appearances.
Joining Middle Tennessee in the playoffs is OVC runnerup Eastern Kentucky
(9-2, 5-1), a 38-31, tnple-overtime victor over Morehead State (5-6, 2-4). The Colonels will host former OVC-member Youngstown State (8-3) at 7 p.m. in their playoff opener.
The Appalachian State-Middle Tennessee winner will meet the Georgia
Southern-Villanova winner in the second round, while the Eastern KentuckyYoungstown State winner will advance to meet the William & Mary-Furman victor.
Lorenzo Fields connected on a 10-yard touchdown pass to Dwayne Woods in
the third overtime to lift Eastern Kentucky over Morehead State.
Fields' scoring pass was only his third completion of the game as Eastern Kentucky snapped a two-game losing streak and spoiled Bill Bak:lodge's final game as
head coach at Morehead Stale. Baldridge is resigning because of health problems.
Both teams scored touchdowns in the first overtime penod. Markus Thomas,
who gained 224 yards on 40 carries, ran 2 yards for Eastern's score, while Morehead answered with a 19-yard TD pass from Chris Swartz to Jerome Williams.
In the second overtime, both teams missed field goal attempts
Atter Fields' touchdown pass to Woods in the third overtime, Morehead State's
possession ended on downs when Swartz threw an incompletion intended for Ty
Howard in the end zone.
Eastern forced the overtime when Thomas scored on a 5-yard run with 2:25 left
in regulation play.
Middle Tennessee's Phil lronside threw touchdown passes of 69 and 45 yards
as the Blue Raiders clinched the OVC title
The Blue Raiders took an early 10-0 lead on a Joe Lisle field goal an Ironside's
45-yard pass to Kenny Donaldson.
Middle Tennessee pushed its lead to 17-0 in the second quarter when Marty
Carter blocked a Tennessee Tech punt, recovered the football and ran 4 yards for
a touchdown
Ironside put the game away in the third quarter with a 69-yard scoring pass to
Orlando Crenshaw
Tech's only points came on a 41-yard field goal by Ryan Weeks.

UK Football
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Although chances are slim, Kentucky hasn't given
up
hope for a bowl bid.
Kentucky (6-4) closes its season at home Saturday in a nationally televised
contest against archrival Tennessee (8-1) beginning at 3.30 p m EST
The Wildcats are considered one of the contenders for the Independence Bowl
in Shreveport, La , on Dec 16
"They might come out and announce the bowls before we finish playing
see," Kentucky coach Jerry Claiborne said at his Sunday news conference Tennes"I think
if we beat Tennessee we deserve one, but there might not be one if we get there"
Would Kentucky consider a bowl with a 6-5 record?
"I would talk to the
and see what they feel like," Claiborne said
Kentucky lost a valuasbropportunity to strengthen its bowl opportunities
on
Saturday, losing 38-28 to Florida at Gainesville. Fla.

U of L Football
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) — Browning Nagle passed for two touchdowns and ran
for a third and an alert Louisville defense intercepted lour passes as the Cardinals
nailed down a second consecutive winning season with a 36-22 victory over Boston Collep
Louisville, 6-4 with one game lett after an 8-3 mark in 19&9, built a 29-7 lead and
then hold off a BC comeback Saturday
The Eagles, 2-8 with a game left, pulled to within seven points with two touchdowns, but had their hopes dashed when cornerback John Gainey intercepted a
Wilke Hicks pass at midfield and returned to the BC 1 with 3.43 remaining. Nagie
sneaked for the insurance touchdown.
.Calloway County's Fred Jones caught a 7-yard pass or a third-period
touchdown.

Little league basketball
Ti sisters Grimy and Missy Stubblefield led the way tor Team I in
5th and 6111 grade
action in the Calowri girls Lida Laegue beeketwil Saturday.
Taw 2 was patieom
dtl
e l
Wyall and Bahia Adams. In the other game in the 5th and 6th play,
Tufts
and Michelle Doran paced Team 3, retie Jana Herndon and Julie ildeotowlend
led Toon
4. in 3rd and 4111 grade play, Casey Greet and Marcay Valium
Team
lad
4
against
Teem 2, who was lad by Jaym• Gibson and Whitney Morris. Taw 3 was lad by Jennsler

and Amends Winfieid, Otis Team I did not nowt
HIlre 3rd and 4th grade action normally scheduled for this
Saturday has been
cancelled, but to 5th and 6th graders will play at toikraoular

•
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Lady Racers claim OVC championship
Murray refuses
to 'go down hard'
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By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

It wasn't as inspirkkional as
Knute Rockne's "Win ode for the
Gipper" halftime speech to the
legendary Notre Dame football
team, perhaps, but Oscar Segovia's
instructions to the Murray State
University Lady Racers helped
spur a miracle comeback in the
Ohio Valley Conference volleyball
championship game Saturday night
at the Carr Health Building.
Playing regular-season OVC
champion and heavily-favored
Morehead State in the tournament
finals, the Lady Racers had
dropped the first game in the bestof-five series and were only two
points away from defeat in the second, trailing 13-10, when Segovia
called for time.
Once the Lady Racers reached
the 'bench, Segovia reminded them
of the hard work which had led
them to the conference championship match, then said "If you're
going to go down...go down hard."
The Lady Racers, who had
already knocked off second-seeded
Eastern Kentucky University earlier that day, decided not to go
down at all.
Returning to the court, the Lady
Racers battled through two scoreless change of serves before seeing
Morehead gain another point,
increasing their lead to 14-10.
Then, with freshman Amy
Rhodes serving, the Lady Racers
claimed a point back, then picking
up two more points off kills by
All-OVC Kim Koehler. Morehead
called for time, but Murray
returned to see Koehler slam
another kill through the Lady Eagle
defense to tie the game at 14-14.
Morehead regained the serve but
could not score, and with Koehler
serving, Jill Doty drilled a point
against Morehead to push the Lady
Racers ahead 15-14 before Lea
Ann Allen's kill completed the
comeback and tied the match at
one game each.
Fired up by the sudden change in
momentum, the Lady Racers scored
four straight points on their first
serve in the third game, saw Morehead rebound for leads of 7-6 and
8-7, then scored seven straight
points with Connie Ballard serving
to pave the way to a 15-9 victory
and a 2-1 lead.
Morehead battled back to claim
the fourth game, 15-6, forcing 4.
fifth and deciding match, but with
the overflow crowd of Murray
State supporters cheering them on,
the Lady Racers completed the
upset by scoring seven straight
points at the end of the match to
down Morehead 15-4 and claim the
school's first-ever OVC
When reminded of Segovia's
time-out instructions afterward,
(Cont'd on page 12)
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Murray State's Jill Doty (10) and Lea Ann Allen began feeling a need to celebrate during the fourth
game
of the OVC championships Saturday night. Morehead won Game 4 to tie the match, but MSU
claimed the
fifth and deciding game for the conference title.
Staff photo by

Daniel T. Parker

A new volleyball power emerges
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

After the biggest day in Murray
State volleyball history, Lady Racers Kim Koehler and Lea Ann
Allen said they hadn't even realized the magnitude of having to
take on — and take down — both
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State on the same day.
On Satuday they did just that,
beating Eastern in four games
(15-8, 11-15, 15-8, 15-10) in the
semifinals of the Ohio Valley Conference championship tournament
in the morning at Carr Health
Building, then returning that evening in front of an estimated crowd

of 600-700 people to claim the were in control," said Koehler, who
school's first-ever OVC volleyball was named the tournament's Most
title with a five-game win over Valuable Player. "We were relaxed
Morehead (see related story).
but we were intense."
"I never really thought about it,"
Intensity was the key word
Allen said of meeting the confer- inside Carr Health Building Saturence's two established powers and day night, as Murray fans crammed
seeing them give way to the emerg- into the tiny North Gym, lending
ing OVC powerhouse team.
inspiration to the Lady Racers'
Before last season, Murray had upset drive. "We've created a monnever beaten either school in vol- ster!" MSU coach Oscar Segovia
leyball. Last year they defeated shouted immediately after the win.
Eastern in the regular season, this
Later, he expounded on that.
year they downed Morehead during "The atmosphere here was..,people
the season. Still, the two eastern- were going crazy!" the Lady RacKentucky schools were still seen as ers' third -year coach said.
the cream of the crop in conference Although the attendance was short
action.
of his "dream" goal of 1,000 peoThat all changed Saturday. "We (Coned on page 12)
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NFL football

Play selection questioned after Vikings lose
By The Associated Press
You make the call.
The Minnesota Vikings, trailing
10-9 with a minute left in Philadelphia, have a first down at the
Eagles' 36.
Try for 10 more yards on a safe
pass to Anthony Carter? Try a
draw play to Herschel Walker to
get closer to a field goal?
Nope. The Vikings, criticized by
their fans for poor play-calling all
season, threw three straight
medium -rang passes, all
incomplete.
Now what? Try a 53-yard field
goal by Rich Karlis, whose career
long is 51 yards, or go for it? You
make the call.
Minnesota coach Jerry Burns
gambled, sending Leo Lewis long.
He was open, but Wade Wilson
barely overthrew him near the goal
line, and the final score stayed
10-9.
"It was a discouraging loss,"
Burns said after Minnesota had 10
penalties for 74 yards and lost the
ball four times. "We jump offside,
get called for pass interference and
turn the ball over. We didn't ever
make a big play all day except for
Walker's touchdown run."
The teams are 74. The Vikings
still lead the NFC Central by one
game over Chicago and Green Bay,
while the Eagles stayed two games
behind New York in the NFC East.
In other games, Green Bay surprised San Francisco 21-17, Tamps
Bay stopped Chicago 34-31, Cleve-

land and Kansas City tied 10-10,
the New York Giants topped Seattle 15-3, Cincinnati routed Detroit
42-7, New England stopped Buffalo 33-24, tvtami downed Dallas
17-14, New Orleans defeated
Atlanta 26-17, Pittsburgh beat San
Diego 20-17, the Los Angeles
Rams roughed up Phoenix 37-14,
Houston defeated the Los Angeles
Raiders 23-7 and Indianapolis took
the New York Jets 27-10.
Denver is at Washington tonight.
The Vikings-Eagles game began
with instant excitement when
Walker returned the opening kickoff 93 yards for a touchdown. But
Karlis missed his first extra-point
try in 16 attempts this season, starting off a long day for the kickers.
Steve DeLine made a 34-yard
field goal for Philadelphia, but
missed three others. Karlis, who
two weeks ago set an NFL record
with seven field goals in a game,
was 1 -for-2.
Philadelphia went ahead 10-9 on
Randall Cunningham's 3-yard
touchdown pass to Cris Carter with
2:32 left in the fourth quarter. The
score was set up by Walker's
fumble, which was picked up
Byron Evans. He lateraled to Eric
Allen on a play that carried 24
yards to the Minnesota 20.
"I think I was changing the ball
from one hand to the other while
making a cut," Walker said. "I
don't know what happened,
whether somebody got a hand in
there."

Six plays later, Cunningham's
pass was tipped by defender Carl
Lee and caught by Carter for the
Eagles' first touchdown in eight
quarters. DeLine's kick just made
it over the crossbar for the goahead extra point.
"It was a line drive, shaky.
Everything was shaky today. It was
just a bad day," DcLine said.

Eagles coach Buddy Ryan isn't
usually tolerant of erratic kickers
and won't be this time, either.
"I'm not impatient with anybody
when I've got time to be patient.
But time is of the Menet," Ryan
said. "If he's not the answer we'll
find someone who is. We don't
have taxi squads for kickers."

Cowboys are losing in
the front office as well
DALLAS (AP) — The troubles
facing the Dallas Cowboys have
spread from the playing field to the
team's business affairs, according
to a published report.
The Cowboys have the worst
record in the NFL this season. And
in recent months, the club has fallen behind in paying routine bills
and making mortgage payments.
A Dallas newspaper also is
reporting today that the team held
rookie quarterback Troy Aikman's
$1.5 million paycheck until after
banking hours and is negotiating
with a group of doctors to sell the
team's Valley Ranch headquarters.
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones,
who paid $130 million for the tcarn
last February, told the Dallas
Times Herald that some of the
club's bills have gone unpaid for
up to 60 days.
"Obviously the Dallas Cowboys
loft money IASI year,'',Jones said.

"The Dallas Cowboys were not a
money-maker. That didn't discourage me, and I feel very strongly
that it's a sound business.
"So when the Cowboys need
any money for their cash flow, a
part of what I do is provide that
money for them."
Jones is president of Arkotria
Exploration Co. of Liule Rock and
acquired his wealth in the insurance business before turning to oil
and gas.
Although he said it's too soon to
tell. Jones said he doesn't expect
the Cowboys to turn a profit this
year.
"There's no financial crisis
involving the. Dallas Cowboys Or
Texas Stadium," Jones said. "All
of our bills ... we pay within 60
days and most of them we pay
within a 30-day time frame."
Sources close to the team say
(Coral ofl Page 11)
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Proctor and Racers outlast shootout with winless Goys 49-43
Six touchdown passes paces
Murray to winning record

Seniors savor
final victory

Michael Proctor and his supporting offensive senior cast ended their
Murray State careers in fine fashion against the Austin Peay Governors on
Saturday, lighting up the Stewart Stadium scoreboard for 49 points.
They needed every one of them.
The Governors, who entered the contest 0-10 and had scored only 92
points entering the season finale, put 36 points on the board in the second
half and almost rallied for a victory in coach Paul Brewster's final game
before the 49-43 final.
"Proctor was awesome," Racer coach Mike Mahoney said. "And that
was the worst defensive performance I've seen in the ten years I've been
here. You have to give the Austin Peay kids and coaching staff credit.
They could have quit, but they kept fighting."
Murray State ended 1989 with a 6-4-1 record, while Peay finished 0-11,
the only winless mark in 11 games in APSU history.
"I hope the underclassmen learned a lesson," senior defensive end Jeff
Urbano said. "You just can't overlook anybody."
Trailing by six, Peay executed a successful on-side kick with less than
a minute to go in the contest. On third-and-6 from the Governor 46, quarterback Kelly Severson fired to an open Raymone Shockley streaking
down the sideline. The ball hit Shockley in the chest but he was unable to
hold on to it, and Shelton Burruss picked off a pass seconds later to seal
the win.
Proctor, who ended his Murray State career with 13 school records and
11 Ohio Valley Conference marks, added another on Saturday by throwing six touchdown passes.
"When you're leading 42-21, you expect to be able to sit back and
enjoy it," Proctor said. "But I had to keep going back in there."
Not only did Proctor throw six TD passes, on 22-of-40 passing, he
found five different receivers for, scores, with Randy Taylor hauling in Michael Proctor broke the Ohio Valley
Conference career record for touchdown passes with this TD
two TD tosses, while Frank Thigpen, James Huff, Glen Arterburn and „ to James Huff. Proctor threw a schoolrecord six TD tosses in Murray State's 49-43 win over Austin pass
Peay
Michael Davis all added scoring catches.
in his final appearance as a Racer.
Staff photo by Mattel T. Parker
The Racer offense heated up quickly on the chilly day at Stewart StaTD strike to Taylor put Murray up 42-21 with
dium, as they went 80 yards in 11 plays and 3:40 to start the day
2:08 left in the third
Austin Peay
0 7 14 22-43
off. quarter.
Murray St.
Thigpen, also playing in his last game at Stewart Stadium, rambled
7 14 14 14-49
MSU—
15
Taylor 2 pass from Proctor (Duncan
Peay scored twice without MSU touching the ball. A six-yard
yards on a pitch, and two Proctor-to-Dwayne Depp passes set up his
kick)
Severso
n
MSU— Huff 5 pass from Proctor )Ouncan
TD toss to Taylor, another senior. Greg Duncan s PAT gave MSU first to Lewis TD pass cut the Racer lead to 42-28, and after MSU fumbled on
a 7-0 the kickoff, Severson found Shockly
kick)
for a four-yard TD toss to cut the
lead.
APU— Shockley 8 pass from Gholstorr
lead to 42-35.
(Wright kick)
Two Proctor-to-Arterbum passes set up the second TD early in the
Dave 17 pass from Proctor (Duncan
A 44-yard scoring strike from Proctor to Thigpen put MSU
ond quarter, when Proctor found James Huff in the end zone from seckick)
back up by
five
14
with
10:17
left.
Another
APU— Perry 17 pass from Ghoiston (Wright
MSU scoring chance was lost on a fumble,
yards out. Duncan's PAT made it 14-0.
kick)
After a MSU running-into-the-kicker penalty gave Peay a first down, and another went awry when Arterburn fired an incomplete pass on a fake
Anerbun 7 pass from Proctor (Duncan kick)
Brewster moved flanker Sammy Gholston to quarterback, and the option- field goal.
APU— Keylon 5 run (Wright kick)
Severson directed a 12-play, 85-yard drive, finding Shockley for a TD,
oriented signal caller moved the Govs quickly downficld, tossing
MSU— Depp 11 run (Duncan kick)
an and Derwin Wright carried for a two-poi
MSU—
Taylor 13 pass from Proctor (Duncan
eight-yard pass to Shockley for a TD to cut the Racer lead in
nt PAT to make it 49-43, setting
kick)
half. up Shockley's dropped pass and Burruss
' game-saving interception, his
Davis gave the Racers another score before the end of the half, as
APU— Lewis 6 pass from Severson (Wright
kick)
rambled after catching a Proctor pass and dove into the end zone to he second of the day.
give
APU—
Shockley 4 pass from Severson
Proctor and his classmates will now. go their separate ways, leaving
Murray a 21-7 lead at halftime.
(Wright kick4
Thigpen 44 pass frorn Proctor (DunGholston once again put Peay in the end zone early in the second half, Mahoney with plenty of holes to fill in 1990.
can kick)
"Michael has received a lot of publicity, but guys like Anerbum, who
throwing a 17-yard pass to Jason Perry for a score.
APU— Shockley 8 pass from Severson
(Wright run)
Murray quickly answered. Runs by Thigepn and Davis set up a Proctor handled 8" to 10 bad snaps during the year with ease, and (Eric) Crigler
and (Richard) Watson, the two best tackles in the OVC, are going to be
throw to Anerburn, and MSU moved back up to a 28-14 lead.
AP
AEU
First downs
hard to replace," Mahoney said.
28
35
But once again, Peay scored fast. A 28-yard pass from Gholston
Rushes-yards
to
37-241
37-256
With the offensive firepower, a 6-4-1 record was a bit disappointing,
Passing
Lewis set up a five-yard run from Chris Kcylon to keep Peay within
312
281
a but it was an improvement over last season'
Return Yards
sra
touchdown.
s 4-6 mark.
Comp-An-Int
27-50-4 22-46-1
"I'm
not
totally
pleased
with the season," Mahoney said. "Emotionally,
A 50-yard punt return by Robby Lanon set up an 18-yard scoring
Punts
3-4.3
2-34
run
F urn Dies -[oat
it was a rollercoaster year. These guys seemed to enjoy adversity. They
0-0
4-2
by Dwayne Depp, giving the Racers a 14-point lead once more. A 13-yard
Penaltes-Yards
8-85
10-80
thrived on having their backs to the wall."
Time of Possesson
30 10
29 50

Michael Proctor sat in the locker
room at Stewart Stadium and
looked around at teammates packing and saying goodbye.
"I think I'm going to wait until
everyone leaves so I can savor
this," he said.
Proctor and 14 other seniors
ended their Murray State careers
Saturday in Stewart Stadium with a
49-43 win over Austin Peay (see
related story). Now, after five years
of playing with each other, they
will go their separate ways.'.
"I have mixed feelings," senior
wide receiver Randy Taylor, who
caught two TD passes in his final
football game, said. "We could
have been playing for the NCAA
playoffs. And it's sad to say goodbye to everybody. We've been
through so much together, and
we're the only ones who can relate
to what goes on everyday."
Taylor will probably be back
with MSU football next year as a
graduate assistant. Senior tackle
Richard Watson, a three-year starter, has a job lined up in
Cincinnati. • "It's going to feel strange next
fall without football," he said. "I
know there is a lot more to life
than football, but I've been playing
it all my life."
Watson, like many others all
week, talked about the closeness of
the senior class.
"We've been very close," he
said. "Since most of us came in
here in 1985, some have left, but
the ones who stayed have been
tight. Hopefully, we'll stay that
way after graduation."
Proctor, who will have an opportunity at pro football next season,
is going to miss Murray State.
"It really didn't set in until yesterday (Friday)," Proctor said. "All
the seniors had to stand up in the
team meeting and say goodbye."
It set in Saturday.
"I'm going to miss being around
the fellows," he said. "I just want
to sit back and enjoy one more day
here."

'Vicious' predictions made as Notre Dame and Miami prepare to meet
Press
By The Associated
Notre Dame-Miami isn't one of
college football's traditional rivalries — the teams have played only
21 times — but it is among the
most bitter.
It was just another series until
Miami made the mistake of trouncing Notre Dame 58-7 in 1985,
which happened to be lame duck
Gerry Faust's last game as coach of
the Irish.
By last year, it had developed
into near-hatred and a Notre Dame
crusade. The Irish got their revenge
with a controversial 31-30 victory,
which began with a pregame
scuffle as the teams left the field
and ended in controversy with
Miami claiming it was jobbed by
the officials.
Here they go again.
"It's going to be a vicious
game," Miami defensive end Willis Peguese said of next Saturday
night's clash in the Orange Bowl.

(Coned from page 10)
most of the Cowboys' estimated
$30 million in annual income comes from television revenue and
ticket sales. But operating costs are
about equal to the team's annual
income.
The payroll for the players
amounts to more than $1.2 million
every two weeks.
The Cowboys did not sign Aikman's lump-sum paycheck until
after banking hours Nov. 1 because
there would not have been enough
money in team accounts to cover
the check, sources said. A TV payment was received and deposited
the next day.
Jones also confirmed that the
team is trying to sell its
80,000-square-foot headquarters

"Notre Dame is No. 1, we're No.
7, but we still consider ourselves
No. 1 so it's going to be a great
game."

Notre Dame, the defending
national champion, is 11-0 and has
been No. 1 since the first week of
the season. Miami (9-1) was No. 2
until a 24-10 loss to Florida State
last month dropped the Hurricanes
to No. 7.
Each team won handily last
weekend. Notre Dame pounded out
a 34-23 victory over No. 17 Penn
State behind a 425-yard ground
assault, the most ever against the
Nivany Lions. Miami trimmed San
Diego State 42-6 AS Craig Erickson
overcame five interceptions to
throw for 424 yards and four
touchdowns while the defense sacked San Diego State's Dan
McGwire 10 times.
Second-ranked Colorado (11-0)
set up a possible national champ-

ionship Orange Bowl showdown
with Notre Dame by routing Kansas State 59-11, nailing down its
first outright Big Eight championship since 1961 and completing its
first unbeaten regular season since
1937.
If Notre Dame stumbles against
Miami, Colorado would be No. 1
starting New Year's Day. And that
would shift some of the Orange
Bowl's luster to the Sugar Bowl,
especially if Alabama — Miami's
New Year's Day opponent in New
Orleans — beats Auburn on Dec. 2
to complete an 11-0 regular season.
Elsewhere, it was No. 3 Michigan 49, Minnesota 15; No. 4 Alabama 37, Southern Mississippi 14;
No. 5 Florida State 57, Memphis
State 20; No. 6 Nebraska 42, Oklahoma 25; No. 8 Southern California 10, UCLA 10, and No. 9 Tennessee 33, Mississippi 21.
Also, it was No. 11 Auburn 20,

Georgia 3; No. 12 Illinois 41, regular-season winning streak
Indiana 28; No. 15 Clemson 45, ended in last year's loss to the
South Carolina 0; No. 16 Virginia Irish.
48, Maryland 21; No. 19 Pitt 47,
Michigan needs only to tie its
East Carolina 42; No. 20 Texas final game at home against Ohio
Tech 48, Southern Methodist 24; State to face Southern Cal in the
No. 21 Brigham Young 70, Utah Rose Bowl. If Michigan loses, Illi31; No. 22 Ohio State 42, Wiscon- nois could go to Pasadena by
sin 22; New Mexico 45, No. 23 defeating winless Northwestern.
Fresno State 22 and No. 25 Duke
Bowl bids can be officially
41, North Carolina 0.
extended on Saturday, although
No. 10 Arkansas, No. 13 Hous- most of the pairings are already in
ton, No. 14 Texas A&M, No. 18 place.
West Virginia and No. 24 Hawaii
The Fiesta Bowl has Florida
were idle.
State and Nebraska. Friday's game
"Notre Dame has the same kind between Arkansas and Texas A&M
of winning streak we had last year probably will produce the Southwhen they knocked us off," Miami west Conference representative in
receiver Dale Dawkins said. "This the Cotton Bowl against Tennessee.
year, w;.want to do the same thing
to then. Last year was their time.
This year, it's our time."
Notre Dame has won a schoolrecord 23 straight games, longest in
the nation. Miami had a 36-game

building and the surrounding 28
acres.
William Pestinger, who operates
a chiropractic clinic near Valley
Ranch, said he and his colleagues
are close to finalizing a deal with
the Cowboys.
Pestinger and his co-investors
plan to turn the Cowboys' headquarters into a public medical facility and wellness center. They hope
to complete the deal to have the
complex operating by the end of
next year.

The rest of the bowl picture, barring upsets, looks like this:
Florida Citrus Bowl, IllinoisVirginia; Hall of Fame Bowl,
Auburn-Ohio State; Gator Bowl,
Clemson-West Virginia; John Hancock Bowl, Arkansas-Texas A&M
loser vs. Pitt; All American Bowl,
Texas Tech-Duke; Holiday Bowl,
BYU-Penn State; Aloha Bowl,
Hawaii-Michigan State; Freedom
Bowl, Indiana-Washington; Peach
Bowl, Georgia-Syracuse; Gopper--___
Bowl, Arizona-North Carolina
State; Liberty Bowl, Air ForceMississippi; Independence Bowl,
Tulsa vs. Oregon or Kentucky:
California Raisin Bowl, Fresno
State-Ball State.

One of 250 chances to win the car of your choice
(valued at $12,000, winner announced Dec. 9)
*Two tickets to the Dec. 9
Southern Illinois basketball game

Open
9:30-8:00 M-S
1-5 Sunday
Central Center

Bring us three or four cals of food* for someone less
fortunate this Thanksgiving and we'll say "thanks"
to you with a special Cable Television offer.

FREE CONNECTION to Basic Service
or any of our four premium services -HBO, Cinemax, Disney & Showtime.
We Install Moisture Barriers & Temp Vents

FREE INSPECTIONS
1703 Highway 121 North, Murray

753-6433

•Worth at least S5.00. Please bring your gift to our of lice or we can collect
it when we install Your new service.

For information or to purchase your ticket, call
Stan Narewski

MSU Track Office
762-6941

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency.'

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NCAA Division I-AA Football Playoffs
Fleet Sewed Ileeriley, Nev. 16
~ova
3) a Georgia SoJthern (11.0)
Appalachian as (9-2) at Moddli Terwesese
Stale (6-3)
Easier* anus 16-31 r Idaho (182)
Jedreal $ale 111-3) at Worm' (9-2)
& Wit 0-2-1) a Furman (10-1)
Yaimpiwr Swam (8-3) at Eastern Keneicay
11821
Grambeng Sirs (182) a Stephen F Arran
(9-11)
MOMS (9-2) at Sortneer laissoutt Saes (9-2)
Ouarterfrele
Saisholay, Dec
Sites IRA
Vilianove Georgia Southern wanner vs AaciIa St Mode Tennaires St earner
E IIrs Idaho sinner vs Sackeon St -Montana

How tne Assooated Pries Top Twenty Fite canoe loottra mane tared In weak and real week's
01:9000n11
1 Noire Dame (11-04) best No 17 Penn State
34-23, Next Nov 25 at No 7 Marrs Fla
2 Crorado (11-0-0) beat Kansas Stale 51811
3 Miclugan (0-1-0) bar Senorita' 49-15 Nett
Nov 26 vs. Nc. 22 Olio State
4 Mebane (10-0-0) beat Soutiern lAsessitir
37-14, Ned Dec 2 a No 11 AutsM
S. Fbnda State (6-20) teal Mervyn. Slate
57-20. Ned Dec 2 at Fbrida
6 Nebraska (10-1-0) beat Oklahoma 42-25
7 learn, Fla (9-1-0) beat San C:114190 Stets 42-6,
Next Nov 25 vs No 1 Notre Dame
8 Southern Cal (6-2-1) led UCLA 10-10
9 Tennessee (9-1-0) beat lassisepr 33-21
Nee Nov 26 al Kentucky
10 Arkansas (II-14) is as, Next Nov 24a1 No
14 Texas WA
11 Auburn (6-24) teat Ger?'20-3, Mao Dec
2 vs No 4 Alaberna
12 tenon (6-2-0) beat Indiana 41-26, New Nov

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Era
W L T Pct. PF PA
Buftato
7 4 0
636 303 250
Marra
7 4 0
636 228 240
Indianapolis
5 6 0
456 201 202
New England
4 7 0
364 214 268
NV Jets
2 9 0
182 192 299
Central
Cleveland
I
7 3
682 260 160
Houston
7 4 0
636 295 260
Cincinnati
6 5 0
545 277 201
Pltiburgh
5 6 0
455 143 257
West
Denver
8 2
SOO 234 153
LA Raiders
5 6
455 225 192
Kansas City
4 6
409 197 216
San Diego
4 7 0
364 183 205
Samna
4 7 0
364 163 207
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
9 2
616 24.1 170
7 4
636 220 203
5 5
500 223 219
5 6
455 207 250
1 10
091 153 276
Central
7 4
636 216 178
6 5
545 263 219
6 5
545 21!4 262
4 7
WM 244 305
2 9
32 167 292
West
9 2
1118 308 162
7 4
634 262 232

roast
6 Mary-Furman swim vs Youngrowv
St -E Kentucky manner
Gratatolng St -Stephen F Austin winner vs
Na.. at SW lilrear St winner
Serlerais
Saturday, Dec 9
Sire TWA
VIllanova Georgia Southern—Appalachl•n
St -Wire Tennessee St manner vs E
Idaho—Jerson Si Montana gannet
MMus II Mary Furrnan—Youngstown St -E
Keraudiy ruined vs Stunning St Stephen F
Susan—Mane at SW Msscsn St winner

25 at Northweshwn
13 Harlon (7-24). idos Next Nov 25 vs No
20 Texas Tech
14 Texas Aar (7-2-Cl is rdis Nein Nov 24 vs
No 10 Arkansas
15 Clemson (9-2-0) bean South Carcase 45-0
16 lArginas (10-2-0) best Marytand 48-21
17 Penn Star 16-3-1) bei to No I /14000 Dame
34-23 Neat Nov 25 at No 10 fitlaturgh
is West Virgins (7 2-1) is are Next Nov 23a1
Sy facuara
19 Plitsturgh (6-2-1) teat East Carolna 47-42,
Next Nov 25 vs No 17 Penn Stale
20 Texas Tech I8-24) beet Southern Methodist
48-24, Ned Nov 25 at No 13 Houston
21 Brigham Young (9-2-0) best Utah 70-31,
Next NOV 25 at San Dego Star
22 Ohio Slats (9-24) beat Wisconsin 42-22,
Next Nov 25 at No 3 IlAchigan
23 Fresno State (10-1-0) lost to Nero Medea
45-22
24 Hawav (6-24) is clle Nerl Nov 25 vs Ors
got St
25 DiAe 113-3-01 beat North Caroina 41-0

New Orleans
Atlanta

6 5 0
545 262 215
3
273 191 282
0
Sunday's Games
New England 33. Bunato 24
Cincinnati 42, Poirot 7
Kansas Gay 10, Cleveland 10
Mami 17, Dales 14
Pril00414:0141 10 Minnesota 9
New Orleans 26. Atlanta 17
Pittsburgh 20, San Diego 17
Tampa Say 32, CNcago 31
LOS AVON* RIMS 37, Phoenix 14
itcusion 23. Los Angeles Rodent 7
New York GSM 15, Seattle 3
Green Bay 21, San Francisco 17
Indiariapols 27. New You Jets 10
Monday's Game
Demo' at Washington, 8 pm
Thursday, Nov. 23
Cron-and al Detroit 11 30 pm
Phladelphs in Dallas. 3 pm
Sunday, Nov. 26
Atlanta at Nam York Jen. ncon
Cincinnati at Buffalo noon
Hogton at Kansas On,. noon
lAnnesor vs Green Bay at lAhvaukse noon
Pittsburgh at Marl, noon
San 01190 at InClanapois. noon
Stolle at Dorsey 4 pm
New England at Los Angers Raiders, 4 pm
Tamps Bay at Photon', 4 p m
Chicago at Washington, 4 pm.
Los Angers Rams at Ni. Orleans. 8 pm
Monday, Nov. 27
New You Grans' at San Franasco. 9 p m

National Basketball Association
Sacramento
Clippers
L
Golden Slate

3 5
2 5
•
2 7
Saturday's Games
San Antonio 110, Ni. Jersey 95
Orlando 116. Philadelphia 103
Atlanta 112. Golden Stale 96
Detroit 103. Boston 86
New York III, Minnesota 96
Dales 100, Miami 99
Demur 141. 140,JSIOn 111
Psosnx 118, Washington 107
Smile 119, Clacago 110
Sacramento 107. Indiana 102
Sunday's Games
Houston 132. Warn 04
Pornario 119 Seattle 109
Los Angeles Laken 120, Washngtin
Monday's G•1110111
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Genre
Mairaukse at Washington. 6 30 pm
Mani at Chars:ma 630 pIll
Atlanta at Detroit. 630 p.m
Boston at lndsna. 630 pm
ocuslon at New York, 7 p rn
Utah at 'Annear& 7 pm
Ploo•no an San AMON& 7.30 p m
Dallas at Denver, 8 30 p m.
New Jersey at Seattle, 9 pm
Orlando at Sacramento 930 pm
Chcapo a Portland 930 pm

375
286
222

115

Murray State University volleyball coach Oscar Segovia had the Lady Racers' full attention during a timeout
in Saturday night's championship
match against defending champion Morehead. Segovia's goal of an OVC title at Murray State was fulfilled
in his third season at the helm of the
Lath Racer squad.
star

photo by Daniel T. P.rktr

Lady Racers claim...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Ballard completed the "... go down
hard" quote with a laugh. "We never give up — we never give up,"
Ballard said. "We had worked too
hard...we had it in the bag."
That sentiment was echoed by
other members of the Lady Racers,
who were unanimous in saying
their self-confidence had never
wavered. "During the warmups, I
could just feel it," said Jill McCoy,
a two-year veteran:. "There was
never any doubt in my mind."
Sophomore Melisa Webster
duplicated McCoy's statements

while freshman Amy Rhodes, more
nervous during the interview than
the game, noted "we were too psyched up" to be worried.
"We were in control," Koehler
said. "We were relaxed but we
were intense."
Segovia admitted he had held
plenty of doubts after Morehead
won the first game and led 13-10 in
the second, but he added that the
large fan turnout and their enthusiasm helped turn ibt_tide against
the Lady Eagles.
"They came into our gym, they
saw our fans, they felt the pressure

pie watching the Lady Racers, the
fan support was cited by Segovia
as a major factor in Murray's
championship victory.
"This is not a native sport to
western Kentucky," Segovia noted.
"But it brings a lot of thrill and
excitement."
Segovia and the Lady Racers
plan on keeping the thrill for the
next few years and began proclaiming a new dynasty in OVC volleyball. "I think we've started a
decade," Koehler said. "We needed
the confidence in ourselves and this
does it"
With no seniors on the team, the
Lady Racer squad returns intact
next year, and freshman Amy
Rhodes said the tradition that has
just started can now begin building
for the future. "We're going to be
tough for a long time," Rhodes
promised.
"We will build on tradition,"
Segovia added. "Before, we didn't
get any respect because Murray
State has been so bad in volleyball
for so long. We've proven something today — Murray State is here
to stay."
The Lady Racers are hoping
their OVC tournament championship means a trip to the 16-team

national finals in Birmingham. The
OVC champion is guaranteed a
berth in the tournament, but there
is some conflict because Morehead
is the regular-season champion.
Eastern head coach Dr. Geri Polvino told Segovia immediately after
the championship game that while
nothing had been put in writing, it
was understood that the winner of
the tournament would be recognized as the conference champions.
Morehead was expected to claim
the tournament title as well as the
regular-season crown, but Allen's
kill at the net in Game 5 Saturday
night ended Morehead's hold on
the conference honors and began
Murray's claim.
"I didn't feel anything at all,"
Allen said concerning the titlewinning point. "I can't get any
more emotional than I am right
now...later on, I'll start crying."
• • •
Koehler, a 5-6 junior from
Marion, Ill. was named to the AllOVC Tournament Team as well as
claiming MVP honors. She was
also selected to the All-OVC first
team squad.
Allen was named to the AllOVC second team, while Rhodes
was selected to the conference's
All-Freshman team.

and they went down," Segovia
said. "That's the bottom line."
While Morehead was going
down, the Lady Racers were going
up, with Allen and Jodi Price teaming up at the net for several critical
blocks and/or kills during the
seven-point streak that sealed the
OVC title.
This came after Segovia had
publicly and privately chided the
team for their weak blocking, noting that their national ranking in
digs meant that their blocking was
poor.
"He had told us that, too," Allen,

a junior second-team All-OVC
player, said. "We just had to prove
something to ourselves. We knew
we had to block well against Morehead — if you don't, there's no
way.
"I told Jodi, 'we've gotta max
jump,— Allen added.
"It was the fifth game," Price
noted. "I just felt I had more to
give — that there was nothing
more to go for."
"We believe in working hard,"
Segovia said. "When you work
hard, things work out for you."

WASHINGTON — Dexter Manley of the Washington Redskins was banished
from the NFL on Saturday, his Pro Bowl career in ruins as he became the
third
player suspended for life under the league's drug abuse policy. His attorney,
Woolf, said Manley would take a week or so before deciding how to respond Bob
the
ruling, which automatically bars three-time offenders A defensive end. Manleytowas
the Redskins all-time sacks leader, a figure truly feared by opposing quarterbac
ks.

LAS CRUCES, N.M. — New Mexico State football coach Mike Knoll has been
fired after leading the Aggies to their first winless season in 35 years, Athletic
Director Al Gonzales announced Sunday. New Mexico State, which finished the
year 0-11, owns the longest losing streak in Division I-A with 17 straight losses
following Saturday's 14-10 loss to Pacific. The Aggies were 4-40 during Knoll's
tenure, with only one victory in the Big West Conference.

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD — The United States advanced to the World Cup
finals for the first time in 40 years by beating Trinidad and Tobago 1-0 Sunday on
Paul Caligiuri's goal in the 30th minute. Trinidad, playing before a boisterous overflow crowd of 35,000 at National Stadium, needed only a toe to become the smallest nation ever to quality for the World Cup. But Caligiun spoiled the national
celebration with a spectacular left-footed shot. Tab Ramos made a throw-in and
Caligiuri raced down the left side before sending a curving, dipping shot that went
into the upper right corner.

HAMPTON, Ga. — In a race marred by the death of driver Grant Adcox, Dale
Earnhardt outclassed the field in Sunday's Atlanta Journal 500 But Rusty Wallace
managed to overcome tire problems and hang on for a 15th-place finish and the
million Winston CI* championship. Adcox, a 39-year-old driver from Chattanoog$1
a,
Tenn., sustained head and upper chest injuries in a one-car crash. He is the first
driver killed in NASCAR stock car racing since Terry Schoonover was killed
here in
November 1984.

ST. CLAIRSVILLE, Ohio — Five members of the Muskingum College women's
basketball team remained hospitalized Sunday from injuries sustained in a truck
crash that killed two of their teammates. Killed were Michelle Simpson, 18, a freshman player from Bristolville in northeast Ohio,. and Mary Smith, 20, a student
coaching assistant from Coshocton
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Members of the Kentucky FFA State Nursery/Landscape team met
recently with the special project sponsors of the contest (left to right)
Mr. Richard Anderson, Regional Sales Manager, Kubota Tractor
Corporation, Farmers's Branch, Texas. The team was one of 42
Nursery/Landscape teams participating in the Nursery/Landscape
Contest at the 62nd National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Missouri. Members of the team are: Kathy Wilson, Johnnie Yarbrough,
and David Potts. They were accompanied by their Advisor/Coach,
Jamie Potts of Murray. The National FFA Nursery/Landscape Contest is a special project of the National FFA Foundation, Inc., sponsored by the American Association of Nurserymen, Inc., Washington,
D.C., Wholesak Nursery Growers of America, Washington, D.C,
Kubota Tractor Corporation, Compton, California and CHIPCO/
Specialty Products, Rhone-Poulenc Ag Company, Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina. The contest was held at Swope Park Municipal
Greenhouse in Kansas City, Mo.

Yellow Nickels' to be
given -motorists who
buy ethanol Tuesday
Motorists at selected service stations in Lexinton, Louisville, Hopkinsville and Owensboro will receive
special "Yellow Nickel" rebates when
they purchase ethanol-blended gasoline on November 21.
For every gallon of ethanol blend
that drivers buy between 3 and 6 p.m.
that day at the selected service stations, members of the Kentucky Corn
Growers Association will hand the
drivers a 5-cent coin painted yellow
on one side.
"Our purpose is to focus attention
on the fact that ethanol fuel is a blend
made from corn," said Morris Bitzer,
Extension grains specialist with the
University of Kenutcky College of
Agriculture.
Bitzer works with the corn growers
association to develop new markets
for Kentucky-grown corn, one of the
most promising of which is the growing potential for ethanol-blended gasoline. At present ethanol-blended
fuels use 340 million bushels of corn
per year, and that figure could soar
with just a small increase in use, he
said.
"We hope that people will be
reminded every time they see a nickel
with the yellow side how a small
amount of money generated by the
use of ethanol.-blended gasoline can
work its way into the state's economy," Bitzer said.
Use of ethanol helps more than just
corn growers, he added. It also helps
the environment.

Grocers urge
44-

-

shoppers to buy
trimmings with
their turkeys
The traditional thanksgiving
favorite, turkey, also is a traditional favorite of grocers who want to
entice you into their shops to buy
all the accoutrements to go with the
big bird.
"Without knowing much about
the supply of turkey this year — or
any other year — we can be reasonably assured that frozen turkey
will be cheap this Thanksgiving,"
said Lee Meyer, University of Kentucky Extension livestock marketing specialist.
As the turkey wars proceed toward Thanksgiving day, with grocers
cutting prices against competitors
to capture as many consumers as
possible, frozen turkeys may be
priced under 40 cents per pound.
The losses taken on the frozen
birds will be offset by profits on
the trimmings that consumers buy
to go with the feast, Meyer said.
Fresh hen turkeys will be considerably more expensive, however, since supplies are tight this
year, he said.
Consumers can take advantage
of the low prices and stock up on
birds for use later. Frozen turkeys
can be kept in the freezer for six
months to a year without much
deterioration in quality, said Tony
Pescatore, Extension poultry specialist, also with the UK College of
Agriculture.
"Make sure turkeys that will be
frozen for an extended length of
time are in plastic wrappers without tears or rips that would allow
air to enter the package," he said.

"Ethanol fuel burns clean'* than
regular gasoline," he said. "Its use cuts
up to 30 percent of the carbon
monoxide emissions from automobiles. That means cleaner air for the
future."
Corn also can be used in the
production of plastic bags, and here
too it has an advantage over conventional plastic bags which don't decompose readily and create environmental
concerns.
"These new bags are bio-degradable," Bitzer said. "They decompose
rapidly. And they are cost effective
when compared to the conventional
ones."
Bluer said the corn growers, who
will donate their time to help pump the
gas on Nov. 21, will also give samples
of the new bags as well as the yellow
nickels to motorists.
"If major grocery chains, which are
now turning to plastic bags, should
switch over to this type, that alone
could make a significant contribution
to corn growers in Kentucky and
elsewhere," he said. "It would also
make a significant contribution to the
environment.

Bad feed can drive cattle 'honkers'
When cattle become highly
excitable and "go crazy" for a period of time, then calm down to
repeat the bizarre behavior periodically, farmers can suspect poor
feed as the cause.
The condition, appropriately
called "Cattle Bonkers," usually
occurs after cattle are fed ammoniated forages other than corn silage, said Duane Miksch, Extension
veterinarian with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Much corn silage has been successfully ammoniated without
reports of livestock health problems," Miksch said.
Why use ammonia in other forages if it can cause the honkers?
Two very good reasons, Miksch
said.
"Treating forages with ammonia
improves digestibility and protein
equivalent in mature fibrous
plants," he said. "Also forages that
are difficult or impractical to dry
sufficiently to keep from spoiling
can be preserved by ammoniation."
Since cattle honkers is a relatively rare disorder, the benefits of
ammoniated forage sometime outweigh the risks. If a farmer should
find cattle with symptoms of honkers, however, he should immediately remove the suspect forage from
the cattle's reach.
"Signs of disturbance usually
subside within 12 to 18 hours after
toxic forage is withdrawn," Miksch
said.
Symptoms of intoxication
ittlude restlessness, rapid blinking

of the eyelids, dilation of pupils,
impaired vision, involuntary ear
twitching and trembling. Cattle
also may experience rapid breathing, slobbering, frothing at the
mouth, loss of balance and heavy
sweating.
"Affected cattle tend to stampede, gallop in circles and collide
with feed bunks, fences or other
cattle," Miksch said. "The toxins
appear to be concentrated in milk

because young sucklings have
shown signs, or even died, when
their dams appeared to be
unaffected."
Guidelines have not been established for safely ammoniating forages, he said. Ammoniated corn
silage will probably be safe, but
other materials should be approached with caution. Low -quality
roughages, if ammoniated, should
be exposed uniformly to ammonia

Dairy Termination termed successful
A report by the U.S. General
Accounting office says the fiveyear Dairy Termination program
has been "reasonably successful" in
its mission of cutting cost and
reducing milk production, an
Extension specialist said.
The report estimated that from
1986 to 1989, milk production was
reduced by almost 40 billion
pounds — below what it would
have been without the program,
said Bob Beck, Extension dairy
marketing specialist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
The Dairy Termination program,
part of the 1985 Farm Bill, provided for dairy farmers to leave
dairying or stop milk production
for five years, Beck said.
"They estimated a net savings of
$2.4 billion from reduced government purchases of dairy products,"
Beck said.

In return, farmers get a bid
amount per hundred weight of milk
based on a historic milk production
pattern, he said. It requires dairy
farmers to sell the herd and to idle
facilities for that five-year period.
"One was to cut total milk supply and take productive capacity out
of milk production.
"The second part was to reduce
the cost of the price support program," he said.
The report did not go into specific detail about Kentucky. Beck
said, however, that 399 dairy farms
in Kentucky have been lost due to
the program.
The iorogami had an impact on
the effective price received for
milk by Kentucky dairymen who

stayed out of the program but in
production.

Those dairy farmers who
remaiped in production during that
period were required to pay an
assessment to offset the cost of the
program
In total, U.S. dairymen paid
$600 million in that assessment.
Kentucky dairymen's estimated
share amounted to about $11 million, Beck said.
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Country-sty-re -ham preparation
for the holidays can be easy
Cooking a country style ham for
the holidays can be easy by following certain steps, said Warrie
Means, Extension meat specialist at
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
To prepare the ham for a meal,
soak the ham in cold water for 24
to 36 hours before cooking, Means
said. Scrub the ham thoroughly
with a stiff brush to remove all
mold and dark color and rinse well.
The ham may either be baked or
boiled. For baking, submerge the
ham in a kettle filled with water
and 1 cup of vinegar. Oven temperature should be about 300 degrees.
For boiling, place the ham in the
same mixture formulated for baking and turn down the burner so it
barely boils. Before the last quarter
of cooking time, add one quart of
apple cider and 1/4 cup brown
sugar to the kettle.
Allow 20 to 25 minutes per

at levels below two percent of dry
weight material. Treated forage
should not be exposed to high
temperatures such as occurs when
it is stored under plastic indirect
sunlighi
"Ammoniated forages should not
be fed to lactating dairy cows nor
to beef cows nursing young
calves," he said. "High quality forages other than corn silage should
not be treated with ammonia."

Hutson Ag Service

pound cooking time for either
method or until the meat thermometer reaches 160 degrees. Let
the ham cool in the cooking water.
Means said when the ham is
cooled, remove the skin, score the
fat and add la cup brown sugar,
freshly ground black pepper and
cloves. Place the ham in 425
degree oven long enough to glaze.
For a fancy ham, decorate the
top with slices of pineapple and
maraschino cherries before glazing.
Serve the ham hot or cold.
To carve the ham always use a
sharp thin carving knife. Slice from
the hock end of the ham and keep
slices perpendicular from the bone.
Slices should be paper thin.
Means said to refrigerate the
ham after cooking to maintain the
quality and prevent spoilage.
Leftover bones and scraps can be
used to flavor beans, vegetables
and soups.

would like to thank
all our customers for
their faithful patronage
this fall.
We look forward to
serving you in the future.
Your Friends At

A
c
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:2
z

HUTSON AG SERVICE
753-1933 498-8142 753-6414
Wiswell
Murray
Hazel

eXerili,c4(rekiezitaiy

THERMALINE

,1441f
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WINDOW CO., INC.

Kentucky's holiday season draws
a great deal on tradition. From
Thanksgiving until New Year's
Day, traditional family gatherings
are the thing. Among the traditions
drawn from holidays past are good
food, brilliant decorations in windows and on trees — and injured
pets.
It seems a bit repititious to
remind animal owners year after
year to watch out for the welfare of
their pets, but every holiday season
seems to bring accidents which
could have been prevented had the
owners simply seen some things
through the eyes of the animal and
taken safety precautions.
Consider the holiday houseplants. Poinsettias, mistletoe and
holly are heavily used in Kentucky,
and sometimes laurel and hemlock
are used in floral arrangements. All
are poisonous to pets. You needn't
do without them, but precautions
should be taken to keep your pets
away from them.
How about your tree? Pretty as it
is , there are some things you
shoud remember. Cats like to
climb, and a kitten is quite apt to
explore the upper reaches of your
tree, which won't do much damage
to the tree. But it could cause the
tree to fall unless it is secured
against falling by being tied to a
wall as well as in a stand. And if
your pet bird disappears for a
while, remember to look in the
tree. Some seem to love to perch
on the branches.
Watch out for the lights on the
tree. Some animals like to chew
things, and occasionally a cat or
dog will chew through the insulation and be electrocuted.
Then there are the ornaments.
Many ornaments are hollow glass
balls, and when they fall and hit

the floor they splinter, and the
shards can be picked up on paws
and then licked into the mouth.
They then end up in the digestive
tract, where they penetrate stomach
and intestinal linings quite rapidly.
Animals may also play with them
and gnaw on them like a bone, then
break them by chewing.
There are ornaments which are
well nigh indestructible, and they
are much safer for pets.
Aluminum tinsel may contain
lead, and if eaten can cause lead
poisoning. And any tinsel, like
string and ribbon, can cause intestinal blockage and constipation if
eaten.
Then there are the holiday meals.
The turkey. The ham. The oysters.
The temptation to feed your pet
from the table, and perhaps share
with it a little egg nog or hot buttered rum.
Your pet is yours, no doubt
about it. But remember, the rich
food will cause digestive upsets
and diarrhea. And the alcohol in
holiday drinks, if you mix drinks
containing alcohol, will have a far
more severe effect on your pet than
it will on you, partly because the
pet is smaller, partly because the
animal doesn't metabolize it as
well.
Your veterinarian wants you to
have a happy holiday season, and
would like for his or hers to be
happy as well. Pan of making it a
happy season is to use common
sense during the festivities, and
remember the welfare of your pet.
And don't be afraid to call if you
have questions about the safety of
certain plants or foods. Your veterinarian would rather prevent an
accident than treat the results of
one.

Happy holidays!

3038 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003
502-554-7647 • 502-554-1427
Attention Homeowners!
This is your opportunity to find out more about Thermaline Replacement Windows. Thermaline is
soon to offer a very special program in your area, and a number of homeowners will receive new
Thermaline windows at greatly reduced cost.
Do you have a bad window in your home? One that's broken? One that sticks? One that won't stay
open? One that's rotted" One that needs painted or repaired? This is your opportunity to have that
window replaced with a new all-vinyl, tilt-in window, ABSOLUTELY FREE, ifyou are the lucky
winner of the Window Test Drawing! Drawings held quarterly.
Simply complete the Window Test and return it by mail. Ifyou are the lucky winner, we will build a
window (double hung or 2-lite slider, max. 90 U1) and install it in your home absolutely FREE!
0YES,lam a homeowner over 21 years old and would like to enter the drawing. I understand
that when my local Thermaline representative comes to my home and measures my
windows, I will automatically be entered in the drawing.
0 1 understand that I am under no obligation to make a purchase.

THE WINDOW TEST
1. Are your present window frames:

wood

in

metal

71

other 0
YES

NO

El

El

El

Ti

0

Ti

6. Would you be interested in reducing the heat loss through old
windows by 50% or more?

[71

Ti

7. Have you ever gotten an estimate on replacing you old windows?
8. Would you like to receive a no-cost, no-obligation estimate on
replacing your old, worn-out windows?
9. Ocrupation:Husband
Wife
10. Best time to reach you..

El

TI

El

Ti

2. Are your window frames in need of paint or putty?
3. Do your windows frost up in winter?
4. Were you aware that Thermaline windows eliminate the need to
paint and putty, and they greatly reduce the chances offrost.up?
5. Were you auxire that Thermaline windows tilt-in for easy cleaning?

Name:

Address:

City State/Zip
Phone:
Cut oat and mai/ ea: THERMALINE, P.O. BOX 846I, PADUCAH, KY. 42002
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Chess enthusiasts
wanted for club
Area chess enthusiasts are being
sought to participate in the Murray
State University Chess Club,
according to Mark Galloway, a
spokesman for the group.
The informal club meets at 6
p.m. Wednesdays in the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center. A $S
fee is required for membership.
Participants range in skill level

JUG
WINES

CHABLIS

KENITUCKY
STRAIGHT
Dot R so%
WHISKEY

C29 GALLO ;29
TAYLO
R
CALIFORNIA U
PREMIUM
u

CELLARS

3 LTR.

TABLES

3 LTR.

WINES

4 LIR.

PREMIUM WINES

CORONA

BOURBON
Yellewstase 31°
1.75 L 12.99

Very Old Barka 86°
lin Bum 4 Yr.
Yee Hitt
Old Taylor 86'
Katecky Inn 86°
OM Crow
Will Turkey 101
tack Balers Black

1.751
1.751
1.75

iitef

liter
750 RI
1.75 t

14.49
13.89
10.99
9/9
1.99
138
12.95
20.99

CANADIANS

Caudia Mist
Weiser Caitlin
Crum loyal

750 hit

Cando CM

7SOml

1 75 L
1.751

1239
1139
13.29
8.98

SCOTCH

Mi(11R08
-44e-

14.69
18.88
.scui 11.99
L1,er 8/9

Cramdird Sad

TO

Additional information about the
MSU Chess Club may be obtained
by calling Dr. Wayne Bell, club
adviser, at (502) 762-6892 or
753-8831.

Relatives of family killed in
wreck upset over plea bargain

CHABUS BLANC

•ti 146--

from novice to chess master, Galloway said, and anyone with the
desire to learn the game is
welcome.

MICHELOB

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - Relatives of a family killed in a traffic
accident in Webster County earlier
this year have condemned a plea
bargain that resulted in a five-year
prison sentence for a woman
blamed for the accident.
The family members of Robert
"Dale" and Paula Young of Henderson County, who died along
with their two children last spring,
said they have asked Attorney General Fred Cowan's office to investigate the case.
"It was our family this time, but
people need to know it can and will
happen again," said Ruth Ann Burchett of Fredonia, a cousin of Mrs.
Young.
Marie Gentry, 25, of Madisonville, who was sentenced last week,
was accused by the Kentucky State
Police of driving her car across the
center line of U.S. 41A near Dixon
and striking Young's vehicle,
which burst into flames.
Young, 34, his 29-year-old wife,
Paula, and their two children,
3-year-old Zachery and 6-year-old
Matthew, all died at the scene. The
family was returning home after a
Mother's Day visit with relatives in
Caldwell County.
Gentry, confined to a wheelchair
because of serious injuries she suffered in the accident, was indicted
in July on four counts of second-

degree manslaughter, which carried
a possible prison term of five to 10
years.
She pleaded guilty Wednesday
and was sentenced by Webster Circuit Judge Will Tom Wathen to
five years in prison.
"We've really had an injustice
here," Burcheu said. "It's just not
right. Something's just not right
about this."
Burchett said the family had
always been opposed to a plea
bargain.
"If it had happened to four
members of your family, what
would you want done?" she asked.
"Especially after you walk into a
funeral home and see four caskets
laying there. We had told (Commonwealth's Attorney) Tommy
Chandler we wanted no plea
bargaining."
Police found beer cans and a
small amount of marijuana in Gentry's car. Tests indicated that she
had a blood-alcohol level of .06
and had used marijuana before the
accident.
Gentry's public defender, Brucie
Hooks of Henderson, said the sentence was "appropriate given all
the facts." He noted that under
Kentucky law, Gentry was not considered intoxicated with her .06
blood alcohol level.
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Whoever said
nothing in life is
free, obviously
hadn't heard about

'SL

Cairn Wel
11,11 Rare
safe* Itare

'50 Mt

VODKA
Piper Ulu Pr

935
751. 139
Stmuya Vodka Ir
LI,er 12.99
Aksolut Vodka IF
750 Mt 10.99
,
, 'si

Carefree
Checking

llama Hill Vodka
6 PACX
1601. 110TTLES

RUM 11 GIN
iiysCim

1 751

12.99
14.99
5.65
12.19

Tawny 94.6`
Later
Walker's Gie 90.4°
750 ML
1.75 L
hurt Rim
TEQUILA & COCKTAILS
750 ML 439
Nig
1751 11.99
ia
BRANDY
1751

When was the last time someone
offered you something for free?
Something that you wanted and
could actually use?
989

Check out Republic's Carefree Checking:

16.75

WE

CORDIALS

Wren.Di Sarum
750 ML 14.99
Delmer Puck Schnapps 750 hir 5.99
Saran Canton IF
929
Law
kailsa
IA. 16.99
Bailey's link Cram
Liter 20.99

r--

TABLE WINES

Wile lieu&

3.99
Mt 439
knitter With bibelot 750 Mt 519
750 ML 639
last leanelais Viii
limey's Instil Crum 750 ML us
1 51 1.49
CIN ERN With Zlitalel 750 p" 339
SINT INN

CIO! ENS

CkarioNay

750 'At

750

• No minimum balance
• No service charge

TO

RE
Ot.

• Unlimited check writing
• No monthly fee
• QUEST ATM card

you

SPARKLING WINES

WES EffECTIVE NOG THANKSGIVING

Paducah's Most In
PARTY MART
WILL MATCH ANY
LOCAL COMPETITOR'S
CURRENT ADVERTISED
PRICE...

Store

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
Mayfield,247-6543 Paducah,442-9171
Murray,759-1630
Benton,527-3193
Elizabethtown • Frankfort• Lexington

Hannon Plato 509 Lone Oak Rd Hwy 45 Paducah

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. - Fri and Sot. 'til 11 p.m.

La

IN THE CHANCERY
COURT OF
TENNESSEE FOR
HENRY COUNTY
TWENTY FOURTH
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
PAULINE STORY and
MILDRED SCARBROUGH.
Plaintiffs
vs

Blondavene Cook, Olivene
Moore Erwin, Willis Crockett,
R E Orr, Dortha Orr Holt, Charles Owen Paschall, Si. Pearl
Childers, Henry Franklin Paschall, Lowes Coats, Lindy Paschall, Anita Gallimore, Edgar
Lee Paschall, Glynn Edwin Paschall Eileen ryan, Joe Drafts

Paschall Buster Paschall, Norma Lee Paschall Smith, Corelle
Wade, Melba Sue Sharp, Edith
Orr Story, Eltsa Tayor, Net
West, Camelia Jane Dunn, Larry
Orr, Voez Collins, June Dunn,
Glendora Horn, Chester Spann,
Edna Coffee, Rudolph Swann,
Mellon Paschall Marjorie Paschall BractfordJhomas M Paschall, Jr , Maria Cochran Hill,
Geraldine Myers. Betty Strader,
Lathan Han, Came Kurowski,
Genella Nesbitt, Billy Ray Sanders, Dorothy Carolyn Simmons Eston Rice, Mildred Holland Joann Lewis, Linda Whitaker. Dickie Dee Sanders,
James B Wall, El Ray Secondo,
Ina Shuler Brown. Opal Singleton, Audrey Gregory, Norma
Lee Davis Henry Doyle Jones,
Judy Lynn Jones, Linda Faye

Meyers Karen Kaye Jones and
the unknown and unborn heirs of
the late Robbie Milstead
Defendants

I, E Reed Brewer, Clerk and
Master of the Chancery Court of
Henry County, Tennessee as
Special Commissioner do duly
serve notice that in obedience
with the Judgment of this Court I
will
ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1989 AT 10:00
O'CLOCK A.M. AT THE
NORTH DOOR OF THE HENRY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
IN PARIS, TENNESSEE

descY.:iec
atedinHen.
ry County. State of Tennessee
and being more pa!ticularly
described as foliows
TRACT 1 A tract of parcel of
land described as follows
Lying and being in the 15th
Civil Distnct of Henry County,
Tennessee, being the old 21st
Civil District, beginning at a rxk
with hickory and post oak prs to
D W Orr S W corner, running
thence west 91 poles to a rock
with 1 poplar ptr (34 feet east),
thence north 113 poles to a rock
1 hickory plr 25 (eel NE,
thence east 92 ooles to a rock
two hickory pus thence south
113 poles to the beginning containing 64/2 acres more or less
This being the same real
property conveyed to Nettie D
Paschall and Manuel Paschall
by deed of E P Orr and M.G. Orr
dated the 4th day of January,
1900 and of record in Deed
Book 7, page 158 in the Register's Office of Henry County,
Tennessee
TRACT 2. Being located in
the 15th Civil District of Henry
County, Tennessee and more
particularly described as lollows
Beginning at Lou Martin's
S W. corner, runs thence east
with Martin's to H.E. Story's S E
corner, thence north with Story's
line to his corner, thence west
with the lines of Paschall and
Spann to Spann's corner,
thence south with the lines of
Spann and Hooper to the beginning, containing 116 acres more
or less, being a part of the W B
Nance land. For a more complete description see Book J,
page 105 in the Register's Office
of Henry County, Tennessee
This being the same real
property conveyed to M S Pas-

"I've got it again, Larry
... an eerie feeling like
there's something

criall by deed of 0.0 Nance
dated the 13th day of July, 1907
and of record in Deed Book 13,
page 324 in the Register's Office
of Henry County, Tennessee
TRACT 3 Beginning at a rock
in the center of the Jones Mill &
Crossland Road, in front of
Wesley Spanns residence, running thence in a northeastwardly
direction in the center of the road
and with the meandenngs of
same 30 poles to a rock, thence
South with Paschall's line 15
poles to a rock, thence West
with Paschall's line 26 poles to
the beginning point, containing
l'h acres more or less
Thts being the same real
property conveyed to M.S. Paschall by deed of Wesley Spann
and wife, Pearl Spann, G D
Spam and Mary Spann dated
the 3rd day of December, 1923
and of record in (bed Book 62
page 338 in the Recisler's Office
of Henry County, Tennessee
TRACT 4 Beginning at the
N.E. corner of this tract, and runring thence West along the mail
route road to Wilson's line to a
rock, thence South to L T
Nichols line, Of N W. corner,
thence East to. the Mill Creek
and Crossland road, thence
North with said road to the
beginning point, and containing
28 acres, more or less. Bounded
on North by Mail route road, of
myself, on the West by Wilton
and Farmer and M.S. Paschall,
on the South by L.T. Nichols,
and on the East by Myself, or the
Mill Creek and Crossland
This being the same real
property conveyed Mrs Nettie
Paschall by deed of Mrs. Ada
Humphreys dated the 19th day
of February, 1919 and of record

in Deed Book 21, page 558 in
the Register's Office of Henry
County Tennessee
TRACT 5 Being located in
the Fifteenth Civil District (old
21st Civil District) 01 Henry
County, Tennessee
Beginning at the North East
corner of same running South
160 poles to a rock thence West
100 poles to a rock, thence
North 57-1'16 poles to corner of
land sold to Add Paschall (see
ROHCT Book 18 page 3601,
thence East 27 poles to a rock
thence North 102-1116 poles to
our original North line, thence
East 73 poles to the beginning
point and containing 83 acres
more or less
This being the same real
property conveyed to M S Paschall and Mrs Nettie Paschall by
deed of W L Gore and wile
Mrs Dara Gore dated the 28th
day of February, 1918 and of
record in Deed Book 21 page
615 in the Registers Office of
Henry County Tennessee
Included in the above Tract 5
but expressly excluded from this
conveyance is the following real
property conveyed to Greg Story
by Special Commissioner s
Deed of the Chancery Court of
Henry County Tennessee dated
the 25th day of January 1983
and of record :n Deed Book 171
page 821-3 in the Registers
Office of Henry County Tennessee to wt
Located approximately 17
miles Northwest of Paris Tennessee and 1 4 miles South of
the Kentucky State Line at
Crossland. Tennessee'
Beginning at an iron pin, a
corner nf Robbie Milstead and
F L Bennett, in Elmer MiddlesIon s South line, thence from the

C

WHEN YOU 6010 SCHOOL
YOU SHOULD ALWAYS CARRY
A SOFT LUNCH

M LEAN AGAINST WHILE
YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE BUS..

point of beginning along an orally agreed upon .line with F L
Bennett (his West line) South
t 4 deg 26 min West 389 4 feet
to twin 12 inch persimmon tree
thence still with Bennett's West
line South 8 deg 30 min West
part of the way with a fence,
363 0 feet to an iron pin in the
North bank of an old road
thence continuing South 8 deg
30 min West 22 2 feet to the
center of an old road bed
thence with the center of the old
road South 86 deg 38 min West
307 7 feet to a point in the center
of the old County road, thence
leaving the road and severing
the lands of Robbie Milstead
North 0 deg 59 min West 622 7
feet to an iron pin 36 4 leer
Southwest of the Southwest corner of a barn. thence North 0
deg 34 min West 305 8 feel to
an iron pin, thence East 387 2
feet to an iron pin in Elmer Middleton's West line, thence with
Middleton's West line South 0
deg 10 min East 164 3 feet to
an iron pin at the top of the North
bank of a driveway, thence with
Middleton's South line, the North
bank of the driveway. North 82
deg. 27 min East 89 1 feet to the
point of beginning, containing a
total of 8.0 acres, of which 0 1
acres is subject to road easement, leaving a balance of 7 9
acres Bearings are based on
magnetic North This description
is according to the survey dated
October 26, 1982 of Aaron
Steele, a registered land surveyor, certificate No 460
This conveyance is subject to
existing road and utility easements along the,South boundary
and also the drive at the South
side of the Middleton tract ,

64110 Hazel KY Turn west on
Statekne Road 1893 to Cross
land, then left on Mill Creel
Crossland Road to property
FEATURES: 285 acres more
or less with approximately 125
acres of open, level to gently
rolling farmland The remain ig
acreage in timber
Anyone interested in good till
able acreage or a deer hunting
preserve this is for you The
property will be sold in four tracts
with Tract 2 and Tract 3
(described above) considered
as one
For an on-site inspection of
this properly prior to sale date,
contact E Reed Brewer. Special
Commissioner, at the Henry
County Courthouse, phone
901-642-4234 Nights and
weekends
phone
901-642-1596
Said sale will be by pubic
auction to the highest bidder
with the successful bidder to be
required to deposit ten (10%1
percent of the purchase price on
the date of sale, with the balance
to be paid by cash or cashiers
check on or before the end of a
fiheen (15) day period The sale
will be made in bar of the equri'v
of redemption and the siavs..
right of redemption and any aria
all announcements by the Special Commissioner on the date of
sale ° shall prevail
This, the 7th, day of Nove.m
ber.„ 1989
E Reed Brewer
Special Commissioner
Attorney for Plaintiffs
W Brown Hawley. II

I ASKED HER IF I COULD
60 HOME EVERY DAY AT
NOON TO GIVE YOU A SNACK,
BUT SHE SAID, NO
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

010

tra
l-19•1
Notice

UPI
Notice

UPI
Notice

REVENUES
Calloway County Sheriff
Calloway County Court Clerk
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Interest
Other
Total Revenues

94
536
45
15,928

EXPENDITURES
Calloway County Fire Department
Audit Services
Advertisement
Insurance

$12,327
1,079
48
448
13,902

14,021

9,278
150
83
129
9,646

•

Total Expenditures

14,021

EXCESS OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENDITURES

1,907

Fund Balance, Beginning of Year
Fund Balance, End of Year

4,262

11,160

6,898

$13,067

$11,160

=1/6

020

020

Nollos

Notice
FAIR Board Meeting
November 30, 6 30p m,
Hornepiace Restaurant

SALE
20% Off

TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape, only
7c per foot. slides 15C
each extra copies only
$"O Video Production Specialties Donna Darnell,
759-9246
•
GRANDMA Millers Bake
Shop will be moving
November 24th from 1114
Poplar to Rolling Hills
Nursery. North 12th St
Opening day November
28th Will be at present
location until Thanksgrving

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is over
10 years old, it may not
cover some of the newer
treatments such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Storewide!

Uniforms of
Murray

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Dixieland Shopping
Center

"C.. local claim arnica"'

PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography. 753-8809

YOUR AD COULD BE
HERE! CALL 753-19161

CAROLYT/S
CORNER
Del-Air Center

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major Medical
Insurance, Medicare_ Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insticance, we write
it and one of our companies writes more
Individual Guaranteed Renewable Health
Insurance than any A+Best rated Company
in America.
We represent 9 "A" Excellent and -A+"
Superior Best rated companies to offer you
the best possible rate and benefits.

Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
G(ftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers

753-9234

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

r

Thanksgiving
Special
i8" Layer Coconut Cake

McConnell
Insurance Agency

$9.50

Ij

or a
Deiicious Pumpkin Pie
)
$4.00

Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

Avoid The Rush
) Order Early!
:
59Cake
4

Hut

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

15 Pertaining

to the dawn
:7 Roman road
18 Wooden pin

20 Ornamental
newsstand
23 Visualize
24 Brother of
Jacob
26 Inclines
28 ''Unsolved
Mysterieshost mils
29 Stupefies
31 Elsa. e g

"es

Answer to Previous Puzzle

native
42 Bone
43 Baseball
teams
45 Prophet
46 Possessive
pronoun
48 Cohorts
50 Health
resort
51 Turns
around track
53 Surfeit
55 Equally
56 - quo
59 Retreat
61 Muse of
poetry
62 Jean of
"Designing
Women"

1 Designs
6 Unlocks
11 Coloring
stick
12 Rely ion)
14 Three-toed
sloth
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YARN
OUT
AM
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SL Ig POTS
IDA
TREE
S 0B GINS

El

5 Gastropod
mollusk
6 Hypothetical

snares
10 Scoffs
33 French resort
1 Clergyman
11 Sleeveless
force
35 - up (cork
cloaks
2 - Law"
7 Hebrew letter
36 Sharp
3 Affirmative
13 - Gray"
Slender
8
replies
16 A Coward
vote
pinnacle
39 Stockholm
0 Cozy corner
19 Haggard
9 Butterfly
21 Capuchin
monkeys
I
2 ill • NI
Wil 7
8
9
NI
22 "- Landing"
25 Coalition:
11
12
combination
111 27 Winter
11
17
15
precipitations
Id
•18
21 111
20
23
30 Coarse
cotton fabric
Ill
32 Fencing
21
27
213
swords
fil
ill
34 Sicilian
II
31
29
32UU
volcano
36 irritates
34
35
33
37 Landed
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LABORATORY SUPERVISOR Murray Stale University Position in Student
Health Services BS degree in Medical Technology
Of appropriate science preferred certification as a
medical technologist by an
acceptebte agency, a miniWOULD you lika to do your mum of
one year of clinical
Chnstmas shopping from
experience preferred.
your seat and not your feet' supervisory
expereince
We could turn your shoppreferred but not mandatping into a party We take
ory, other qualifications
'plastic for plasec now
may be considered with
Call 794-9896
expereince Must be able to
perform analysis and deOrin
monstrate proficiency in a
Help
variety of routine and speWanted
cialized laboratory proceADMINISTRATIVE Clerk dures Must also demonsWanted Typing skills re- trate the ability to operate
quired Experience and/or different types of sophistieducation in office proce- cated electronic equipdures and equipment re- ment. Responsible for qualwired. Computer educa- ity control programs and
tion and/or experience pre- maintenance of laboratory
ferred Full-time with supplies Full time ten
benefits Deadline for appli- months, part-time in the
cation November 30 Send summer Salary commenresume to: HT Marketing, surate with qualifications
Inc , P0. Box 790, Murray, and experience, and a
KY 42071.
comprehensrve employee
benefits plan a provided_
ATTENTION Ladies
Applicants should submit
Would you like to be your
resumes along with salary
own boss, set your own
requirements and names
hours, set your own income and addresses
of three relevel? For more details call
ferences to Roberta Gar759-9896
field, Administrator, StuBE On TV for local corn- dent Health Services, Murmerciais. High pay No ex- ray State University,
perience. All ages Call Murray, KY 42071 EOE/Mnow! 1-518-459-8928 ext F.
TV973.
CAR Body Man - Send experience, salary requirements, confidentially to L
Body Shop, P.O. Box 468,
Murray, KY 42071.
CRUISE SHIPS. Now hiring all positions. Both
skilled and unskilled For
information
call
(615)779-5507 Ext.
H-1199.
EARN $300-$500 per week
reading books at home.
Call 1-615-473-7440 Ext.
B-413.

PROFESSIONAL
DRIVERS
Prokusicnal &avers needed to
run out of Berson, KY. palling
tankers Ind reekrs. Flrene
weekly. Starting pay; Tarts
2.3
,
2" split, Singles 22"• mile,
2' per mile safety tonus. Company purl hopitalization, Ole &
disabaity insurance,401K retire•
rrentprogrurn. %num= of 21
yrs. old, 1 w. venfiable exNo Da,. Call:

R.E. WEST,
INC.
1-800-280-2078
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience. Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to P.O Box 27145,
Detnot, MI 48227.
.

'PRE-HOLIDAY INCOME'
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
stamped envelope to:
DMM-IV, P.O. Box 2297,
EARN MONEY watching Miami, FL 33261.
TV! $50,000 year income
RECEPTIONIST/ Secretpotential. Details (1)
ary: Wanted for CPA's of805-687-6000 Ext.
fice. Send resume to Box
K-10706.
453, Murray, KY
EARN MONEY typing at
SECRETARY: Part-time.
home. $30,000/ year inThe University of Kentucky,
come potential. Details,(1)
College of Agriculture,
805-687-6000 Ext.
Cooperative Extension
B-10706.
Service, is looking for a
IF you are career minded, part-time Extension Secretself-motivated, team ary. Work 15 hours per
oriented and would like to week. Applications will be
earn above average in- taken at the Calloway
come, Taco John's wants County Extension Office,
to talk to you Taco John's* 201 Smith Forth St., Miller
now accepeng applications Annex, (basement of the
for crew positions in Mur- Miller Annex) between
ray Apply in person be- 8a.m.-12p.m. and
tween 2-4p m. Mon.- Sat. 1-4:30p.m. before DecemNo phone calls please. ber 8, 1989. For more inforTaco John's is an EOE„ mation, call 753-1452 or
753-1456. An Equal OpporJOB Opportunity: The City tunity Employer.
of Murray has an opening
for the position of Police WAITRESS: Big Apple
Chief. Applications/ job de- Cafe Immediate opening
scription may be obtained Must be 21. Apply in person
from the City Clerk's Office, or call (901)247-5798,
207 South 5th Street, Monday through Friday,
8a.m.-5p.m. Applications
090
will be accepted until
Shane!'
Thursday, November 30th.
Wonted
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Em- BABYSITTING: In my
ployer operating under an home. Mon - Fri.
Affirmative Action Plan. 7a.m.-4p.m. Experienced.
Benefits package includes Responsible Reasonable
hazardous duty retirement, rates References availhealth and life insurance able. 753-4832
COverage, three weeks paid BABYSITTING: My home
vacation and six paid holi- between Hardin and Murdays. Salary range ray, weekdays. Lots of ex520,121-$33,602 depend- perience. Will give your
ing on qualifications
child TLC. 753-3869 References upon request.

Murray Rental
& Sales
Is now taking applications for part/full-time
salesperson with mechanical skills.
Apply in person.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

200 East Main St.
Murray, Ky.
NEED a job? A GED7 Hope
for tie future? You may
qualify if. You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; You have been
out of school 9 months or
more; YOU we between
the ages of 16 & 21 We are
an E.0 E. This project is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T P A Call
J T.P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Sam -11 -30am

150

Help
• Wanted

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S 10 Blazer
5329 83 mo*
Cal Gene at 753 2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Rio Closed End lease

1111
$13,206
2,047

110

0110

Notice

ALMO-DEXTER FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT
STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,

•

Ntierray Ledger 8r Times

CLEANING Done weekly,
bi-weekly, monthly or one
time only By the hour or by
the
Call
job
(901)593-3493 References can be furnished
Ask for Rachel
LET me help care for you
sick or handicapped
753-0785
WILL do babysitting in my
home, anytime 436-5464
WILLING to rake leaves
Work negotiable by size of
yard 753-1252
WILL sit with elderly or will
clean houses or offices
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635
WILL sit with the sick or
elderly nights For more
inforrnafion call 753 4590
evenings

&Jaime'

PRINTED Shirts or Jack
ets Order now for your
employees Christmas presents Feyes, next to WalMart 753-7743

NURSES Aide/ PRN Work
as needed If you to not
require a kill-tine job and
would him to work variable T-SHIRT, 'picket and cap
hours in a pleasant atomo- printing equipment, with
sphere, cell Glade or Jerry suppliers Willing to train
at 753-7100 Fern Terrace $4,000 Negotiable Phone
Lodge FOE.
(606)256.2156

Apartments
For Rent

KEROSENE healer 22,000
BTU,$119 09 Wallin Hardware, Downtown Paris,
Open all day Saturday's

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
of unfurnehecl Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

1 OR 2 bedroom apenmen
near downtown Murray
753-4109

160

Home
Fumishiece
4 PRICE RECLINERS
Big Man's, swivel rockers
and wall savers, all Vi
price! At these prices, not
every chair a available for
layaway, but most are
Woodcrahers Galleries,
759-4522
\()

\ I\

BUNK Beds Wood, 6
months old 753-4772

! , aro lob,. a 14,4, -1•••

BUNK Beds with drawers,
good condition 492-8219

I

C.I).1. offers:
HMOs 011 I
111.1114.1J' %Id
'oh PIA" itictd

I 44(111-X4X-7364
comincrtiai Do% 1.

NEW Furniture Hide-abed couch and used
electric and gas ranges
Ask for Neal at Starks
Brothers Mobile Homes
753-2922

Call \int!

WATERBED Queen-Size.
$75 Call after 5p m
753-5981

PREPARE
FOR THE 905

WICKER CURLY() HEADBOARD full-size, $50 2
TABLE LAMPS beige, $15
each 759-1293 after 5p m

SCHOOL

Ttorr ror C....,
.

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
i.e.. S Prof....nal
• SECRETARY
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
• WORD PROCESSOR
Howe STI.CrilES 114.••••.10

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL,
IF QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

1 (800)327-7728
Marken Carew Trulring Cap
Ndt Wipe PeisperoBOKA

Pro Flight
Kyle Oakley Field
Murray, Ky.
489-2874

2n0
Sports
EOPTitera
20' BICYCLE: Like new,
girl's, $50 753-72°3FOR Sale Or Trade. Model
1200 Winchester 12 gauge,
28' modified, $150
Winchester 94 22 magnum,
$150 Jap 77 Ariska mint,
$150. 1915 Misuser K-98,
$175. Colt 32 caliber police
positive special, $150.
Would trade for good crossbow or black powder rifle
753-7585.
SKI Machine: Sears, brand
new, originally $200, asking $100. Call after 4p m
753-0485.
210

3 BEDROOM Mobile
Home On large private lot,
8 miles east of Murray Call
Lindsey Beane residence
436-2582
3 BEDROOMS, 1
bath
on 3 acre lot Full carport
and covered porch, large
garage/ shop, $275 Call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492
MOVING out of Avn Take
over lease, 4 months, $160
a month Deposit is made
Interested? Be there Sunday. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court 171
NEW 2 bedroom, 1 bath on
private lot 20 minutes from
Murray Have to see to
appreciate
$265
354-6248
290

GAS Floor Furnace 65,003
BTUs, used 3 years, excellent condition. Phone
753-6119 after 5p m.
JIM'S Heating 5 Air Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential.
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282
RANDY Thornton Co, Inc
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or residential Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service
753-8181 Locally owned
and operated Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years

of Flying *
'Sightseeing tours of
the beautiful lake
area
*Learn to Fly - Introduction to Flying

SEASONED firewood and
tree removal. Free estimates. 436-2562,
436-2758

Prime Office-Space

'Limit One 'Intro to ry-Ing
1....kson per person.'

Want
To Buy

For Rent
304 N. 12th St.
"Across from
University Square"

753-7743
SMALL Business Building
Prime location, intersection
of Sycamore and 4th
Streets Newly remodeled
Call 753-8809

140

220

HOWL
now h
Cocker
sale E
Wreck a
Call (9

NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central 1-1/A, all appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898

PEG'S
breeds

NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartment, located near campus Phone
753-6111 days or
753-0606 after 430 p m

430

NOTICE Apartment for
rent 1 or 2 bedrooms fully
furnished, heat and water
included Call 759-1743 at
ter 5p m

4 6 AC
on old
utilities
devel
753 761

NOW Renting Embassy
Apartments, 2 bedroom
apartments and efficiency
apartments Call 753-3530

KOPPE
fers a ,
Real Es
wide SI
home(
75 3- 1:
1-800-;
711L.

2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bed
room home, close to downtown 753-4109

NEW (
Sale 31
1,380 sc
applicar
many
more ii
Kopp(
753-122

2 BEDROOM brick new
university, remodeled
753-3942
3 BEDROOM House In
town 753-3584
510 SOUTH 6th Street
Gas heat, stove, refrigerator. dishwasher, $325 plus
deposit Coleman RE,
753-9898

TWO 14
208 E
VA MOI
lee of E
fixed 8"%
Large hc
on come
houses
759-480i

NEAT 2 bedroom brick, appliances furnished, large
yard, $325. References
and deposit required
753-5703

440
NICE Older Home 2 bedrooms, near downtown,
$200 plus deposit Call after 4p.m. ;53-1513

21 ACRE
tree tops
by 3 roa,
shall Cot
Benton's
wild turk
W. Nann

30

300
Business
Rentals

Lesson Only $20

NEW 2 Bedroom Duplex
Carport, appliances gas
heat, No pets $425
753-7457

ASHLEY Wood Furnace
Like new. 435-4229

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SEASONED Firewood:
$20/ rick picked up; $30/
rick delivered Minimum 2
ricks Call to place winter
orders, 492-8254.

Check
heves
steriod
and ha
cats I
VICE,

2 BEDROOM Duplex In
Northwood Lease and de
pout 753-2901

Harting
And Cooling

Rrewood

* Enjoy the Benefits

Musical
BATT., alum., copp , brass
stain, appliances, body tin FOR Sale, Boss CE-3
cans red, alum, rad, scrap chorus box, with AC adapiron. Open 7 days, 94 East, ter. Paid $102, will sell for
Post Oak Drive, watch for $75. Digitech PDS-1002 disign 753-0467.
gital delay pedal with up to
two seconds of delay and
BUYING: aluminum cans,
AC adapter. New, $145,
battery, scrap metal, cop- selling for $110.
Both
Downtown, close to
per and junk cars. KGA
sound great and we in exsquare. Utilities and
Recycling 492-8183 days, cellent
shape; I'm going
,anitorial services of498-8785 nights.
MIDI. Call David at
fered.
LOT: Suitable to rent or buy 522-6725 6-10 p m.
for a mobile home. weeknights_
753-8302
898-7205.
or
2.10
OLD Oriental rugs wanted,
753-5870
any size or condition Call
Idlacellarmous
tree 1-800-553-8021.
2XL,
3XL,
4XL even 5XL
150
32n
golf shirts, sweats and jackArticles
Apartmonts
ets
At
Faye's,
For Sale
For Rent
9 30a.m.-8p.m. Mon.- Sat.,
20' BAND Saw, Surveyor's 1-5p m. Sun. next to Wal- 1 BEDROOM Apartment
ribbon, etc., stakes, Christ- Mart
Furnished, near MSU
mas stands, tabor, pallets,
753-5870, 753-4682
SHARP
Copiers
auLocal
drums, kindling. When
thorized
dealer,
sales,
reempty, cleanup shop at
Midway.
Redmon ntal, lease and service Call
1-800-248-4319
492-8400.

Prime Office
Space For
Rent

Pets
Supplies
-• BLACK Labs AKC puppies
for sale Shots and
wormed, good bloodlines.
born 9-1-89 (Puryear, Tn
(901)247-3220.

2 LOTS:
from ci
759-4945

WOODE
light Es
$3,850
days

BOARDING for dogs and
cats Also Toy Pomeranian
stud and 7 month old fe
male for sale 489-2377
COCKER Spaniels AKC
Ready now! Buy for Christmas! (502)492-8358.

-c

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS
AKC puppies, 12 weeks
old, wormed and shots Call
(901)644-1850

•••••

GROOMINGDALES, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756. Clean, new,
modern facility.

B

FREE KITTENS
to a good home.
\ cry friendly, good
ith

children. One

gold,one while and tan

and the other white and
gold. 5 months old.
Call 492-8566
after 5:00 p.m.

it

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

ASHLEY wood burning
stove with electric blower
for $200 and weight thing
bench plus weight $25 Call
753-7387
BREAKER Boxes, main
breaker included, 100 amp,
20 circurt, $49 99. 200 amp.
40 circuit, $99.99. Mobile
home 200 amp, $99 99.
Wallin Hardware, Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturday's
CAMOFLAGE clothing for
men and boys, Army field
jackets, Walker work boots
and western boots, LaCrosse rubber boots, insulated coveralls and coon
hunters' lights Jerry's
Sporting Goods. 6th & Walnut, WOW, Kentucky,
CANOPY: 24'x24' aluminum service station canopy, taken down, ready to
move, $1,250 753-7668,
8a m -5p.m
OFFICE Equipment New
and used Desks, chairs,
file cabinets South 4th
Elm St , call 753-7668
days

1110
Opportunity

Mobile
Homes For Rent

insauction
LEARN TO WIWI
TRACTOR
T*AatR

320

250
Articles
For Sale

OREGON Saw Chains %
inch pitch for 16 inch bar,
$8.99. 20 inch. $1099,
Wallin Hardware, Downtown Para, Opsn all day
Sedum:lays.
GOING Out Of Business
Cash it Carry Saiel Tanning booth, personal
saun& toning table The
Body Designer, 115 South
1301 Street, Murray, KY,
753-3492.

TWO Grave saes Memorial Gardens Phone
753-4720.

Prescription Records & Files
S.

250
&sews
Set:doss
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation expereince
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Cali
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12:60 MOBILE Home: 2
bedrooms, $3,500.
759-1949 or 753-3870.
14x50 1980 FAIRMONT: 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, gas,
central heat and air
equipped, partially turnshed. $5,850 753-7668
Sam -Sp m.
1986 BUCANEER 14'
wide, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
all electric, nice home
753-7549 after 8p m
Roble
Nome Far Real
12x60• OVERLOOKING
Kentucky Lake, 2 bedrooms, 1 both, gas he*
$175 per month, water inchided, deposit required.
Call 753-7668 days
2 BEDROOM Trailer Furnished 753-4632 after 5p m

Payless Drugs of Murray
Hrs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.:
9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat.; 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Olympic Plezn Hwy. 641 N. 753-2380

At the
munit
take/
Go Yr
92 Acr

RN-LPN

16.667 A
Rd., als
of good

Full time positions available. Work Monday
through Friday or 12 hours Saturday and
Sunday. LPN's $7.10 per hour, RN's $9.10
per hour, additional differential added for:
shift differential
nursing years of experience

•
r

Two eta
enclose,
block go
smoke I
its own

charge nurse position.
33,014
buildinj

Apply in person:
Mills Manor Nursing Home
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield,Ky.

OPPORTUNITY
We presently have a position
open in our company. The successful
candidate will have a good working
knowledge of computers and a minimum of three years work experience. Degree helpful but not required. We offer an excellent compensation and fringe benefit package
along with the opportunity for advancement in a growing company.
Send your resume to:
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 402
Murray, KY 42071
•

22.199
NOTE:
wheat k
PnWert.
Propert
determi
TERM!
days pc
NOTE:
selling
Any an
Farm hi
Price tc

‘.1

e.,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1900
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150

.k,

530

Pets
& Supplies

Lots
For Sato

Home
For Salo

HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM
Checks scratching & reheves irritated skin without
steno& Promotes heeling
and hair growth on dogs &
cats! CALLOWAY SER
VICE, INDUSTRIAL RD

BUILD SITES & FARM 3
mi N Benton 3 adi tracts
totaling 13 78 ac @ 25003000/ ac, I., few smaller
TOM expensive MACRE
45 ac farm 'A in fescue
clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
US 641, specimen trees
preserved, fenced, 30 unimproved access road
$66,450. Joe W Nanney
753-9622/ 527-7864

412 NORTH 81h Street 3
bedrooms, 1 bath Call
753-9226

1980 HONDA Civic
5-speed, fair condition
474-2325

ATTENTION Retirees By
owner, exceptional 2 bedroom brick home in lovely
area. New inside and out
Extra lot Shows like a
model $43,500 Cali
753-5485.

1980 PONTIAC Trans An,
PS, PB, PDL, PW, needs
motor, $1,200 firm Call
474 2009

HOWLING Acres Kennel
now has AKC registered
Cocker Spaniel puppies for
sale Buff, buff and while,
EXCEPTIONAL Value' On
black and white $60 each
Cal (901)593-3414.
MOBILE Home Lots In this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with central heat and
PEG'S Dog Grooming. All Scenic Acres near East air and attached garage
Elementary, city water,
breeds 753-2915
$3,850 Call 753 7668 Home is in like new condition, ideal for starting up or
days.
slowing down' Condition,
110
SHERWOOD Forrest, price range and value make
Real
shaded lot, city water, FHA offers welcome Of
EstMe
sewer, natural gas
feted at only $36,000
through Kopperud Realty,
46 ACRES Zoned R3-A 759-9268
753-1222
on old 641 in city, all city SMALL
tracts of land
utilities available Invest or joins
Sherwood Forest. LOVELY & Affordable
develop, $38,500 city utilities
nearby... First Older home with 4. bed753-7668 days
time on market... Cali Cen- rooms, 2 modern baths,
KOPPERUD REALTY of- tury 21 Loretta Jobs Real- eat-in kitchen, formal dining, sun porch and much
fers a complete range of tors 753-1492.
more Phone Coleman
Real Estate services with a WATER View
Lot In Pawide selection of quality norama
Real Estate 753 9898
Shores, $7,300
homes, all prices 436-5511
MODERN 3 Bedroom
753-1222, toll free
House With two acres, lust
1-800-251 -HOME Ext.
•10
five miles from Murray
711L
Fames
Less than $50,000 and only
For Sob
two years old Large counNEW Condominiums For
JUST Now On The Market! try kitchen. Call James at
Safe. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
Beaubful small farm and Century 21 Loretta Jobs
1,380 sq ft. plus garage, ail
Realtors, 753-1492
ranch-style brick home
applicances included plus
Large barn has shop with NEW On The Market: 3
many other extras For
all new lighting and wiring. bedroom, 2 bath, brick
more information phone
Also stocked pond. House home. Immaculate condiKopperud
Realty has been
remodeled and tion, dose to town Call Will
753-1222.
tnrn painted this yew. Con- Ramey at Key Associates/
TWO Houses at 206 and tact Kopperud Realty, Wilson Real Estate.
208 E. Poplar Assume 753-1222.
753-3263 or 436 5487 after
VA Mortgage on 208 Pop5p m.
lar of approx 21,500 at
,160
OWNER Leaving Town:
fixed 8% interest + $1,000.
Hams
Take advantage' This 3
Large house at 206 Poplar
For Sale
bedroom,2 bath home is on
on corner lot. $12,000. Both
houses in B-3 zone 3 BEDROOM Brick. 4 miles .10. acres in SW Calloway
759-4808 for appointment east in Scenic Acres, mid County It also features a
$30s, Call (314)334-6392. good equipment shed,
smokehouse and blacktop
4.10
FOR Sale By Builder: highway frontage Call toLots
Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom, 2 day for details, 753-1222,
For Sal*
bath country home on 3 or 6 Kopperud Ready.
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of acres, 5 minutes from town
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedtree tops (triangle bounded Owner anxious to sell.
room brick located on large
Make
offer!
753-8673
by 3 roads) center of Marlot in Canterbury Estates.
shall County. Look down on INCOMPARABLE
ELE- L.R., DR, Den wiwood
Benton's lights' Deer and GANCE • Superlative view- burning
fireplace, breakwild turkey. $62,500. Joe site, lA story. Brick.
Cen- fast, Lg foyer, 24 baths, 2
W. Nanney, 753-9622.
tral air, formal dining room, car garage Owner anxious
2 LOTS: Less than 1 mile large view deck, 4 bed- to sell. Phone 753-8050
from city limits Call roomisi 2'4 baths. PLUS between 9 and 4 or
759-4949, leave message 'Foyer *Gas heat'New car- 753-0914 after 6 pm
peting 'Great family area
WOODED Lot In Candle- •Energy-efficient •Large
470
light Estates, 100x195, trees 'Quiet street •2-car
$3,850 Call 753-7668 garage A Beautiful Buy'
Motorcycles
days
Call Century 21 753-1492
1982 HARLEY Davidson
Custom wide glide
753 4167
ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831.
,190
Used
Cars

ift

1972 LTD: 4-door, 27,000
actual miles, like new. Not
cheap local car 753 7523

Double the trouble
Double the fun,
Eighty years together
Makes forty for each one!

1973 CADILLAC ElDorado
Convertible Excellent interior, fully loaded, good
mechanical shape but body
rough. $2,000 or best offer.
753-5531.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KENNETH AND KEITH

1976 CADILLAC Seville
Good condition, $1,200
492-8254.
1977 CHRYSLER Cordoba: $800, good condibon. 436-5495.
1979 VW RABBIT:$850 or
best offer. Phone
753-T726.

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 25, 1989 • 10 a.m. • Rain or Shine
At the farm of the late Jodie Cochran, in the Penny Community,3V1 miles North of Murray,Ky.on the Poor Farm Rd.,
take 121 North to 783 Go Me miles to Poor Farm Rd.,turn West
Go 7/ro mile to Auction Sight.
92 Acres
REAL ESTATE
92 Acre.
TRACT NO. 1:
16.667 Acres - Two Road Frontages665 feet ofblacktop frontage on Poor Farm
Rd., also good road frontage on County Rd.This is all open ground with plenty
of good building spots.
TRACT NO. 2:
Two story 4 bedroom farm home,kitchen,dining and living room combination,
enclosed front porch, two utility rooms, attached double carport, unattached
block garage,block wash house and canning area with washbasin and shower,
smoke house, stock barn, tobacco barn, tool shed and other outbuildings, has
its own well with plenty of beautiful shade trees, setting on 19.913 acres.
TRACT NO. 3:
33.014 acres 205 feet of blacktop road frontage on Poor Farm Rd. with good
building spot. This is good open farm land.
TRACT NO. 4:
22.199 acres, this land is secluded and lays in behind Tract No. 1.
NOTE: Calloway County ABC showing 56.2 acres of corn base, 30 acres of
wheat base, 800 lbs. of burley for the year of 1990, bases will be pro-rated if
property sells in tracts.
Property will be offered in tracts, any combination and then in its entirety. To
determine the highest selling price.
TERMS: 15% down day of sale cash balance with passing of deed within 46
days possession with deed.
NOTE: You can see this property any day before sale date by contacting
selling agents, 674.5659 or 674.5523.
Any announcement made day of sale takes precedent over printed matter.
Farm has been surveyed and title exam ran. Farm will be selling regardless of
Price to the highest bidder.
Mid-Cont. Baptist College, Owners

fia

Col. Paid Wilkerson & Sons

1981 OLDS Cutlass
4 door, motor needs some
work. $200 7518136

1,,

:

•••

III ii‘ L
.11 -," •

‘.I'

1986 SUBARU DL
2-DOOR HATCHBACK:
5-speed transmission, hillholder clutch, A/C, PS, PB,
AM/FM radio rear window
defogger, famous Subaru
reliability Inexpensive to
operate Very nice car
$3,900 753 9279

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1984 FORD Tempo GL
Automatic, power and air,
AM/FM stereo, cruise, perfect inside and out, 53,XXX
miles, $2,250 See at the
Gulf Static
1 1 pestnut, 753-2 0
‘
0aLa 81

1987 COROLLA Sport
Coupe SR-5 32.000 MEM,
air, $6,250 437-4723
1987 COUGAR XR 7
Loaded, sharp 489-2895
19887, FORD Escort, excellent condition Want
someone to take over payments 1981 Buick Riviera,
excellent condition. $3,000
or best offer 753-5612

flatelose
011sret

A-1 CAR Wash Hand wash
TELEPHONE wiring- picks
arid wax 404 North 4th St. JOHN'S Construction
* Four Star *
installed- phones movedMurray, Kentucky, Basic home repair Insured
Mobile Home
residence and buseness
753-0023 Also pick-up and and all work professionaify
done Please call 753-3413
experienoed Call Bobby
Parts & Service
delivery service
for free estimate
Wade 753-2220
Doors & Wtndows
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Aiwa White Roots
LEAF
RAKING
753-2166,
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Factory trained by 3 maior
Straps & Anchoring
Service Center, cleaning
manufacturers Most parts ask for David
Metal Steps
servicing $15, most repairs
Treated Decks Ei Porches
in stock, on my truck Al LICENSED Electrician
t.tnyl & K-Rok Skirting
$36, al brands 3r0 Street
work and parts warranteed
Doug Jones Electric Rea
Complete Parts Catalog
Almo. Open 9-12, 1 5
Ask for Andy at The Ap- dental wiring and electric
Winterisiag Yew Home:
Mon Fri , 753-0530
pliance Works, 753-2455
motor repair 759-4751
Heat Tap.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Insulation
LICENSED electrician
WILL do plumbing installa
Kenmore, Westinghouse, James Gallimore electrical
Floors & Bottoms Repaired
bon 8. repairs All guaranMiller
Whirlpool 30 years experi- service Commercial and
Nurnaces
teed Free estimates
(Das & Electrlcl
ence Parts and service, residential Fast, courteous
Phone 435 4169 or
Used Appliances Bobby service 759-1835
753-1308
Phone
Hopper, 753-4872 or
(502) 492-8488
MOBILE HOME Speaalet
436-5848 (home)
550
Hwy. 641 N.
436 5255
CLEANING Businesses
Food
Hazel
and residential General NEED help with winter preod
Best
Prices
pwabons? Home or yard
cleaning window washing
*
Quality
Results
*
KO BALES Red Clover
floor stripping and carpet Call 492-8254
and Fescue Hay for sale,
shampooing References PAUL'S Painting
Service: PROFESSIONAL lawn $1 75 a sq,.are baIe
supplies 753-6737
Also will do small odd iabs care, leaf raking and
haul- 436-5430
BRICK, block and con- Hazel, Ky 492-8545.
ing Cal 759-4440, ask for BALED Hay
for sale
crete, basements, founda- FENCE
sales at Sears Wayne
753-8673
tions, driveways, sidew- now Call
Sears 753-2310
alks, patios. Free esti- for free estimate
for your
mates Chimneys new and needs
repaired. 28 years experi
PLUMBING, electrical, furonce 753-5476
nace. air conditioning, gas
ELECTRICAL installation or electric Cheapest rates'
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
and repair All gas postale
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Free estimates' Day or
bon and repair Also refrig- night phone 753-9979, ask
All Types Ot:
eration Call 753-7203
for Joe In emergency leave
Custom Woodworking
ELECTRICIAN Licensed phone, name: if no phone
contractor, quality work Af- leave address
fordable price No charge
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
QUALITY Construction
service call Runyon
Drop b & sou our showroom
Alteration & remodeling
Electric Service 436-5279.
,uNrEKIINI IRPAy tee",,
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617
or 753-1126
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call RADON Testing: By Envir436-5255
osaf consultants Commercial and residential
FIRE Extinguisher refill, re753-3413
pair and checked. Call
ROCKY COLSON Home
759-1999
Repair Roofing, siding,
FOR most any type drive- painting,
plumbing, conway white rock also, any crete Free
estimates Call
type gravel, dirt and sand 474-2307
call Roger Hudson,
PRICE JUST REDUCED
SHEETROCK finishing.
753-4545 or 753-6763
Imagine a beautifully wooded la, a recently redecorated
new or repair. 436-2811.
bedroom home,new appliances,carpet, wallpaper and new tree
GENERAL Repair plumbshaded deck. Add a good 2-stall stable with electricity and water
STEWART'S Upholsterying, roofing, tree work
and you have a winter! Pnce just reduced to S59,900
Large selection of material,
436-5895 or 436-2642
new springs, legs, etc ReaGUTTERING By Sears
sonable rates, free pick-up
711 Main St.
753-1222
Sears residential and com- and delivery
436-5236
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica- SUREWAY Tree Servicetions. Call Sears 753-2310 Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck.
for free estimate
Fully insured for your pro
HAMILTON Cultured tection.
Stump removal
mart* and tile. 643 Old with no lawn
damage Free
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
estimates No obligations
HAULING, yard work, tree 753-5484
removal, roofing, painting,
WET BASEMENT? We
mowing. Free estimates
make wet basements dry.
759-1683.
Work completely guaranThe Boston Tea Party Is doing a dinner
INSULATION Blown In By teed. Call or write Morgan
card.
Good for gifts! If the operator
Sears: TVA approved. Construction Company,
misses
you, call the restaurant.
Save on those high heating Route 2 Box 409-A, Paduand cooling bills Call Sears cah, KY 42001 or call
753-2310 for free estimate. 1-442-7026.
•

LASSIFIEDS
areforeveryone!
Dial-A-Service

Home & Auto

• VI

Your ad could
be here!

• •11110

,ISO fa.

ople

wn •

Poison Control
753-7588

762-1100

753-6952

Open til 7 p m
Reggio VOL.'?
Aubrey Hatcher
.km Irby
SOHN/ Braes'
DW "Duke' FLoo
Clad Cothiert. Mew MGR

OTA
a/
515 s
IDUrio

(901)642-6560

To place your ad in

19711 HYDRA Sport with
new 115HP Mariner maw
Cal 436-2420

the Dial-A-Service

1988 WINNER Intrigue
Boat 17' Red, gray and
Male with 2 swivel chairs,
bench and deck Wit OW
$8,000 or best offer
(502)365-6105
MAKE an offer on 14 V
bottom Sea Nymph 65HP
Mercury, loaded Wet sell
soon 753-7585

call: 7534916
Nlomia•FridaN 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturchn 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
%alsorw•""-1

*teller;

Used
Cars

1988 BUICK Century
CARS
4-door, black, wires, rack,
11 Toyota Cany
10,987 $6,300 109 North 7th St
Buggy Must sell!
17 Toyota Ca GT '9,987 DUNE
Good condition, 759-1765
'17 Plrouth Relient 1,987
Have You Been
17 Nissan Main 11,987
Turned Down
17 Toyota Corolla FX 1,487
Elsewhere?
17 Chevy Celetrity
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
'87 Toyota Supra
14,987
Divorce V OK
17 Toyota Tercel DX '6,987
Bankruptcy V OK
17 Toyota Corolla
'6,917
We sell depend&le,
17 Fr! Mustang GT '9,987
aflordable cars to
Kopperud Realty
people who want to
17 Toyota Crirf DU '9,987
re-establIsh their credit.
16 Cavalier RS
5917
Low Weakly Payments
16 Bud LISabre
1,987
Call Sammy
iii00104
16 Merctry Marquis 7,987
for Details
16 Toyota Corolla LE $187
TOYOTA
16 BP
13,487
16 Chevy Ito: tn.__ 1,987
16 Olds Calais
1.487
Oen Fartil
85 Olds Regency
1,987
500
15 Tram Am
'7,487
Used
Touche
15 Cher; Silverado 1987
753-0910
1970 FORD short bed pick15 Toyota Did ST 15,987 up
and 1957 Runabout
boat, 45HP motor and
15 Olds Cira
'6,987 trailer.
$800 for both or best
15 C.& Sedgefie 1,987 otter. Call Jett at 753-4408
or 435-4161 after
15 Toyota Corolt SM... '5,987 1974 DODGE 5p m.
4x4: Excel14 Cutlass Cruiser '4,487 lent condition, low miles
759-1457.
II Pad Tempo
'2,987 1975 FORD Super Cab
14 Chevy NI
'5,987 F-150 Ranger XLT Full
power and automatic,
V Pontiac Fiero
1,487 $1,250 489-2895.
1979 TOYOTA Land
13 Olds Delta 18
1,987 Cruiser
Low mileage, 2
13 Toyota Cloth Wgn 987 tops 753-0313
13 Toyota Tercel SR-5 1,187 1982 SILVERADO Short
wheel base, low rider, re'82 Ns Delta BS
.1,987 built motor Best offer
12 Tych Tercel SR-S _1,287 435-4286
19834 NISSAN King Cab
11 Tort Coroh
'1,987 PU one owner, PS, A/C,
AM/FM stereo cassette,
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
10 Toyot Corona
1,487 $3,500 759-4668 or
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
436-2882
TRUCKS
Pub( e
1984 SILVERADO
911
91 1
19 To'ititi
1,907 4-wheel drive, loaded, with
running boards $7,500
"cX‘e
11 Silverado Stepskie '11,487 759-1987
Murray.
Ne
'
1988 FORD Ranger. Low
18 Tort Tut
'6,987 mileage,
good condition
18 Chevy S•10
1,987 Call 753-3947 before Chestnut Street
Phone
4p.m., 753-4123 after
Murra
y,
Ky
17 Toyda 1 Ten
753-2571
7,487 4p m
=
RANDY THORNY•N
17 Tolot PM
5,187 1989 CHEVY Silvered°
Fully loaded, black with
a. AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
17 Ford
'447 maroon interior, 16,000
rt•ns and Cattier dostiot
miles Call 753-8555 or
lot solos end service in Hurray
MANE
17 Runner
'13,487 492-812
3 and leave
end C•iloway County
17 Toyota Yr
10$87 message
SOT Chestnut 753_8181
Call 753-1916.
1989 CHEVROLET 4x4
17 Ford F•250 P.
'7,987 Silvered°
Al options, extra
17 Toyota PM
'5,487 nice Must sell 437-4171.
murray-Cdoway County Hospital
1989 FORD Lariat 7,000
16 Jeep Chertee
'9,487 THRE
7534663
16 Toyot Viunner '9$7
520
16 Chery Colt Val 11,187
Bode
Wore
Murray-Made Windows - Spcitng-Fencrrig
16 Tcryoh III
7,187
Downspouts A Gutters - Shutters
1976 60HP CHRYSLER
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
Aium,num Sri:1,nd - Solar Screens
16 Dodp PIO
5,9V EiecInc start long thank,
Call Us Today'
rebuilt motor, $1,500
15 Plpouth
!jilltill 47AIN.% a t),N4m141,\
‘
c ,
1,117 Parker's
Marine Salvage
on
New
79
East
694
By15 Cheti Sint 7)17 pass, Paris, Tennessee
121 ay-Pass
75.3-0407

L'1)
.
,

t,:f

1984 CHRYSLER E-Class
Similar to the New Yorker
Loaded, excellent condition, new struts, shocks,
71,000 miles, $2,995
753-6915

1982 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham Diesel,
metallic gray, gray leather
interior, like new inside and 1985 OLDS Firenze Good
out, $2,500 firm 492 8959 condition, new tires,
74,XXX miles Can be seen
at Wiswell near Oaks
Need An Extra Car $4,000 or best offer
753-9523
For A Few Days?
1986 MONTE Carlo SS
Rent From Gene At
45 000 miles, loaded, extra
DWAIN TAYLOR.
clean $7,950, will trade
CHEVROLET, INC.
759-9710 day, 753-3704
502 753-2617
after six 1601 Loch
Lomond

Itc.11
11,"%k

.190

Seldom
*local

•It'r
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Henley named Officials to
Chemistry chair

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1989

OBITUARIES

Dr. Melvin B. Henley, who has
served since July 1988 as interim
chairman of the Department of
Chemistry, was appointed chairman, effective Jan. I, 1990.
An associate professor who has
been a member of the faculty since
1964, Henley earned the B.S.
degree at Murray State and the
Ph.D. at the University of
Mississippi.
He is a former mayor of the city
of Murray, former president of the
Chamber of Commerce and was the
Murray-Calloway County Citizen
of the Year in 1981.

Corey Taylor Cossey
Corey Taylor Cossey, one day,
died Saturday at 4:58 p.m. at
Kosair Children's Hospital, Louisville. He was born Nov. 17 at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was preceded in death by one
sister, Audrey Mae Cossey, and his

paternal grandfather, John Cossey.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Cossey, Paducah,
formerly of Murray; grandparents,
Mrs. Dora Mae Choate and Mrs.
Emestine Cossey, Rt. 3, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Choate,

Harland K. Easley
Harland K. Easley, 75, Farmington, died Monday at 1:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired farmer, a retired
employee of Farmington Post
Office, an Army veteran of World
War 11, and a member of Burnett's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Born Dec. 25, 1913, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Vernon Easley and Mary Kelly
Easley. One brother, the Rev. Johnson Easley, preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Galloway Easley; stepdaughter, Mrs. Andrea Helm,
Opelika, Ala.; one stepson, David
Colley, Champaign, Ill.; one sister,

Mrs. Lou Anne McCuan, RL 1,
Farmington; two stepgrandchildren;
three nephews; one niece.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry
Yates and the Rev. Bill Tate will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Sid Easley,
Eric Easley, Don Easley, David
Hawk, Joseph Helm, Steve
McCuan and Kenneth Galloway.
Burial will follow in Burnett's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday) at the funeral home.

Mrs. Lucille H. Bondurant
Final rites for Mrs. Lucille H.
Bondurant were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and
G.T. Moody officiated. Music was
by Allene Knight, Linda Wright
and Ron Wright
Pallbearers were Robert H. Douglas, Dr. Stanley Groppel, Ted
Howard, John Edd Johnson, John

T. Lassiter and Rudolph Smith.
Members of Bethany Sunday
School Class and Baraca Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church were honorary groups.
Burial was in Benton Cemetery.
Mrs. Bondurant, 84, of 1104
Fairlane, Murray, died Friday at
West View Nursing Home.

Wednesday at 2 p.m. Burial will
follow in Peaceful Valley Cemetpry, Mayfield.
- Friends may call after 3 p.m.
Tuesday at Mason's Memorial
Chapel, Mayfield.

retirement for Dr. William
B. Seale, who has served as chairman of the Department of Management and Marketing since 1966,
was approved and will become
effective for the 1990-91 academic
year.
Seale requested that he be allowed to relinquish the chairmanship
on June 30, 1990, and continue to
teach on a half-time basis as a full
professor in the department in
1990-91, 1991-92, 1992-93, and
1993-94.
He joined the faculty in 1965.

was smoke inhalation, Gray said.
Charles Jones suffered burns on
one of his hands when he went to
investigate the fire, was overcome
by smoke and had to leave the
house, Gray said. He was not
hospitalized.
Officials suspect the fire may
have been caused by an electric
heater in the utility room, Gray
said.

Stock Market

A Murray man was arrested Sunday morning on numerous charges
Prices as of 10 a.m.
following a high-speed chase, Industrial Average
-20.83
I.B.M.98 -11
/
4
according to information from the Pre%ious Close
2652.66
Ingersoll Rand
45% +'/s
Murray Police Department.
Air Products
45 .1/,
Jerrico
23% B 23% A
491
/
4 B 49)
/. A
Chris Jackson, 20, of Murray, A.T.C.-Class A
Kmart
33% -%
42% -1
/
4
was stopped at I a.m. on College AT&T
Kroger
13% unc
51% +%
McDonalds
31% -%
Farm Road and charged with Bell South
JCPenney
27 +%
67% -1
speeding. The report stated that Briggs & Stratton
/
4
191
/
4 -%
Quaker Oats
/
4
60% -1
after her was stopped, he was given Chrysler
33 -V.
Sears
381
/
4 unc
a breathalyser test and charged CSX Corp
321
/
4 unc
Texaco
52% -Y.
with DUI. Police then searched his Dean Foods
Time Inc.
1331
/
4 -%
vehicle and found a driver's license Dollar Gen. Store....9% B 9% A
47% 4/2
UST
271
/
4 -%
allegedly altered to make him Exxon
44% -3
/
4
Wal-Mart
42% unc
appear older than he actually is. He Ford
43 4
/
3
4
Woolworth
58% -'i's
was with second degree possession General Motors
Goodrich
42%
-%
C.E.F.
Yield
7.98
of a forged instrument
451
/
4 -%
Jackson had been sentenced to Goodyear
48 months in jail following being
convicted of robbing Citizens Bank
BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM
and Trust in Atwood, Tenn. May
23. According to the MPD, he was
COURTSOUARE
753-3366
MURRAY KENTUCKY
out of jail on an appeals bond.
Jackson is currently lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on a
S5,000 bond. His preliminary hearShop and Compare
FREE Pair
ing is set for Nov. 29 at 3 p.m.
Our Quality,
Granite Flower
Craftsmanship and
Vases Now
Prices
Thru Nov. 30, 1989

Federal-54We Martet 'Won Service Niso yawner 24,
Kentucky Purchase Area Hag Maria Report Includes 5
Buying Stations Receipts: Act ii( Ex 554 Barrows &
Gab mostly .25 lower, Sows i.e higher.
1.S 1-2 2211-291
went 44.75
US 1.2 211.231 Is
$42.111-44.44
LS 2-3 231.251 lho
$4175-44.25
US 3-4 7511-27*
$4275-4175
Sows
US 1-2 271.351 Is$31114-35.6e
US 1-3 340-4011 Is.
1331635.14
US 1-3 100.501 Is
134.116.34411
US 1-3 506 and up
537 411-74.54
LS 2-3 304-511 Is
132.1111,33.111
Ban $29.14.3230

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
Wallatlidi

Good
Neighboi
Chevy - —
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

1

Kee The Crest GM Feeltrig With Genuine CM Port,

We'll put you
on the road
to savings!
Call

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
23" Deep. Free Estimates

Tommy Vance

Treated Cross Ties

for a new or used
car or truck today!

435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

DoILT
759-1144
Pantry Pride Brown N' Serve

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY
US 641 N. (2 mi. from MSU Stadium)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1333
"For Those You Love...Crafted by Those Who Care."

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7
Made By
Wonder
Bread

CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — Officials
are investigating a house fire in
this western Kentucky town that
killed an elderly woman and
injured her husband.
The victim was identified as
Antoinette Jones, 73, according to
Cadiz Fire Chief John T. Gray. The
woman died at Trigg County Hospital about 90 minutes after the fire
began about 11:30 p.m. CDT on
Friday.
The cause of death apparently

Seale granted
early retirement Murray man
faces charges
Early

Hog market

Plummer Charles Kendrick
Plummer Charles Kendrick, 60,
of 501 East Water St., Mayfield,
died Saturday at 12:30 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He had taken disability retirement
from U.S. Postal Service.
He is survived by two daughters,
Trilby Powell and Rosie Kendrick,
and four sons, Charles, Chris, John
and Robert Kendrick, all of Mayfield; his stepmother, Mrs. Bradie
Kendrick, and a stepsister, Helen
Htchett, Aurora, III.; 12 grandchildren; one niece; two nephews; one
aunt; one uncle.
Mr. Kendrick was a member of
Second Christian Church, Mayfield, where the funeral will be

Central City; great-grandparents,
Clifton Earl Choate and Mrs. Lena
Dunn, Cadiz, and Mr. and Mrs.
C.E. Jones, Rt. 3, Murray.
Burial rites were today at 11
a.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery with
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.

investigate
Cadiz fire that killed one.,

FM*

Coke, Diet Coke, Tab,
Mello Yello or Minute Maid Oran e

Sunshine Saltine

Crackers

•••

2 Liter
Bottle

1 Lb.
Box
Scot-Lad Philadelphia

Scot-Lad

Castleberry

Cream Cheese

Cranberry Sauce

Beef Stew

68

8 Oz.
Pkg.

OC
•

16 Oz.
Can

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Mello Yello
Minute Maid Orange

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
8 pk. 16 oz.

'2"

12 Pk. 12 oz. Can
Del Monte

Raisins

9
Kelly

Potted Meat

5

Reelfoot Whole

Parkay

Surf

Margarine Laundry Powder
C
$
39

White

Potatoes
$1 19
Limit 2 Bags Additional Amount $1.49

Yellow

Onions
C

For $

_

,

'
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,
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Shop Murrayfirst
this holiday season
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MUSE

Parade,ceremony are Dec. 2,3

Hanging of the Green, the annual Christmas celebration at Murray
State University, is Dec. 3 at the Curris Center on campus. A
reception at the Curris Center begins at 4; the music begins at 5
p.m.

Selecting the
right spa is a
matter of
individual taste
and personal need.
Regency Sp
are available in
a wide range of
sizes, shapes
and colors.

MURRAY HOT TUBS

Santa Claus will be making an appearance at the Murray Rotary
Club Christmas Parade Dec. 2.

eoolurianh
Christmas Gift Headquarters
MANY SALE ITEMS
LAYAWAYS

FREE Gift Wrapping
FREE Bible Engraving
753-7222

Court Square

753-3492

Pagliai's Restaurant is again
the site of the Murray Rotary
Club's annual Country Ham
Breakfast set this year for Dec. 2.
The breakfast, scheduled for 6
a.m. to 10 a.m., will feature
country ham, sausage, eggs, biscuits and gravy and coffee and
will preceed the annual Christmas
parade which will begin at 10:30
a.m.
The theme for this year's
Christmas parade is "Murray
Magical Christmas" and entrants
should begin lining up for the
event around 9:30. The parade
will begin on 10th Street and
travel down Main Street around
the court square to the Briggs &
Stratton parking lot.
Jimmy Tate and Don Jones
will act as co-chairs for the event
and anyone wishing to register
for the parade or needing additional information should contact
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
According to Chamber Executive Director Steve Zet, $800 is
available in prize money for
floats in this year's parade and
six awards should be given.
The Murray Woman's Club
Christmas
House and the
Hanging ofOrenGreen at Murray
State are Sunday, Dec. 3.

41
()CMD
GC
ALR
LER,EIFTEfr
s

Holiday Accessory Sale
Pictures, Paintings,
Solid Brass
Floral Arrangements,
Picture Frames
Brass & Terra Cotta Items

25% Off

112

Price

Largest Lamp Selection
In The Area!

ALL ON SALE!!!

One Year Waterbed
Conditioner

Guaranteed Lowest
Prices!!!

(With This Coupon)
Expires Dec. Mat, 1111111

Chestnut Hills - Murra

759-4522

•

Floor Lamps In Brass & Wood
Table Lamps In Glass, Brass, Wood,
Clay and Pottery.

Linen Sale
39.95
Sheets
24.95
Mattress Pad
8.95
Day Bed Packs.. 29.95
Comforters

2 Piece Waterbed
Side Rails......set 16.99

ust the look you've
been wishing for!
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 Wed. 104

Mt.
CIBO

MURRAY CHRISTMAS SECTION
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Joys, pleasures
all part of season
MURRAY / CALLOWAY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BOX 190 - N HWY 601 • MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071 • 502 753-5171

Dear Murray-Calloway County Residents,
Once again we enter the holiday season which is a very important
time of year for our local businesses. Many of our businesses do as much
as 50 percent of their total annual sales in the next few weeks.
Our business community supports many worthy projects throughout
the year. Merchants support projects at our schools, arts programs, and
the United Way. We ask you to Lucidoer their support when you begin your
holiday buying.
We at the Chardber wish you and your family a safe and happy
holiday season. Make plans to attend the Christmas Parade on Decerrber 2
and the Hanging of the Green on December 3.
On behalf of the Mkirray business community, we thank you for your

Home of
National Scouting Museum
Murray Slate University

Yours truly,

It seems to start a little earlier
every year. Before anyone is really prepared for it, the Christmas
season is suddenly upon us. In
big cities and small towns alike,
decorations go up, lights are
strung everywhere, and sometimes a creche or a huge Christmas tree is set up in the town
square.
Shopping malls and department
stores go all out with their own
decorations, as they attempt to
attract holiday shoppers. Christmas music is heard everywhere.
Santas on every corner and in
every mall create confusion both
for children and for parents who
must try to explain how Santa
moves around so quickly. And,
everyday, we are reminded countless times of how many shopping
days are left until Christmas Day.
For children, the weeks preceding Christmas Day are the most
exciting of the entire year. Their
anticipation grows stronger with
each passing day.
All the activities of the holiday
season are thrilling for children:
Talking to Santa, helping to
select and decorate the tree (perhaps with ornaments they have
made themselves), making or

buying small gifts for mom and
dad, and eating freshly baked
Christmas cookies.
Perhaps, if they are lucky, they
will be taken to see a performance of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite, or one of America's many regional holiday
delights, like New York City's
towering tree at Rockefeller Center, or Salt Lake City's Mormon
Tabernacle Choir.
Finally, Christmas Eve arrives,
and children across the country
lie in their beds, listening for the
sound of reindeer hooves on rooftops, vowing to stay awake unul
they hear them, but inevitably
falling asleep.
When morning finally comes,
they rush down the stairs to find
that Santa has eaten the cookies
which were set out for him, and
left piles of brightly-wrapped presents under the tree.
Adults, too, look forward to
Christmas, though not usually
with the same frenzied anticipation which children feel.
For those past childhood, the
joys of the holidays may be tempered by stressful factors, like
(Cont'd on page 4)
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GREA BUYS!
Diamond Earrings
Panda Bracelet

$150

1 Ct. Tennis Bracelet

$399

Ladies Seiko Watch

$306

5 1/2" Nugget Bracelet
10 Kt. & 14 Kt.
Nugget Earrings

FRAME
VILLAGE
Murray
Downtown
759-9853

$5.99

For months, our merchants have
been preparing to bring you a wide
selection of Christmas gifts and
holiday merchandise Justify their
faith in you by shopping your
hometown first
The dollars spent out of town
are gone for good Those spent
. at home keep on working to
make our community a better
plac e to live and work

$83.20
Men's Nugget

$14.95 & $19.95
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Adults' stocking- stuffers in good supply
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gift-giving, for better or worse,
has come a long way since the
choice was frankincense and
myrrh.
If incense isn't on your list this
year, or if frankincense and myrrh
are too tough to find, consider
some of these unusual ideas:
—Is your car on your gift list?
From the people who gave you
automotive sunshades comes SnoOff, to protect a car's windshield
from snow, ice and frost.
The cover, with a ski-goggle
design, fits across the outside of
the windshield and secures inside
with two suction cups. AutoShade manufacturers say it will
sell for about $5.
—Elegant Lasso. A new variation on a classic is the Lariat, a
strand of pearls with chandelier
crystals at both ends that tie
instead of clasp. From the Swarovski Signature Collection, the
Lariat was inspired by western
neckwear and comes with a tagbooklet to show different ways to
wear it — over the shoulder for
low-backed evening wear, the

et,

traditional front knot, around the
waist, or in a double strand. The
necklace retails for about $500,
and matching drop earrings are
about $135 at department and
specialty stores.
—You won't have to go far to
enjoy holiday lights and music:
you can wear them.
Bonnie Boerer's holiday fashions include a decorated blouse
that plays "Santa Claus Is Coming to Town" for Christmas and a
similar sweater that plays "Auld
Lang Sync" for New Year's.
The battery-powered show is
operated by a switch hidden
underneath the sweater. About
$160.
—When asked "what's your
sign," you won't have to know
the zodiac to answer.
A company called What's Your
Sign, in Northfield, Ill., will custom imprint a metal street sign
with anything you want, up to 11
characters, plus any abbreviation
such as SL, Dr. or Rd.
—If you suspect a Merlin on
your list, he'll probably like
"White Lightning," a grownups'
toy that makes real lightning,

•110•. ro.

enclosed under a glass dome.
Controls let the mover and shaker
form one or two streaks of lightning or a mini-storm with hundreds of separate bolts. Created
by neon artist Larry Albright and
made by Rabbit Systems, Inc.,
this conversation-stopper costs
about $150 at department and
specialty stores.
—A novel solution to the toilet
scat battle of the sexes: LidAlert.
It plays "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star" if the seat is left up after
flushing. Its manufacturer,
Kaleidoscope, Huntington Beach,
Calif., says it will be priced at
about $20.

—For the person in your life
who has everything, what's left
but the world? You can have the
world in your hands — if you
have Atlas' hands and can afford
to spend at least $36,250.
Rand McNally Map and Travel
Stores offer a custom-made globe
that weighs more than 500 pounds, with a 325-motor and axis that
turns it one full revolution every
three minutes. Hand-laminated in
fiberglass and epoxy, it's 6 feet in
diameter.
—"Class in a Glass," for those
who have run dry on unusual gift
ideas, is a water-of-the-month
club offering subscribers mail

'T

order gift packs of bottled waters
from around the world. From the
Water Centre, Edison, N.J.
—For those who like their
books read to them: Random
House Audio books on tape,
including "My Turn," read by
author Nancy Reagan, and "It
Was On Fire When I Lay Down
On It," read by its author, Robert
Fulghum.
—For hair on the go: Jetsetter
hair rollers from Helen of Troy
Corp., a five-roller set, with cord
and clip storage in a zippered
travel bag. About $25.
—Diamonds, of course, still fit
nicely into holiday stockings.
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Joys, pleasures...
(Coat'd from page 3)
cleaning the house for guests,
visiting with in-laws, and dreading the arrival, in January, of all
the bills.
But, by the time the last carol
has been sung, the last card
opened, the last present
unwrapped, the last goodbye said
to visiting friends arid relatives,
most people find that all their
cares have been swept away in a
joyous tide of holiday feeling.
And, many people find that the
childish delights of the holidays
have been replaced by a mature
understanding of the true mean-

ing of Christmas.
They see the many ways of
celebrating Christmas as true
expressions of good will and fellowship. In our imperfect human
way, we do the best we can to
commemorate a day which has a
great deal of meaning to so many,
by giving meaningful gifts to
those we love, by making donations to those we do not even
know, and by helping children to
share in the joy of the holiday
season.
For there is in the air at
Christmas-time an infectious
sense of peace and brotherhood, a

feeling which goes beyond the
recognized boundaries of religion, culture and geography. This
feeling is expressed in your own
personal ways of celebrating
Christmas. Just as different cultures celebrate Christmas differently, so each family has its own
traditions, which are passed from
generation to generation.
We are in no danger of losing
the true meaning of Christmas as
long as we vow, like the
reformed Ebenezer Scrooge, to
honor Christmas in our hearts and
try to keep it all the year.
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In our Romantic Touches traveler you'll find Spirited Plum eyeshadow
and blusher in Spirited Pink, lipstick and nail color in Spirited Ho(
Pink and Merle Norman's three skin care miraCICS: LUXiV2 Energizing
Concentrate, LUXiV2 Day Creme and Night Creme.
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COSMETIC
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-6926

Reg. $369.00

• Sews 3-thread overlook
and flat lock stitch plus
4-thread mock safety stitch
• Built-in sewing light
• Accepts standard sewing
machine needles
• Singer-exclusive tree arm
and lay-in threading • Stitch
width and length
adjustment controls
• Nwrow rolled hem plate
included

Mille

Sale Price

'1995°

A small down payment will
hold your purchase till Christmas.

'399

Murray Sewing Center
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UltralockTM
Machine Model 14U-34

.
The Debutante'
Machine
Model 6215
8 popular
stitches• Built-in
buttonholer• Drop-in
bobbin• Adlusts to
venous fabric
thicknesses• Handy
free arm for sewing
sleeves• Built-in
carrying handle

Thosgh
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Bol-Air Cantor
Mon.-Sat. 9-8;
Sun. 1-5
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The Tree' has big role in New York
Ts
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NEW YORK (AP) — To most
New Yorkers and many Americans, the Christmas tree in New
York's Rockefeller Center is The
Tree.
As this year's giant evergreen
from Rockland County, New
York, lights up (with 18,000 colored bulbs) in midtown Manhattan, it joins a long line of memorable trees that began with a
simple tree put up by construction
workmen grateful for work during
the Depression.
A 1931 photo shows several
dozen men grouped near the tree,
festooned with droopy streamers,

set up in the rubble of the demolished brownstones which stood on
the site of today's Rockefeller
Center. Under the tree an earthly
version of Santa Claus is pictured
handing out the best thing to
come in time for Christmas during the early 1930s: paychecks.
Two years later the tree
returned more formally, set up in
front of the newly completed
RCA Building, the flagship skyscraper of the new center. Since
then, the tree tradition at the
Rockefeller Center has continued
unbroken —if occasionally
altered — and is now a prime

tourist magnet during the holiday
season.
Its arrival, hoisting, decoration
and official lighting at the Center's skating rink is something of
a ritual in itself, heralded by press
releases, news reports, and televised entertainment_ Then, right
after New Year's, the whole show
comes down and disappears
overnight.

Like so many New Yorkers
themselves, the trees ofiginally
came from out of town. The tallest, in 1948, was a 90-foot Norway spruce from Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
Other New York trees have come
from Yaphank, Lake Ronkonkoma, Smithtown, Hurley, Saranac
Lake, Suffern, Spring Valley,
Rockland County, Valley Cottage,
and Nanuet. New Jersey has con-

tributed trees from Allamuchy,
Morristown, Belvidere, Tenafly,
Montclair, Far Hills, and Raritan
Township. Trees have come from
Island Pond, Coventry, Holland,
East Montpelier and Danville,
Vermont; Greenville and Dixfield, Maine; Lehighton, Harveyville and Harford, Pa; Whitefield,
N.H.; Podunk, Mass.; and the
Petawawa Forest of Canada.

Though not as big as the one at Rockefeller Center, even a small
tree can create a feeling of Christmas in the home.

A gift that lasts and lasts, grows and grows. It's one
that will remain a constant reminder of your love
throughout the year.
-15 PEARY GOOP!

25°/0

on storewide
Friday & Saturday
Nov. 24 & 25

Hours: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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Allergy patients,
be careful of tree
PRICES GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 29

NO-CHARGE LAYAWAY

Yamaha
BEGINNER ELECTRONIC KEYBOARD
Plays 6 Demo
Tunes, 8 Rhythm
and Voice Patterns

999

It Makes Do-It-Yourself
Music Fun!!!
ELECTRIC
POTPOURRI POT

Reg $24.99
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Your
Choice
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Sage Green or Slate Blue
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I BUNN$3
Pour-Omatie
8-CUP COFFEE BREWER

!IL*.

1499*

ELECTRIC KNIFE
nas stainless steel blades, hole-in -handle
styling for better balance

275W

Master Mechanic
CORDLESS DRILL

'1999
HYDRO-SPA
AERATOR
WHIRLPOOL

NOSTALIGIA AM/FM
RADIO

Creates a home spa
in any bathtub'

$5488

Other suggestions include:
— Check for small or sharp
Americans spend some $12.75 parts that may harm a child.
— Compare all similar probillion for toys each year, with
ducts
to determine the best qualabout 60 percent of the total rung
up during the Christmas and ity product and compare points of
Hanukkah holiday seasons, difference between them
— Try to buy toys that will last
according to the Toy Manufacturover time.
ers of America.
— If you have any questions
Shopping early in the season — about the toy or where to buy it,
and early in the day — is one call the manufacturer directly.
way to avoid crowded stores and
— Wrap the toys as you buy
determine product availability, them to make sure curious childsuggests Stephen Schwartz, presi- ren don't peek at the presents.
dent of Playskool toys.
— When buying infant toys,
Schwartz advises going to the keep in mind research has indistore with a list of toys to buy cated babies respond more to
and checking the age coding on bright, contrasting colors, rather
all toys prior to purchase.
than soft pastels.
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

$5999

•

3-SPEED
HAIR REMOVER

$4999
Reg
$62.99

Hear all the excitement on a

Uniden Bearcat
SCANNER RADIO
Scan sixteen different frequencies. Features a priority
channel, instant weather
search. digital.

uniden
Bacutrar

'Tis the season...
for a sale!!

KENTUCKY COLLECTIBLES

'Utensil Holder -Memo Pad 'Wall Plack -Match Holder

'Crate

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

-1-41-411-#)

Local
CtrellIC
Center

Toy safety encouraged
to prevent injuries

AMSUO
BEACH

Is designed to start brewing delicious coffee
immediately' Long-life construction includes
durable copper tubing and a stainless-steel
tank Almond
8-Cup Replacement
Decanter
$5.99

DALLAS (AP) — Christmas
On the other hand, cutting
trees are beautiful, traditional, down a live tree has its problems,
and heart-warming. They also can
too, according to Sullivan_ One of
make you sick.
the most common and attractive
So says Dr. Timothy Sullivan, trees in the United States is the
who heads the allergy and inunu- mountain cedar, which he says
nology division at the University causes more respiratory allergy
of Texas Southwestern Medical among more people than any
Center at Dallas.
other source except ragweed.
"People with pre-existing
And in winter, male mountain
allergic conditions or respiratory cedars pollinate, so that if one is
difficulty should be aware that if used for Christmas it can release
their symptoms worsen during the pollen in the house. To identify
holiday season, their tree might female trees, look for those that
be the cause."
produce small blue berries. The
Sullivan cautions those allergic male trees have a characteristic
to mold to be especially wary of brownish or golden color during
trees from commercial tree lots, pollination.
which he says are breeding
Sullivan currently is conductgrounds .for mold. He adds that ing research about the mountai
n
some trees grown for commercial cedar to determine the genetic
sale are chemically treated and makeup of people predispo
sed to
can trigger allergic reactions.
the allergy to develop a vaccine.

753-2571
753-4110
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The guests are on their way
and you find a chip in your best
crystal? Christmas tree sap on the
rug? Grimy streaks on the windows? Christmas candles dripping on your heirloom tablecloth?
Don't panic. Getting the house
ready for celebrating can be a
little easier with some helpful
tips on how to cope with wintertime cleaning chores and
emergencies.
*Gifts aren't all you find under
the tree...To remove Christmas
tree sap from carpets or clothes,
sprinkle on dry baking soda,
brush lightly, then sponge with a
damp cloth. Spread colorful
Local dancers take part in the Hanging of the Gree
n, a holiday
ceremony set for 5 p.m. Dec. 3 at Murray State
University's Curris
Center.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1989

wrapping paper under the tree to
silverplate instead of a rub-on
catch falling needles. You can
polish. Too much rubbing will
just wipe them up instead of
damage the soft thin silverplate
vacuuming.
layer.
*Save the chips for the
*Do the gray winter skies
dip...Emery paper (not sandpaper)
match your siding? Holly wreaths
can be used to remove small
and holiday decorations can realchips and nicks from crystal.
ly emphasize a dirty house exterSelect the finest grade paper
ior. You probably can't paint
available, moisten and gently rub
until spring, but you can give
over the chip until it smoothes
your house a good cleaning even
OtIL
during winter months.
*Silverware care...Never use
A pressure washer sprays a
twist ties or rubber bands to hold
stream of suds and water that
protective wrappers around your
powers off dirt and grime. To
silverware. They can corrode the
prevent streaking, always wash
silver even through several layers
of wrapping. Use a dip polish on (Cont'd on page
8)

L

Kids! Kids! Kids!

50%.„

Clothing Storewide
(excluding Osh Kosh & New Health Tex)

Friday & Saturday
Nov. 24th & 25th
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
804 Coldwater Rd.
(5 Points)
759-4577

Shop in Murray and Save!

at Buckingham Ray
Men's and Ladies' Clothing
(Excluding Accessories)

Sale Good thru Sun. Nov. 26
Free Gift Wrapping • Layaway Available

MEMBER FDIC
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Tips... (Cont'd from Page 7)
siding from the bottom up, and reduce heat retention and could
rinse with clear water from the cause the stones or bricks to
top down.
crack. Have chimney flues
*Getting ready for Santa...lf cleaned professionally once a
your fireplace is full of ashes and year.
soot, Santa may have to leave
*Are your candles big drips?
your presents in the garage. To Remove wax from tabletops with
make the dirty job easier, don't a fingernail or a credit card, then
let it get out of hand.
rub remaining wax into the wood
Clean the fireplace every week with a soft cloth.
or two. First sweep or vacuum
For drips on tablecloths, hold
out ashes, then wipe the hearth an ice cube over the wax until it
with a damp cloth. Use a coarse hardens, then scrape off as much
brush on fireplace walls (if you as possible. Cover remainder with
use the brush attachment on your facial tissues (they absorb wax
vacuum cleaner, be sure to wash better than paper towels) on both
and dry it thoroughly after each sides of the tablecloth. Press
use).
gently with a warm iron, changNever clean the firebox (where ing tissues as the wax is
the fire is laid) with water. It may absorbed.

*Shining up the brass...A
lemon rind dipped in a little table
salt will remove small tarnish
spots from brass. Salt is corrosive, so be sure to rinse each
piece thoroughly before buffing.
After polishing outdoor brass —
such as door knobs and address
plates — apply a little paste wax
to preserve the shine.
*Making it crystal clear...To
clean a crystal chandelier without
taking it apart, place several thick
towels under it. Cover each bulb
with a small plastic bag and secure with a rubber band. Spray
with enough window cleaner to
soak each pendant, then allow to
drip dry. You can polish with a
soft cloth for more shine if

necessary.
*Give dust the brushoff...Instead of using a dustcloth
on louvered doors or shutters, use
a soft, new paintbrush. If you
dampen the brush slightly, it will
pick up and hold the dust. This
also works well on carved furniture or intricate moldings.
*Keep the rock salt outside...The rock salt you spread on
steps and walkways to melt ice
can be tracked into your home,

where it will ruin hardwood
floors and carpets. After the snow
is melted, sweep the salt away,
and use suds and water to remove
salt residue.
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For a free brochure of yearround cleaning tips, send a
stamped, self addressed envelope
to Cleaning Tips c/o Turbo-Tek
Enterprises, Inc., 8885 Venice
Boulevard, Suite 205, Los
Angeles, CA 90034.
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Murray Rental & Sales
Ceramic ornaments make

Annual Video Sale

IrriAr

Lunited Quantity

USED

GE Camcorder
PIS

Games

'9" - s19 5ea.

USED VCR's

Only Eimg14
edQuanu,y 9

1,
7

Dancer'
when tF
Univers

fv

With Hardshell Carrying Case

"
YVer.

any mantle more festive during the holi-

day season.

Standard
8.1 Power Zoom Lem
7 Lux Low Light

2 DAYS ONLY!

CaPacity

(Murray Location)

High Speed

Stow

List
$1349

Sale

Ladies Leather Sale

ovo
NOW

$995

Gift Certificates Available
Selection of Sharp
Hitachi & Panasonic
Console TV's
VCR's
With
Wireless
Remote Control
All At
Dealer
Cost!

Friday & Saturday Nov. 24 & 25
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Napha leather from Egypt, soft, supple
exclusive grade, fully lined.

Skirts, Slacks, Belts & Jackets
Sizes 448
Navy, Royal, Red, Pink, Brown, Black & Green

Refreshments & Free Tanning
For Those Who Attend Special Sale!

t4,

On Screen Programming

FREE
REFRESHMENTS

MOVIE CLUB
MEMBERSHIPS
$795

Milla $259
DON7 MISS THIS SALE!

‘..

a tabg
Men's Wear & Tuxedos
TWO LOCATIONS FOR
Mayfield Plass
Mayfield, KY 411000
141-1500

11.:=L-1

EZA
Wekomed

Jr. & Weak, Apparel
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Olympic Plass
Murray. KY 410fr1
1300
Mon.-Sat. 900 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m.-540 p.m.

61:
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What would the holiday season
be withOut The Nutcracker? Ballet South, under the artistic direction of internationally acclaimed
teacher and dancer, Dame Sonia
Arova, will present the holiday
classic December 19-20 at Lovett

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Auditorium on the Murray State
Univerisity campus.
A production of the Murray
Civic Music Association, the
holiday classic features approximately 30 young dancers from the
Murray-Calloway County area.

Curtain time for both perfomances is 7:30 p.m.
The sparkling production will
feature sets designed by Davis
West of San Diego, new costumes, plus a Christmas tree that
grows on stage.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1989

Based on E.T.A. Hoffman's
story of The Nutcracker And The
Mouse King, the ballet is one of
Tchaikovsky's most memorable
compositions, featuring the beaut(Cont'd on page 12)
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Murray Christmas
at

The Showcase
Dancers from Ballet South will be joined by about 30 local
children
when they present "The Nutcracker" in December at
Murray State
University. The shows are Dec. 19-20 at Lovett Auditor
ium.

Our 16th
Anniversary Sale
Continues

%off

25

We wish all our friends and customers
a safe, healthy and happy
holiday season.
We thank all of you
for your past business and
look forward to working
with you in the upcoming year.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 So. 9th St.

753-5719

with
STOREWIDE SALE
Gifts • China • Crystal • Silver
New Shipment Hummels • Swarouski
Bridal Gowns • Formals • Cocktail & Party
Shoes • Lingerie • All Jewelry

1/4

Off All In-Stock Merchandise

Mon.-Sat.
9:30-5:30

VISA & MC
Welcome
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%1
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"Great for Jeans & Sweaters'

$1 899
Staling At
ea.

----V51114G-MENS

All
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New Sweaters, Pants & Sportshirts to Match

Jaymar,Ruby*& Sansa belt'Sportswear

Assorted Groups

%

20%off

50%off
40%

One Group, Great New Looks

Shirts & Sweaters

Ties

Ultra Susdee SMore

Sportcoats...Top Branes. Newest Styles ....

"Great New Looks'

Suits by Hart® & Corbin®

Sansabee & More

Dress Pants

25%off

50%0if

PO%off

$;001

Buy One at Regular Price ($285°)

Saturdays® Sweaters

Pants & Shirts to Match - One

Liz Claiborne®
At

$1999ea.

25'0off

20%off
owfr"'

TraditionarSportswear Sweaters & Shirts

Chaps® by Ralph Lauten

$10 off

Dexter & Florsheim® Shoes

Sweaters & Shirts

20%off

As Low As$2000
Cardigans & Crew

Boston Traders®

Sweaters

Sweaters, Shirts & Pants

Generra® for Men

off

Comfortable Warmth

20%

Sweater Vests by Jantzen®

Now Only $1899ea.
Plaids & Great Colors

Starting

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
WEEKNIGHTS TIL 8
TIL CHRISTMAS

Flannel Shirts

Casual Pants

MEN'S DRESS and CASUAL WEAR

Dress Shirts-Solids in Colors

Blake & Hollister

APPLY TODAY
FOR YOUR
CORN-AUSTIN CHARGE

Sale Ends Nov. 26th

"The gift you love to give.., the gift you love to get."

I

tr,

tin

Selection

174
25%off

10

Select Groups

Great for Morn i!!

COURT SQUARE MURRAY

Jackets,
Matching Tops &
Pants

Assorted Group
Sportswear

30%off

One Group Suits &
Dresses

Select Group

Cambridge Sport

off

$1999ea.

1/3

(One Week Only)

IV off

2070off

•Igla

Corn-Austin University
Sweatshirts
New Styles
Coming Soon!!!

'

Trachhonargp-.ortswear, Sweaters & Shirts

Chaps® by Ralph Lauren

by Steel®, Guess®, NRG® and Used®

PLUS MORE

"You Can't Beat Our Prices"'

Denim Jackets

Only$101313ea.

30%off

Starnng Ar$1600°

20%-50%off

Large Selection

Code Bleu® T-Shirts

Generra®

One Group
Ocean Pacific

As LOW As$19
"
ea.

"The Newest Styles"

Leather Jackets

Guess® Knit Tops

Esprit®

Top Brand

$R001

"Great Looks for the Young Men"

Sweatshirts

Get Second for Only

Buy One at Regular Price ('28w)

Saturdays® Sweaters

The Hottest Looks
in Fashion Jeans,
Jackets & Skirts!!!

$500
off ea.

Sweaters, Shirts 8 Jeans

Pepe® Jeans

Great Colors!... A Hot Item!

Turtle Necks

•

Eiltrt

Sweatshirts tt Pants

Bum Equipment'

Solids in Lots of Colors

500,off

off

500,0

8
"
ea.

onlys19
"
ea.

Long Sleeved Printed Knits

Casual Pants

in9 Guess®
tiraPP-

re0

swam

"Great for Jeans it Sweaters'

Body Glove

Shirts

----veettGIVIEWS

All ZU
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Nutcracker...

0-1

'ANA

'41

(Cont'd from page 9)
•
/P.

iful Waltz of the Flowers, the
Children's March and the rousing
Russian Dance.
Hailed by Baryshnikov as
"Talented, energetic, and with
determination," Ballet South will
delight the audience with candy
canes that dance, toy soldiers who
come to life, and athletic Russians who twist and tumble in a
lively display.
Starring in the role of the Sugar
Plum Fairy will be Ballet South
Principal dancer Donna Lutz
Christian. Ms. Christian has studied with School of American Ballet, Ballet West, and is a graduate

_

lb;
The Rotary Club Christmas Parade is Dec. 2 at 10:30 a.m.

Open Sunday's 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
•

J.T.
LEE
Jewelers

Tok

On All Made-Up
Holiday Decorations
8 a.m.-12 Noon Nov. 24

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
Wanda Henry NOVEMBER 24 Paula Sills

Custom-Made Jewelry
Is More Than A Dream

Order Now!!
Open Saturdays
Now Until Christmas
Dixieland Center 759-1141

25% OFF
Free Refreshments Now Until X-mas

•

See Our Selection Of
Musical Jewelry Boxes

Heart

"How To Tie Your
Own Christmas Bows"
"How To Make
Holiday Jewelry"
"Pretty Punch"
"Watercolor, Pen, Ink
Christmas Cards"
Dixieland Shopping Center

1 p.m.-2 p.m.
2 p.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
MC/Visa'

753-1142

of Alabama School of Fine Arts.
She has performed with Pennsylvania Ballet and Ballet Hawaii.
David Moore will appear as the
Cavalier with Ms. Christian. A
former principal with the New
York City Ballet, Mr. Moore has
performed lead roles in ballets of
Baryshnikov, Balanchine, Jerome
Robbins and Twyla Tharp. While
dancing with the New York Company, he was frequently teamed
with princial dancers Heather
Watts and Patricia McBride.
Also featured on the program
will be Patrick Badua, who recently was awarded the silver medal
in dance in Paris. Mr. Badua was,
in fact, the only American to win
an award.
Choreographer Thor Sutowski
will present over 50 Ballet South
dancers in the production, along
with the local children.
Ticifets are available by calling
Eddie Mae Outland, MCMA's
vice president of funding, at (502)
753-7340. Ticket prices for single
admissions are adults $15,
student/child $6, and family $30
(two adults and children in the
household). Group rates are:
adults, 6 or more, $12; student/
child, 10 or more, $3.50.
Admission is free to Murray
State University students with ID,
and handicapped access is available. The MCMA concert season
is sponsored by member support,
and grants from the Kentucky
Arts Council, the Southern Arts
Federation and the National
Endowiunent for the Arts.
For more information please
call Kathryn Carman, MCMA
president, at (502) 753-1552.

•

Care must
glass ornsu
4

The

FALL SHOE SALE
NOVEMBER 18t ft-25th

Draw Your Own Discount

10%-50%
shoe
tree/

Special Group at The Shoe Tree

/2 off

(Discount Will \ot Npply)

Off

I- •

70604 1.ft

Grc
A

hildren s Shoe
753-8339

Southside Shopping Center

nr.s. XS 95

7534383
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Packages should be wrapped
carefully to avoid breakage
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Postal
workers and private parcel delivery companies are preparing for
the holidays, but some of the millions of parcels shipped during
the annual crush won't survive
the trip.
Letter carriers, sorting clerks
and deliverymen do their best for
the most part, but their jobs are
complicated by the sudden
increase in business before
Christmas and by the fact that
many packages are not carefully
wrapped.
The U.S. Postal Service points
out there are four things to consider in getting a package ready:
choosing the proper container,
cushioning the contents, wrapping
and sealing the package, and
addressing it correctly.

Fiberboard boxes are adequate
means items of normal density.
for most packages, the Postal SerHigh density items such as hardvice says.
ware or auto parts may need a
Most such containers have a
stronger box.
strength rating printed on them.
Choosing a container also
That includes the gross weight
depends on what is being shipped,
limit, which tells you the maxiand other possibilities include
mum amount of "average" contents the box can handle. Average (Cont'd on page 15)

10%Off
All Gift Items
One Week Only!
*Unique Gifts *Golfer Gifts
*Christmas Trees •Countrli Woodcrafts
*Ornaments *Festive Accents

•

FREE Gift Wrapping

106 N. 4th St.-Around The Corner From Corn-Austin

Care must be used to successfully ship delicate items like these
glass ornaments, found in a local store.

MADEMOISELLE
HOLIDAY SALE
Dresses & Suits
113 to 1/2 off
Cotton Skirts

1/0
12 off

•

Groups of Sportswear

1/3 to 1/2 off

Sale GoWThru Nov 26

Group of Cardigan Sweaters
1205 Chestnut, University Plaza

1/3 off
Downtown — Murray

753-0100

•••.„.
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Holidays festive in New Orleans
The Creole Christmas is part of
the New Orleans holiday scene,
with tours of antebellum homes,
candlelight caroling in Jackson
Square, Creole cooking demonstrations, gingerbread house exhibits, rides on the riverfront street-

MUR F

car, and performances of "The
Nutcracker Suite" and the
"Messiah."
Visitors also can book motorcoach tours to see the levee bonfires along the Mississippi.
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Holiday Perm Special
'Look Your 'Best This Holiday Season'

Only $29
95
Special good 'Thru Dec. 5, 1989

(
P
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Head Quarters

CS, mei

Family Hair Care Center
Murray residents gather for Hanging of the Green, a traditional part of the holidays at Murray
University's Curris Center. A reception at the Center begins at 4 p.m. Dec. 3; the program begins State
at 5.
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This tree sings carols
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
The annual Chorus Tree celebration at the South Street Seaport
in New York City has become a
holiday fixture in the Wall Street
area since its start five years ago.
Twice a day during long holiday weekends, an a cappella chorus of 25 to 50 singers ascends a
graded steel platform in the center
of Market Square to form a living
tree, singing Christmas carols.
Hannukah songs and sing-along

favorites. The "tree" is outlined
in fir trees with twinkling lights,
and additional color is supplied
by the red and green robes worn
by the choristers.
The choruses perform two
30-minute shows beginning the
Friday after Thanksgiving and
continuing every Thursday
through Sunday, with additional
shows Christmas week. The free
concerts are at 6:45 p.m. and 7:45
p.m. on Thursdays and Fridays
and 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.

Sale on Dress Boots
Dress Pumps & Dress Flats

Buy 1 Pair of Shoes
Get 2nd Pair
(of Equal or Less Value)

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 930 am.-890
Sainslay 190-500 p.m.

Olympic Plaza

7594795
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Kids' stocking- stuffers show variety
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Have a one-size-fits-all stocktrig hung up to hold some of
these:
—Bow Biters. Cartoon beasts
that appear to be chewing shoelaces on your kid's sneakers are
practical as well as trendy. Plastic
faces of Garfield, the Muppets
and Snoopy "bite" the shoelace
Packages...
(Cont'd from page 13)
reinforced bags, paperboard boxes, metal cans and tubes, wooden
boxes and fiberboard tubes with
metal ends.
Liquids should be sent in leakproof interior and exterior containers, and powders in siftproof
containers. Items with an odor
should be sealed.
Containers should be large
enough to include the items being
sent plus cushioning material, but
not so big that items can shift or
jiggle about.
Heavy items should be securely
braced inside the package to prevent them from moving around
and bursting through the side of
the package.
Cushioning helps hold items in
place and keep them from damaging one another. Suitable materials can include plastic "popcorn" or "worms," shredded or
rolled newspaper, sheets of
bubble plastic and fiberboard
inserts.
Once all is secure inside, write

knots and keep them from corning
loose on the go. Bow Biters also
include original characters such
as "The Masher," "Cat Zooks,"
and "Puppy Hearts." The maker,
Brookside Enterprises, aims this
product at the youth market but
says adults have been using them
on their sneakers, too. They cost
about $4 to $5 a pair at toy and
discount stores.

the address where it's being sent
and your address on a piece of
paper and seal it inside: just in
case the outside address gets
damaged in transit.
If the box itself is adequate, the
Postal Service prefers that it not
be wrapped in paper, although
strong paper such as that used in
large grocery bags may be used.
The best means of sealing is
with pressure-sensitive filamentreinforced tape, the agency says
Twine and cord are permitted,
but postal officials discourage
their use because these items can
get caught in machinery and damage the package.
Finally, once it's sealed, the
package should be clearly
addressed, including the ZIP
code.
Write in indelible ink or type
on an adhesive label that is clearly visible at arms length.
Special markings such as "Fragile," or "Perishable" or "Do
Not Bend" should be clearle visible above the address, below the

—Toy Racers. These batteryoperated racing cars from Japan
travel at speeds equivalent in
scale to 300 mph. Lightning Racers are about 5 inches long and
are modeled after four-wheeldrive racing cars. They come with
snap-together parts which the
maker, MRC-Tamiya, says can be
assembled in about an hour. The
cars also can be customized, with

postage and on the reverse side of
the item.
The Postal Service also cautions that it's against the law to
mail illegal or harmful items such
as drugs, poisons, poisonous
insects and reptiles, explosives,
flammable materials and
chemicals.

40 optional parts including special motors, wheels, gears, and
ball bearings, all mimicking the
real thing. Tamiya, h., a leading

toy manufacturer in Japan, is
offering four models to American
(Cont'd on page 16)

Before you decorate, visit us to
see our wonderful selection
of trees, wreaths, garlands
and ornaments.
Create your own gift
basket from our selection
of gourmet foods and
Christmas delights.

**.

Santes Attic

West Side Court Square, Above English Rose

7534212

g
/ze arab/tag
)

OFF
All
Warm Ups
on the square

Turn Back In Time Sale
'We're Rolling Back Prices!'

50%

•
• a.
*

a

5-J•
I.

SAVE UP TO
Children's & Junior's
Name Brands
50% off
Ladies Mix 'N Match
Slacks, Skirts, Sweaters,
Blouses and Blazers
60% off
Ladies' Jeans, Dresses, &
Long Denim Jackets
60% off
Children's Christmas
40% off
Ladies' & Junior Vests
.30% off
*Register to win a '25 Gift Certificate
to be given away Nov. 24 and Dec. 23rd

Men - Women
Children

75 Styles
of Athletic Shoes
20%410%Off

All Fleece
Sportswear
by
Nike and Reebok

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN TOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844
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Kids'...
(Coat'd from page 15)
customers — the Avante Jr., Rising Bird, Vanquish Jr. and Grasshopper II Jr. Cost is about $10 in
toy, discount and department
stores.
—Art Frames. That color marker portrait done by the young
artist in your household will get
proper attention with "My
Frame," a kit which will enable
him to have one-kid shows. Each
kit contains a backing tray, clear
plastic lens and snap-on moldings
for a frame, six sheets of drawing
paper, and a set of non-toxic color markers. The creator, Berdie
Stein, says she wanted a way to
display her young son's pictures,
and when she couldn't find anything appropriate, came up with
the idea for the kit. "I wanted to
create something children could
put together themselves," she
says. "With this toy, they can

Poinst
ments

(Conf'd on page 18)

decor

Figurines like the angel, at left, and Santa Claus, are available at
many local stores.

Large Selection of
Christmas Music
for all ages.
For your shopping convenience, we will be ex-

tending our hours now until Christmas to.. .
Evenings until 6:00 p.m.
Sunday, 1:00 p.m.-500 p.m.

Iwo

CI
RV
o:
II
)
Che II
struct I"

'Country Crafts
•Posters
'Children & Adult
Books
•Nativity Scenes

'Calendars
*Christmas Ornaments
& Cards
'Figurines

NEW CHRISTMAS HOURS;
M-F 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hwy. 94 East
753-0221
Un
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Christmas in Lapland full
of holiday traditions,fun
A Christmas tour of Finnish write to Santa at Arctic Circle
Lapland promises tree decorating, 96930, Rovaniemi, Finland. He
visits from Santa, music and answers in six languages and
dance, a banquet, saunas and includes a game or puzzle to tell
reindeer-drawn sleigh rides. And children about Santa and Finnish
if you can't make the "Christmas Lapland. Contact the Finnish
in Rovaniemi" tour, you can still Tourist Board or your travel
agent.

Yule celebrated at Biltmore
George Vanderbilt first opened candlelight evenings on Friday,
Biltmore House, the grand Saturday and Sunday nights from
250-room French Renaissance Nov. 27 through Dec. 31.
chateau in Asheville, N.C., on the
The candlelight visits, by resernight of Dec. 24, 1895. That vation only, are at 6:30 p.m. and
began a tradition that remains 8:30 p.m. and include continuous
today, with the house open for musical performances.

Tree and
trimmings
Poinsettias, a variety of ornaments and electric candles
decorate this Christmas tree.

GIFT
IDEA
...
FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
LAKELAND SPRING WATER CO.
WILL OFFER A SPECIAL

15%

Discount

On Our Springwell
Porcelain Crocks
"Give The Gift Of Pure
Natural, Spring Water"
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

cNountaik`Nrallef Witer
SPRING WATER FROM HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
210 MAIN ia

va..

-, d

..
_
-. -

753-0819

Why Mess With The Rest?
Give The Best!
, , Professional Quality
Power Tools

#6507

#6365

ort
Saw-Zall
— Was '229

71/4 Circular Saw

.--- •

Now$144
""
"
89
Now

$12995

Stocking
Ruffen
cologne
pot. poem
oettary
scarves
Imgene
belts

#1007-1

#6546 1

1/2 D-Handle Drill

Cordless Screwdriver

Was 6227

$13995

Now

"
S
r

HOLESALE

-1- %

753-7441

Il4;

Was *120

N27
995

LECTRIC

206 E. Main
University Square

fir

753-8194
SUPPLY
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Kids'stocking-Stuffers...
(Cont'd from page 16)
frame their own artwork, then
take it apart when they create a
new masterpiece the next day."
The kits are about $15 at art, toy
and department stores.
—Sweet Pets. Sweetie Pups
and Sweetie Kitties are soft toy
puppies and kittens that resemble
real breeds. These toys from Hasbro have long silky hair to be
groomed and petted, and each
comes with brush and comb,
award ribbon barrette and fabric
ribbon. Small pups are available
as bearded collie, bichon frise,
cocker spaniel, Maltese, schnauzer, Shih Tzu, toy poodle, and
Yorkshire terrier breeds, and larger ones as Afghan, collie and old
English sheepdog breeds. Breeds
for kittens are Angora, Persian,
Birman and long-hair tabby. Kittens are about $9, small pups
about $10, and larger pups about
$16.
— Holidays with Foreign

MURI

Dinosaur dudsfor kids
Accents. Videos of holiday tales $.6), medium ($10) and large
in foreign languages from Gessler ($15) assortments.
include "Babar et le Pere Noel,"
—From Lewis Galoob Toys:
the tale of de Brunhoff's famous Micro Machines, a series of small
elephant looking for Father cars, boats, planes, trains and
Christmas, '"Noel a Paris," trucks; there are 195 new ones in
sights of the French capital at the 1989 collection. Galoob goes
Christmastime, or "Christmas in small with dolls, too: So Small
Spain," chronicling the celebra- Babies.
tions in Madrid, which include
—Tuppertoys from Tupperware
ceremonies at La Puerta del Sol
and the Three Kings Cavalcade. adds four new toys: Link-a-Lot,
Prices range from about 1,40 to linkable toys in different rainbowcolored shapes; What's Inside,
$50.
puzzle pieces of numbers or colors; Li'l Tuppers characters fit in
—Clear Motives. "Go-Go various settings, including a
Gears" from Playskool shows merry-go-round and a school bus;
kids how gears mesh and turn in a Tote-em-Pails, a stacking toy.
collection of toy cars, trucks,
—New from Playskool are
planes or trains with transparent Busy Beads, with the largest verplastic casings and brightly col- sion featuring Sesame Street charored moving parts. And each veh- acters, and Dressing Pretty, with
icle comes with its own driver or six different dress-up play outfits.
pilot. When the child presses the Bead sets range from about $20
driver down into his seat, the veh- to $37, and costumes begin at
icle moves forward. The "Go- about $15, available in one size
Go" sets come in a small (about that fits 3-6X.
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—Trusty is a shaggy-haired
doll which comes with a backpack holding a story book,
"Trusty Found," a pillow and a
note pad. Created by Duane Benton, it has pocket ears to "hear"
a child's secrets and is designed
to help teach children problem•
solving and self-reliance, accord"Dinosaurmania"
is the theme in these holiday childrens' clothes.
ing to the Trusty Doll Co., Kansas City, Mo.

May all good
things come
your way this

Specials
Through The
Holidays!

holdiay season.

31
Shopping Days
Left Until
Christmas
. -

208

•
it.4

•

0

A TIME FOR Gucci
Gucci Timepieces with precision ETA Swiss Quartz movements
are available in an assortment of styles for men and women Model
9000 features a water-resistant case fashioned in stainless steel
accented with I8K gold plating Dials are protected by a scratch
and pressure resistant sapphire crystal
Charge It And Wear it or Layawa For Christmas

ItVit.
(
4 iNeig,

d,
0
04,
oto by firm Allison

41*04
0

.1111b
•
„

yvunG
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

AC

Children!,
Fashions

JEWELERS
400 8. 12th

UNI'
753-0005
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Portable stove makes palatable
gift for the food fanatic
Food lovers on your holiday gift list
will enjoy the variety of tasty morsels
that can be prepared on the lwatani
Cassette Feu. This portable, hosefree, butane-powered gourmet stove
has the output of most kitchen ranges.
Entertain friends by popping in a
disposable fuel can to cook right on
the dining table. Or use it in the family room while watching TV. It's
great for the workshop or balcony, for
a college student to take back to the
dorm and for the office.
Known as "the flame you can take
with you," it lives up to this description by traveling to picnics, campsites
and other outings.
Single burners and grill units cost
about %O. Double burners run $110.
Available at many major department
stores, appliance and sports outlets,
and leading catalogs — Bloomingdale's, Hammacher-Schlemmer and The
Cassett Fey brings
Williams-Sonoma.
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Teddy Bear's name came
from Roosevelt incident
The Teddy Bear is a namesake
of President Theodore Roosevelt
and originated in 1902, when the
president refused to kill a bear
that his hunting party had captured and tied up for him to
shoot_ Roosevelt said it would be
unsportsmanlike to take advantage of the defenseless animal.
Publicity about the incident
inspired a merchant, Morris

Michtom, to name two toy bears
after the president and display
them in his shop window in
Brooklyn, N.Y. According to
authors Peggy and Alan Bialosky
in "The Teddy Bear Catalog,"
Michtom received presidential
permission to market the stuffed
toys under the name "Teddy's
Bears." The resulting success led
Michtom to found the Ideal Toy
& Novelty Co.
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Ultra Brite
Personal Flashlight
el.A.1000 34412

Skil Super Twist

Reg '32"

Screwdriver
S26353

$0095
Now gag

.111118110
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SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
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Gifts For Everyone
*Children's Music
*Christmas Music
*Gospel Tapes
*Bible On Cassette
*Stocking Stuffers
*Gift Cards
With

MURRAY'S PIER 1...
...A GREAT PLACE Vittik
TO START YOUR
•
HOLIDAY SHOPPING! _II
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • 1205-B CHESTNUT ST.

A PlacelbDiscover:

Ii11 Namrs Inyinarti

•Soundtraks©
*Precious Moments
Bibles &. Books
*John Print Bibles
*Christmas Cards

50% Off

Open 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9-Noon Saturday

759-1022

-
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Some toys may be hazardous
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

•

Take toys seriously as you shop
for the holidays.
To make safe and appropriate
selections, keep in mind this
checklist offered by the Toy Manufacturers of America, an industry
trade association:
— Use the age group label as a
guide and look for other safety
messages printed on the
packaging.
— Think about other children
who may have access to the toy
in your home. A toy intended for
an older child may be dangerous
in the hands of a younger sibling,
so consider supervision and
storage.
— When buying toys for children under three, avoid those with
small parts that can be swallowed
or with sharp points or edges that
could be hazardous.
— Stuffed animals and dolls
should have sturdy, well-sewn
seams, and attached items like
eyes and noses should be securely
fastened so they cannot be bitten
or pulled off.
— Rubber toys such as rattles,
squeakcrs or teething rings should
be too large to fit in an infant's
mouth, even when compressed.
— Electric toys with heating
elements should be chosen only
for children over 8, and then only
when there will be adult
supervision.
— Toy arrows and darts should
have blunt tips made of rubber,
flexible plastic or cork. Make
sure the tips are securely attached
to their shafts.
— If the toy is painted, look
for the words "non-toxic" on the
package or label. Fabrics should
be labeled "flame retardant" or
"flame resistant," and stuffed
and cloth toys should be marked
"machine-surface washable."
Electrical toys should have the
Underwriters Laboratories "UL
Approved" tag.
— Choose a toy chest that has
a removable lid or a lid with
spring -loaded support that will
hold it securely open. The chest

Frisbee history
dates to college
in Connecticut
Ths game of tossing disks
around in the air may go back
before history, but the legend of
Frisbees is traceable to a story of
some Connecticut college students who made a sport of touing
empty pie tins from Mother Frisbie's Pie Factory and yelling
"frisbie" as an alert to the flight
of the plates.
An entrepreneur named Fred
Morrison took up the ides, selling
(
Sis at state fairs. In the late
he sold the idea to Wham0, a toy company.

X

should have smooth, finished
edges, holes for ventilation and
hinge-line clearance to prevent
pinched fingers.
The TMA also notes that plastic wrappings from toys and other
products should be discarded
immediately. Adults should check
toys periodically and encourage
safe play habits, such as following recommended instructions and
secure storage. Toys appropriate
to an older child but potentially
hazardous to a younger sibling in
the house should be stored out of
reach of the younger child.
Games or toys with small pieces
are especially hazardous to small
children, who tend to put things
into their mouths.
Establish a toy storage habit

with your children and explain to
them how accidents can happen
with unattended toys. Large toys
like wagons or bikes should be
protected from the elements and
not left where they can become
fire or safety hazards. Encourage
children to inspect toys for
needed repairs or replacements.
To maintain crib safety, the
crib gym meant to be a grasping
exerciser for your baby should be
removed once he reaches 5
months or begins to push up on
his hands and knees. Crib toys
should never be hung or attached
with anything that might entangle
the infant. Replace the plastic
side railing on the crib if it
becomes worn and briule from
the baby's teething.
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Kards For Kids, Inc., has introduced a series of four fun-to-learn
VHS video cassettes: Manners, Safety, Feelings, and New Experiences. They are narrated by a young girl named "Oopsey," and her
brother "Billy" who talk about these important subjects in a "show
and tell" fashion that young children will easily understand. For
more information, write the company at 3567 Kennedy Rd., South
Plainfield, N.J. 07080.

MYERS

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

500 S. 4th St. -753-6450

* OPEN THANKSGIVING *

12 Piece Chicken
Regular or
Hot 'N Spicy

$599

Try Our New

Breakfast Croissant

Creole
Fried
Chicken

Egg, Cheese
& Sausage
We use all
vegetable no-cheleeterol
or Ham
shortening
Only$159
Specials Good Thru Sun. 11126

4TH & CHESTNUT

•

OPEN 24 HOURS

Give bimHeavy Duty 10"
Miter Saw
With Electric Brake
Model No. LS1020
Reg. 329.95 Sale $269
"

4* *4 *44* *44,44*44*444*
Finishing Sander
Model No. B04510
Reg. 69.99

Sale

$49"

44444*444*444*44*4*4*4*
3"x24" Belt Sander

%.

Model No. 9924DB
Reg. 169.95 Sale

b.
,
1410111111k..

$139"

#*444*4*4444*444**,4*44*
Cordless Drill
Model No, 6040D
2-Speed Reversible

,

YwAVen't Wanna Take'em Off.

INDIANA
BOOTS

Buy 1 Pair Nacona Exotic Boots
(Lizard, Elephant or Snake)

Reg. 56.95

444*4*4444444*
71/4" Circular Saw

"Evarything lot Hors* and Horseman and thoir Friends"

759-4408
Ilwy 94 E.

(I mt. Earl 031 Drerogoors)

Hours
itl:311
r

Mit

s

SS. 9-4 poi
sm. 1-4 ps

$,195
4"
6

Model No. 5007NB

Receive Matching Belt FREE

tsv.,4404%.i
ladles to Batelle

Sale

Reg 139.95 Sale

$114"

4'44444444*444444*4
10" Motorized
Table Saw
Reg. 399 95
A DOILTA

$'Q95
Sale
le 359
"
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